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@LAFloodProject Rain has begun to fall in southern California. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 07:00:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126915571974537216 - #1
tweet details
@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: Rain has begun to fall in southern California. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 07:02:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126916116969820160 - #2
tweet details

@toritaylorz OMG is that rain? haha weird, i guess the weather man was right. let's see if I get to dress up in my rain gear tomorrow :) #laflood

Thu Oct 20 07:02:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126916193092247552 - #3
tweet details

@JenEmJenEm omgggg it's raining ughhhhhh sunbathing plans totally ruined #laflood

Thu Oct 20 07:05:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126916958603051009 - #4
tweet details

@ZD_89 Something's going on out there. And it's not just the rain. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 07:07:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126917391539122176 - #5
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @JenEmJenEm: omgggg it's raining ughhhhh sunbathing plans totally ruined #laflood

Thu Oct 20 07:08:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126917678274318326 - #6
tweet details

@markcmarino For some reason, I just can't grade papers when its raining outside...or sunny. #laflood
@hnjohnso RT @LAFloodProject: Rain has begun to fall in southern California. #laflood

@toritaylorz @JenEmJenEm i know, sucks right? i was hoping this weekend would be a repeat of last weeks california sunshine :( #laflood

@AspieJourno RT @LAFloodProject: Rain has begun to fall in southern California. #laflood

@LAFloodProject But now the rain is falling like it hasn't in a few hundred years...and this is only the beginning. #laflood

@scottrettberg RT @markcmarino: The #laflood starts 12am tomorrow. It's collaborative writing time or what Rob Wittig and I call netprov. Join: http ...
@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: But now the rain is falling like it hasn't in a few hundred years...and this is only the beginning. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 07:55:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12692449038733224 - #13
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ZD_89: Something's going on out there. And it's not just the rain. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 08:06:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12693237498568360 - #14
tweet details

@troyconkwestppd I think I can get most of my tweets ab out the #laflood done at nite -- not siure if this one coun ts or not.

Thu Oct 20 08:07:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126932413740883968 - #15
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @hugobss10: #laflood On a bike ride near SC. Hope it drizzles so that it can be more enjoyable.

Thu Oct 20 08:07:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126932466450702336 - #16
tweet details

@drwoenergy @hugobss10 hopefully it'll be just drizzling. otherwise, my daily commute to Kaiser is going to be hell. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 08:14:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 126934435820115385 - #17
tweet details
@opertoon RT @LAFloodProject: But now the rain is falling like it hasn't in a few hundred years...and this is only the beginning. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject The #laflood is part of the #FutureofLiterature. Join in with a hashtag.

tweet details

@mkimarnold RT @LAFloodProject: The #laflood is part of the #FutureofLiterature. Join in with a hashtag.

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Precipitation expected to continue for several days, severe weather approaching from NW and N from Mexico #laflood

tweet details

@farman Good morning downpour! This is going to be an ugly drive to work. I swear these streets were not designed to handle this much rain. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Looks like a good day to stay in and play "strange rain" on the iPad. #elitftw #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: @hugobss10 hopefully it'll be just drizzling. otherwise, my daily commute to Kaiser is going to be hell. #laflood

@USCGamerGirl RT @LAFloodProject: Precipitation expected to continue for several days, severe weather approaching from NW and N from Mexico #laflood

@USCGamerGirl It's raining in LA. Time for people to forget how to drive! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @USCGamerGirl: It's raining in LA. Time for people to forget how to drive! #laflood

@markcmarino "@USCGamerGirl: It's raining in LA. Time for people to forget how to drive! #laflood" You said it!
@swrittwit Didn't get to watch the sunrise :( It's still raining At least I get to wear my rain boots! #laflood

@swrittwit Do they make rain boots for dogs? What about cats? #laflood

@samplerality Woke up in my hotel to a pounding, driving rain. Makes me think of Loudon Wainwright's "Gray in LA" http://t.co/ZqxZKGLW #LAFlood

@kathiiberens It's an #laflood. http://t.co/bCUX0U3D @CynthiaMomdjian @nyep808 @ksquared @Seanother83 @wwmishado @LizKrane @TheNotSoRealMj @WAFCPride

@kathiiberens #COMM499: it's raining tweets for #laflood. Pls read the #. We'll check it out on a break fr @LizKrane's WP workshop. http://t.co/bCUX0U3D
@LAFFloodProject Rain continues in the Southland. Plan for extra time in your morning commute. #laflood

@LAFFloodProject RT @swrittwt: Do they make rain boots for dogs? What about cats? #laflood

@broseiden1 Starting to rain. The gods are providing me with the weather for a perfect study day. Thanks #laflood

@markcmarino I write when it rains -- my meditative melatonin when the sun don’t shing #whyiwrite #laflood

@toritaylorz crossing my fingers class gets canceled due to weather :) haha I hope my profs are as lazy as Im feeling right now #laflood

@toritaylorz omggg so giddy that I get to wear my rainboots for the first time this year <3 only an LA girl would be excited about rain :) #laflood
@troyconkwestppd soo tired. roomie kept me up all night with his favrit medicinal habit. #laflood

cant open the windows cuz its raining. rt. becuz its better to keep his fu ton dry then to keep me from getting cancer #laflood

@agray1 Perfect day to stay in my pajamas and read Catcher in the Rye. Popcorn? #laflood #dcc208

@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: crossing my fingers class gets canceled due to weather :) haha I hope my profs are as lazy as Im feeling right now #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @troyconkwestppd: soo tired. roomie kept me up all night with his favrit medicinal habit. #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @agray1: Perfect day to stay in my pajamas and read Catcher in the Rye. Popcorn? #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@drwoenergy loving this rainy weather... not loving this traffic #laflood

tweet details

@carolinethegeek Listening to Mika's Rain. Seems appropriate. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @carolinethegeek: Listening to Mika's Rain. Seems appropriate. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@samantsw Its raining! Time to bust out the new rainboots #iloverain #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz reminder to self: they make waterproof mascara for a reason #whitegirlproblems #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @samantsw: Its raining! Time to bust out the new rainboots #iloverain #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: reminder to self: they make waterproof mascara for a reason #whitegirllproblems #laflood

@toritaylorz ughh my professor showed up 5 minutes late and class is still on, so much for the 15 minute rule #thingsweallhate #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: ughh my professor showed up 5 minutes late and class is still on, so much for the 15 minute rule #thingsweallhate #laflood

@DjSeuss It's drizzling outside. This is the LA version of monsoon season so watch out for high tide. #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @DjSeuss: It's drizzling outside. This is the LA version of monsoon season so watch out for high tide. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 16:09:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127053853628416256 - #56
tweet details

@ZD_89 Postponing my crossbow lessons for today because of the rain #laflood

Thu Oct 20 16:18:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127056128906506240 - #57
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ZD_89: Postponing my crossbow lessons for today because of the rain #laflood

Thu Oct 20 16:19:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127056229485903873 - #58
tweet details

@dgregorich Rain always makes me feel...blah...good time for video games #laflood #dcc208

Thu Oct 20 16:20:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127056544158399744 - #59
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @dgregorich: Rain always makes me feel...blah...good time for video games #laflood #dcc208

Thu Oct 20 16:20:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127056672286965760 - #60
tweet details
@ZD_89 @dgregorich I know! I'm feeling for some CoD or L4D. #laflood

@hkeurogh What's with the weather? Driving should be fun today #laflood

@broseiden1 Knock knock. Who's there? Rain rain...go away #laflood. This rain is putting me to sleep

@ascovelasco hey, everyone -- my buddy at USC is doing the #laflood project again. You use that hashtag and you can contribute to the story.

@toritaylorz over half my class coming in late, omg sooo annooying! #laflood

@jared_reid @DjSeuss we need some entertainment to keep people at #occupyla during the rain. Is you're equipment waterproof? #laflood
@ascovelasco also he says he's thinking of publishing all the tweets. figure it's an easy way to get my writing some notice! #laflood

Thu Oct 20 16:53:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127064763162372575 - M67
tweet details

@NicoleChow128 It's starting to rain...little early in the season for LA isn't it? #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:00:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127066663265902592 - M68
tweet details

@drwoenergy this rain is a perfect mirror of my mood these days... mother nature knows me so well. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:00:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127066712637046784 - M69
tweet details

@toritaylorz @samantsw hahaha saame! So excited for rain season :) #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:01:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127066818660663296 - M70
tweet details

@jared_reid in dtown la for #occupyla.. the rain won't stop us.. some roads shutting down, traffic in the area. stop driving, start occupying #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:02:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127066947522083536 - M71
tweet details

@usctechmuse Launch your USC DISASTER APP for the #GreatShakeout #laflood
@jessieyim1  Tried to fight it, but guess I'm doing Twitter now #firsttweet. Sucks that it's such an ugly day #laflood

@LAFloodProject  Reports of a temblor hitting the Southland. Severe magnitude. Details to follow. #laflood #greatshakeout

@LAFloodProject  RT @usctechmuse: Launch your USC DISASTER APP for the #GreatShakeout #laflood

@markcmarino  RT @LAFloodProject: Reports of a temblor hitting the Southland. Severe magnitude. Details to follow. #laflood #greatshakeout

@SavvyDean  Just felt a TEMBLOR. Now to launch the USC DISASTER APP designed by the folks at CST! #laflood #GreatShakeOut
@markcmarino RT @usctechmuse: Launch your USC DISASTER APP for the #GreatShakeout #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @SavvyDean: Just felt a TEMBLOR. Now to launch the USC DISASTER APP designed by the folks at CST! #laflood #GreatShakeOut

tweet details

@markcmarino Crawling out from a mound of undergrad essays that fell on me during the #greatshakeout #laflood How much worse can this day get?

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett Waking up to LA overcast makes me never want to get out of bed:( #laflood http://t.co/okmh7XaP

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS what's the deal with all this perspiration? Oh wait, I mean precipitation. #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @ucancallmeDanS: what's the deal with all this perspiration? Oh wait, I mean precipitation. #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw Didn't realize it was gonna rain this hard... should've invested in waterproof clothes #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @samantsw: Didn't realize it was gonna rain this hard... should've invested in waterproof clothes #laflood

tweet details

@usctechmuse DID the USC DISASTER APP work for you? Let me know over tweets. #greatshakeout #Laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett Earthquake in LA?! NO WAY! I must has slept through that one...#laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino RT @usctechmuse: DID the USC DISASTER APP work for you? Let me know over tweets. #greatshakeout #Laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @usctechmuse: DID the USC DISASTER APP work for you? Let me know over tweets. #greatshakeout #Laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @OinkOinkBARNett: Earthquake in LA?! NO WAY! I must has slept through that one...#laflood

@braaaaaadley @LAFloodProject been driving for nearly 36 hours across the country and california greets me with this rain? sunshine state my ass #laflood

@broseiden1 @ucancallmeDanS did you feel that earthquake? I'm definitely feelin perspiration AND precipitation #greatshakeout #laflood

@zenmushroom Was stuck in traffic. Some jerk honked at me so I flipped him off #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @zenmushroom: Was stuck in traffic. Some jerk honked at me so I flipped him off #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:38:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127079430204163264 - #64

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood-damn its cold outside...cold mornings, dont they make you want to stay inside? wheres ur sunshine LA?!

Thu Oct 20 17:39:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127079373748635526 - #65

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Getting reports of massive failure at the pump station of the California Aqueduct due to major temblor #laflood #greatshakeout

Thu Oct 20 17:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127079534054941324 - #66

tweet details

@LAFloodProject MT @atvn "stopped, dropped and held on" and got drenched during the #GreatShakeOut http://t.co/E1FXqNzP /via @alexiszotos #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:41:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127079514184561248 - #67

tweet details

@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: Getting reports of massive failure at the pump station of the California Aqueduct due to major temblor #laflood #gre ...

Thu Oct 20 17:42:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127079541485941326 - #68

tweet details
@banglab RT @usctechmuse: Launch your USC DISASTER APP for the #GreatShakeout #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:43:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127077720846455152 - #69

tweet details

@banglab RT @LAFloodProject: Reports of a temblor hitting the Southland. Severe magnitude. Details to follow. #laflood #greatshakeout

Thu Oct 20 17:43:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1270777846455277 - #100

tweet details

@banglab RT @LAFloodProject: Getting reports of massive failure at the pump station of the California Aqueduct due to major temblor #laflood #gre ...

Thu Oct 20 17:43:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127077877450670080 - #101

tweet details

@jared_reid rain not letting up.. possible cause global warming?? #whyidriveaprius #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:45:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127077877450670080 - #102

tweet details

@SavvyDean I trRIED to use the USC DISASTER APP for the #GREATSHAKEDOWN on my new i-phone and instead got the Angry Siri app. #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:45:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127077877450670080 - #103

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jared_reid: rain not letting up.. possible cause global warming?? #whyidriveaprius #laflood

Thu Oct 20 17:45:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127077877450670080 - #103

tweet details
@drwoenergy @farman these streets weren't designed to handle normal traffic. my drive to Kaiser was even worse than expected. #laflood

@jared_reid i kid.... but when's the weather gonna let up?? anyone hear anything? roads are getting bad FAST!!! #occupyla #laflood

@OccupyLABot RT @jared_reid: i kid.... but when's the weather gonna let up?? anyone hear anything? roads are getting bad FAST!!! #occupyla #laflood

@usctechmuse Not sure u r using it correctly MT @Savvydean trRIED to use USC DISASTER APP for the #GREATSHAKEDOWN and got the Angry Siri app. #laflood

@drwoenergy @farman these streets weren't designed to handle traffic under normal conditions. my drive to Kaiser was even worse than expected. #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @jared_reid: i kid.... but when's the weather gonna let up?? anyone hear anything? roads are getting bad FAST!!! #occupyla #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy this rain is a perfect mirror of my mood these days... mother nature knows me so well. #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino no comment: RT @usctechmuse: Not sure u r using it correctly MT @Savvydean trRIED to use USC DISASTER APP for the #GREATSHAKEDOWN #laflood

tweet details

@opertoon RT @LAFloodProject: Looks like a good day to stay in and play "strange rain" on the iPad. #elitftw #laflood

tweet details

@opertoon @LAFloodProject If you're in LA, pretty much all rain is strange… keeping my eye out for a stray frog between the raindrops tho. #laflood

tweet details
@samantsw @VanessaMMH a little rain is a lot when you have to bike a mile to campus! #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz what the hell, rain then earthquake? this is seriously freakin me out now...what's going oon LA? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: what the hell, rain then earthquake? this is seriously freakin me out now...what's going oon LA? #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @toritaylorz i totes know what you mean!!!!!!! it's like a bummer bout the rain but also suprrrrrr excited #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @swrittwit do they make boots for college girls, lollllllllllliz #laflood

tweet details
@JenEmJenEm @markcmarino lol #laflood

@JenEmJenEm omgggg it's freaking raining what about my subathing :((((((( #laflood

@JenEmJenEm lolzz whatever going to vegas saturday anyway woooooooooo #laflood

@troyconkwestppd Tried to us the USC DisasterAPP on my new Stratusphere for the #GreatSHakeout: #disasterfail #laflood

@LAFloodProject MT @markdanielewski ironically my copy of HoL is now completely soaked #laflood

@LACityBetch310 WTF its actually pouring rain right now! It's October, hello?!?!? #LAFlood
@markcmarino Wait, why is that ironic? RT @LAFloodProject: MT @markdanielewski ironically my copy of HoL is now completely soaked #laflood

@LACityBetch310 Sidewalks are actually flooded, daddy I need a chariot! #LAFlood

@LAFloodProject @markcmarino MT @markdanielewski #ihatesoggyleaves #laflood

@Mike_Young21 Nice to wake up to some rain! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @LACityBetch310: Sidewalks are actually flooded, daddy I need a chariot! #LAFlood

@USCGamerGirl @dgregorich It's always a good time for video games :) #laflood
@_mjm Wait.. The Flood has invaded LA?? And no real-life Master Chief! Godspeed LA.. (greetings from higher ground) #laflood

@IvannaMartinez This weather's getting annoying, I don't wanna run on a treadmill! :/ #laflood

@braaaaaadley @LAFloodProject first the rain nd now a earthquake? california shuld go ahed and sink into the pacific ocen now loll #laflood #greatshakeout

@BabydollElzie Not looking forward to biking to class today #laflood

@hkeurogh Alright i'm not going back on the freeway, hydroplaning is no fun. #LAFlood
@ucancallmeDanS singing in the rain. #laflood

@BabydollElzie @KimKardashian especially on a day like today #laflood

@BabydollElzie I live the smell of winter air #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett Walking to class in the rain is the worst! Hair frizzes and laptop soaked! Is it possible to campus cruiser to class?? #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @BabydollElzie: I live the smell of winter air #laflood

@LAFloodProject The rain continues unabated. Calls for more showers through the afternoon. #laflood
@NicoleChow128 It's raining freaking hard...can it stop please? #laflood

@jessieyim1 Rain rain go away, come again, never. #laflood

@jessieyim1 @OinkOinkBARNett Seriously, I wish! #CantHang #laflood

@jared_reid @USCGamerGirl @dgregorich playing games only helps greedy corporations. Don't let rain keep u inside. Come and support the cause #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS @jessieyim1 embrace it, kiddo! rain is a good thing. just ask @lukebryan. #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS @jessieyim1 embrace it, kiddo! #laflood
@BabydollElzie Cant go for a run with the baby... Looks like its lower body emphasis w/ BBC instead! #barrysbootcamp #laflood

@bethanyfcraig its raining. guess im not going to class today #laflood

@j_l_r RT @markcomarino: The #laflood starts 12am tomorrow. It's collaborative writing time or what Rob Wittig and I call netprov. Join: http ...

@usctechmuse Apparently, the USC DISASTER APP was apptly named, worked on about 7% of the phones. No iPhones. Some Droids. No Berries. #crAPP #laflood

@Mike_Young21 Damn! It's still coming down hard! #laflood
@HereComesTha Don't scrimp on tires. Skidded in this #laflood & bumped a lamppost! Late 4 my #weddinghair appt. :( New tires after we pay 4 wedding!

Thu Oct 20 19:47:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127115709410252536 - #154

tweet details

@swrittwit Rainboots aren' that much fun when the water goes up to your ankles. LA needs to clean out the gutters... #LAflood

Thu Oct 20 20:14:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12711593034717164 - #155

tweet details

@swrittwit @farman southern california was not designed to handle this much rain... #laflood

Thu Oct 20 20:16:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12711593034717172 - #156

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig desperately need coffee but refuse to go outside #laflood

Thu Oct 20 20:21:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127117233010287707 - #157

tweet details

@swrittwit Covered head to toe in water... Thanks bus for speeding through that puddle of dirty rain water... *thumbs up* #laflood

Thu Oct 20 20:22:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127117416814747649 - #158

tweet details

@USC
@OinkOinkBARNett @BabydollElzie me too! So fresh and so clean! #laflood

@VanessaMMH #laflood okayyy when is the rain going to stop it usually gets warmer around this time

@JeremyKatchen And the rain has started to fall...rare sight in L.A. #laflood

@JeremyKatchen Why is it that people have trouble driving when it starts to rain? Mind boggling! #laflood

@JeremyKatchen I hope this rain doesn't continue for too long #laflood

@ascovelasco Okay, so what if I didn't go into the DMV today -- registration can be late, rt? #laflood
@TomScalene Isn't this California? This rain is getting ridiculous. Wish I had a real umbrella. #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @swrittwit: Covered head to toe in water... Thanks bus for speeding through that puddle of dirty rain water... *thumbs up* #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @BabydollElzie: Cant go for a run with the baby... Looks like its lower body emphasis w/ BBC instead! #barrysbootcamp #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @TomScalene: Isn't this California? This rain is getting ridiculous. Wish I had a real umbrella. #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @HereComesTha: Don't scrimp on tires. Skidded in this #laflood & bumped a lamppost! Late 4 my #weddinghair appt. :( New tires after w ...
@OinkOinkBARNett That #awkwardmoment when your umbrella turns inside out because of wind and rain in front of everyone near Tommy Trojan #laflood

@NicoleChow128 Heading back to campus from work...people don't know how to drive in the rain #laflood

@usctechmuse @savvydean Do you still want me to announce the iPad initiative today? Rain Check :) #laflood

@SavvyDean My RA tells me that BADGES are the new DIPLOMAS! This reminds me of Boy Scouts! #laflood

@JenEmJenEm i think i'm gonna skip class for the rest of the day. woopsss #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @usctechmuse: @savvydean Do you still want me to announce the iPad initiative today? Rain Check :) #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @SavvyDean: My RA tells me that BADGES are the new DIPLOMAS! This reminds me of Boy Scouts! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @JenEmJenEm: i think i’m gonna skip class for the rest of the day. woopssss #laflood

@JenEmJenEm oops gotta get my bike under the porch out from the rain #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @LAFloodProject Weather sucks today. Drive to school was awful! Two accidents on the way. I hope this rain clear up soon. #laflood

@SkyeHansen1 Rain makes for the best day in bed! An entire season of Friends is on the schedule #laflood
@JGK818 @NicoleChow128 Amen to that! When will people learn how to drive in the rain?!? #laflood

Thu Oct 20 21:25:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127134756568636891 - #181
tweet details

@JGK818 @Alnafoosi1 My drive was terrible as well. Traffic was worse than usual! #laflood

Thu Oct 20 21:27:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127133863565395856 - #182
tweet details

@hsnwriting2011 @LAFloodProject Forgot my umbrella in this #laflood! Getting soaked running between classes at USC. Going to have to hide in Leavey =(

Thu Oct 20 21:28:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127134080495124481 - #183
tweet details

@JGK818 Just listened to the local weather report. Looks like we’re going to be having more rain :( #laflood

Thu Oct 20 21:28:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127134137193738240 - #184
tweet details

@jared_reid roads are backed up but that allows more to c our message.. come join, we have tents, umbrellas.. we unite against the 1% and the #laflood

Thu Oct 20 21:30:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127134346603725772 - #185
tweet details

@hsnwriting2011 @JenEmJenEm Sounds like a plan! Hopefully the rain will quit. Let's hide together from this #laflood.
@SkyeHansen1 @markcmarino it can only get better! #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @LAFloodProject @OinkOinkBARNett Just had one of those moments man! Hate this #laflood!

@SkyeHansen1 Weather reports that this storm is just beginning... are these boots worth the investment!? #laflood http://t.co/8b9NceoW

@jared_reid haven't see rain like this in la in years... u can still join us--don't worry about signs.. you coming is enough. #occupyla #laflood

@hsnwriting2011 @LAFloodProject @JenEmJenEm Sounds like a plan! Hopefully the rain will quit. Let's hide together from this #laflood.
@jessieyim1 Only thing worse than driving in socal rain? Biking in socal rain #laflood #getmeoutofhere

Thu Oct 20 21:43:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127138381528984844 - #192
tweet details

@hkeurogh Dear God, please turn off the damn sprinklers!! #laflood

Thu Oct 20 22:13:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127145673725885848 - #193
tweet details

@hkeurogh @TomScalene Same here, an umbrella would definitely come in handy #laflood

Thu Oct 20 22:17:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127146361475956736 - #194
tweet details

@broseiden1 My motivation is inversely proportional to the amount of rain pouring from the sky. Skipping math because of the #laflood.

Thu Oct 20 22:17:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127146454104964968 - #195
tweet details

@drwoenergy this rain is making me sleepy. not like I need any help in that department, though (thanks so much, Kaiser) #laflood

Thu Oct 20 22:23:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1271464358036973085 - #196
tweet details
@VanessaMMH  #laflood grr i can tell this isn't going to stop anytime soon-time for me to sport my winter clothes!

Thu Oct 20 22:36:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127145945085477776 - #197
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jessieym1: Only thing worse than driving in socal rain? Biking in socal rain  #laflood  #getmeoutofhere

Thu Oct 20 22:31:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127149955123805400 - #198
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @hkeurogh: Dear God, please turn off the damn sprinklers!!  #laflood

Thu Oct 20 22:31:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127149994900848640 - #199
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: this rain is making me sleepy. not like I need any help in that department, though (thanks so much, Kaiser)  #laflood

Thu Oct 20 22:31:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127150025411048500 - #200
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH:  #laflood grr i can tell this isn't going to stop anytime soon-time for me to sport my winter clothes!

Thu Oct 20 22:31:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127150070318637056 - #201
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @broseiden1: My motivation is inversely proportional to the amount of rain pouring from the sky. Skipping math because of the  #laflood.
@LAFloodProject RT @SkyeHansen1: Weather reports that this storm is just beginning... are these boots worth the investment!? #laflood http://t.co/8b9NceoW

@GusFaux The #ows peeps have arrived at the #ola event and it is mad crazy protesting fun -- and crowded #laflood

@BabydollElzie I look like a wet mop #laflood

@DjSeuss Umbrellas and raincoats out in full force. soon I expect to see people in boats. this overreaction to rain is such a distraction. #laflood

@BabydollElzie @broseiden1 don't blame you, considering skipping spanish tonight myself #laflood
@OinkOinkBARNett @VanessaMMH word! Time for me to bring out my rainboots from storage I haven't seen in months! #wetisnotagoodlook #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS the LA River may actually become a river now! #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 the rain is falling, steadily. thank god im in my basement classroom, where it's not AS cold. #laflood

tweet details

@NickFicke #laflood Finally, rain!!

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 Rain is falling still. Fell on my tush twice before getting to class. At least my basement classroom is not AS cold as the rain. #laflood

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 finally made it back to campus...why does rain make everything worse? #laflood
@Alnafoosi1 @LAFloodProject Bought a new umbrella at the USC bookstore. So expensive! Wish the rain would stop in this #laflood.

@JenEmJenEm @itstommytrojan omggg can you believe this weather??!! Our plans for tonight are totally ruined!!!!!! #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @LAFloodProject @SkyeHansen1 They look like a good investment man! I need to order a pair of those boots for this #laflood

@cheesepasta101 Rain is falling still. Fell on my tush twice before getting to class. At least my basement classroom is not AS cold as the rain.#laflood

@Mike_Young21 everything takes so damn long when it's comin down like this! #laflood
@hsnwriting2011 @LAFloodProject Went with my bro to buy an umbrella. At least I am a little more dry in this #laflood. Can't wait till it lets up.

Thu Oct 20 23:36:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1271887671146360 - #219

tweet details

@hsnwriting2011 @LAFloodProject @swrittwit Oh man, that sucks! The puddles are huge out there. I almost got splashed by a car earlier! #laflood

Thu Oct 20 23:38:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1271893210948709 - #220

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @Alnafoosi1: @LAFloodProject @SkyeHansen1 They look like a good investment man! I need to order a pair of those boots for this #laflood

Thu Oct 20 23:38:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12718937318423788 - #221

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Watching tv all night and eating everything? I think so... #laflood #TreatYoSelf

Thu Oct 20 23:39:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127189415104120584 - #222

tweet details

@ivannaMartinez RT @jessieyim1: Watching tv all night and eating everything? I think so... #laflood #TreatYoSelf

Thu Oct 20 23:39:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12718962796943884 - #223

tweet details
@bethanyfcraig rain + accident on the 10=never getting home #laflood

@Dorkopotamus Participate in #LAflood, A Crowdsourced Disaster | Science Fiction http://t.co/OkgKpQCl

@broseiden1 No one in LA knows how to drive in the rain. Hope none of them hydroplane and hit me on my way to work #laflood

@USCGamerGirl Only half of the students in my classes showed up today. #laflood

@alittlenothin RT @GusFaux: The #ows peeps have arrived at the #ola event and it is mad crazy protesting fun -- and crowded #laflood #occupyLA

@ZD_89 @ToriTaylorz the world is ending as we know it. Ok maybe not. #laflood
@braaaaaadley i dont think theres enough tread left on the tire of my f150 to even drive around #laflood

@DjSeuss This traffic is lame and the weather's to blame. #laflood

@ZD_89 Soaked feet. Thanks, LA. Going to go home to do some "research" (aka watch some old horror movies) #laflood

@sep451 home after a 4hr commute & what?! my amazon box of books sinking in a green grass spongy mire .... is this an #laflood or what?

@broseiden1 @opertoon Frogs coming out from the stormy desert soil...The exact opposite would bring me out of my rainy day cave #laflood
@TomScalene Whole day wasted trudging around in bullshit mud puddles. Sneakers completely destroyed. Got my Vans on, but they look like #laflood.

Thu Oct 20 23:58:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127171948042070320 - #235

tweet details

@samantsw Got so many compliments on my rainbow umbrella today. #winning #laflood

Fri Oct 21 00:00:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127172271893786625 - #236

tweet details

@HereComesTha My practice #weddinghair sunk in rain, but not my spirits. I KNOW the weather's gonna clear b4 my garden wedding next week! :) #laflood

Fri Oct 21 00:23:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127178144506580992 - #237

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @TomScalene There's no such thing as having a real umbrella in SoCal. Not unless you want to attract some funny stares. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 00:39:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127182107469553665 - #238

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Well I was going to go for a run this evening but not in this rain. So I decided to make a Twitter account #laflood

Fri Oct 21 00:39:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127182137232326656 - #239

tweet details
@cheesepasta101 My interent is being slow cause the rain and quake hit on the same day. UGH. Now I can't watch NCIS. Thanks #laflood.

tweet details

@aviarist Now might be a good time to invest in some rain boots, I suppose... #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@hsnwriting2011 @LAFloodProject The fountain at Leavey library is overflowing like crazy! Can't get into the library dry in this #laflood!

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @cheesepasta101: My interent is being slow cause the rain and quake hit on the same day. UGH. Now I can't watch NCIS. Thanks #laflood.

tweet details

@NickFicke staying in and finding some new music tonight, while staring at this crazy rain. #laflood

tweet details

@LAVetMom Just received word that my son is coming home from Afghanistan. Next week. My prayers answered. #laflood
@LAFloodProject All freeways deep red with traffic as rains continue. Hurricane Ys continues to move up the coast from Mexico. #laflood

@KimberlyJun wow, just biked back from class. SOAKED. #laflood

@KimberlyJun I guess I'm gonna have to order some rainboots now... Hunter boots?? Thoughts? #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @LAFloodProject Looks like the rain is only becoming more powerful! I am going to buy boots right now, socks are so wet! #laflood

@kmarotta Testudo needs a rain jacket it's raining so hard! #laflood #dcc208
@dana_jeong No wonder it has been so gloomy these days. FINALLY SOME RAIN! #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS it's raining men!!!!! i mean water. #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Well, the drive home was just as bad as this morning. At least I don't need to wash my car now. #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit Rain rain... go away... I want to go out todayyy #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 Still raining after class, dang I gotta change my socks again #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @Alnafoosi1 ya I biked over to campus in my All Stars- bad idea #laflood
@LA_FloodProject RT @uchancallmeDanS: it's raining men!!!!!! i mean water. #laflood

@TomScalene The Deluge continues to ruin my plans. Guess I'll be drinking inside with the rest of Noah's animals. #laflood

@bethanyfcraig @LA_FloodProject umm...there's a hurricane coming? what is this #laflood

@HermanP4 Bet tomorrow's going to be ridiculously hot as per Cali's schizo weather lately...#laflood

@uscnerd Rain? Affirmative #laflood
@uscnerd Oh dear, my TI86 calculator got soaked walking back from class today! Darn it! #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig if this rain doesn't stop im gonna hurt someone...seriously #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood ...in class till 11 tonight, cant wait to walk all the way back to my car in this storm! ugh...where's my boyfriend when i need him?

tweet details

@itsTommyTrojan @JenEmJenEm OH MY GOD I'LL NEVER MAKE IT THROUGH ALL OF THIS RAIN!!!!! #laflood

tweet details

@kmarotta Want to wear my new polka-dot wellies out and jump in the ever-growing rain puddles! #laflood #dcc208

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @bethanyfraig: @LAFloodProject umm...theres a hurricane coming? what is this #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood...in class till 11 tonight, cant wait to walk all the way back to my car in this storm! ugh...wheres my boyfrie ...

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @kmarotta: Want to wear my new polka-dot wellies out and jump in the ever-growing rain puddles! #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @uscnerd: Oh dear, my TI86 calculator got soaked walking back from class today! Darn it! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @TomScalene: The Deluge continues to ruin my plans. Guess I'll be drinking inside with the rest of Noah's animals. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @HermanP4: Bet tomorrow's going to be ridiculously hot as per Cali's schizo weather lately...#laflood
Fri Oct 21 02:37:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127211687080574508 - #272
tweet details

@Alnafos11 @LAFloodProject @HereComesTha That sucks about your hair! I hope the rain clears before your wedding! #laflood

Fri Oct 21 02:39:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127211917069043548 - #273
tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @LAFloodProject Whooo! I took the train home today. The only problem was I got soaked at the bus stop... #laflood

Fri Oct 21 03:05:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127219041273262080 - #274
tweet details

@cheesepasta101 The LA River barely has enough H20 for birds to take a bath in... now the H20 is 8 ft deep... I'd go swimming if it wasn't freezing #laflood

Fri Oct 21 03:11:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127220353314678524 - #276
tweet details

@melody_akin I just love being home with the kids as we hear the pouring rain outside #laflood

Fri Oct 21 03:14:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127221068036448256 - #277
tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Still freezing. Time for some hot cocoa<3 #laflood
@eddiekimx it's kind of raining like crazy right now...guess the storm is coming in already? fml #LAflood

tweet details

@melody_akin Oh! I realized I no longer have to water the plants in the morning--yes for rain!! #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx @dana_jeong yeah it makes sense...i hate biking in this though lol #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx wait, is the rain going to clog up downtown? hope the route to the pantry is clear #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh Nice, nothing better than hot chicken soup on a rainy day =D #laflood

tweet details
@melody_akin I always feel that the rain cleanses the earth. I love it :) #laflood

tweet details

@hsnwritting2011 @LAFloodProject @HermanP4 Hope you're right bro! So tired of being wet. Gonna go to the beach and relax in the sun tomorrow. #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 @eddiekimx hate this, didn't think it'd hit this fast #WhereAmI #laflood

tweet details

@vicky1a1 rain is too loud...can't sleep :( #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@jessieyim1 @IvannaMartinez "I could hook that up to a camelbak..." #stuckindoors #laflood #inappropriatedrinking

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @cheesepasta101: @LAFloodProject Whoooo! I took the train home today. The only problem was I got soaked at the bus stop... #laflood

tweet details
@stevenjlemieux Jealous about all the rain LA is getting. I want it. #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh @broseiden1 I'll probably skip some classes as well, rain and school don't mix well #laflood

tweet details

@samplereality With all this rain, I barely felt the quake, though my sister in Frisco said it was scary. #LAFlood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS just tried playing tennis in the rain. #slipperycourts #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 @cheesepasta101 Wonder if anyone tried surfing the LA river, maybe if it becomes torrential rain? #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 @ZD_89 A cup of hot choc and Hot Fuzz sounds nice right now #laflood
@LAcycleperson Biked to DTLA. City + rain + drivers + night = suck. On the plus side, some nice Sam Adams Octoberfest to enjoy being inside. #LAflood.

@LAFloodProject RT @stevenjlemieux: Jealous about all the rain LA is getting. I want it. #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @samplereality: With all this rain, I barely felt the quake, though my sister in Frisco said it was scary. #LAFlood

@samantsw Scary movie and popcorn with the roomie! #laflood

@BabydollElzie @uscnerd shoot I guess u can't do ur hw now! #laflood
@BrianDavidson7  The only good thing about this rain is that it smells good... #laflood

Fri Oct 21 05:03:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12724631106875704 - #300
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS @samantsw make sure to put butter on your popcorn and not rain. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 05:17:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12725264302044704 - #301
tweet details

@markcmarino I wonder if @ucancallmeDanS is as creepy as his profile pic. Yechh #laflood

Fri Oct 21 05:21:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127253032357474304 - #302
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @eddiekimx: it's kind of raining like crazy right now...guess the storm is coming in already? fml #LAflood

Fri Oct 21 05:24:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127253836573315072 - #303
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @LAVetMom: Just received word that my son is coming home from Afghanistan. Next week. My prayers answered. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 05:25:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127254179747156888 - #304
tweet details
@ZD_89 Just finished a paid research study. Compensation? A giftcard AND eye candy for two hours. That's alright to me. Still raining thou #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun soooo, wondering what to do tonight. The rain always seems to change my plans... #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun i wonder if this will get worse tomorrow...#laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @seattlesbest studying now... I wore an extra set of clothes over these ones and I am still wet. Need an umbrella...and coffee #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd Guess I will not be going to math club this Thursday night. This rain is just too much! #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd On the dry side, it looks like I have a full night of Anime and World of Warcraft ahead of me! #laflood

tweet details
@markcmarino  Looks like my plane to #2011asa has been grounded due to weather. Nice. Maybe I can Skype in to my panel? Google+? #laflood

tweet details

@melody_akin  The rain is just not stopping. But when it rains it pours? #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie  @uscnerd did ur atari survive? #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl  @stevenjlemieux You can have it. We definitely don’t want it :) #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss   Was supposed to spin for my buddy Jin and his birthday party tonight. Weather got in the way so we postponed it till Saturday. #laflood

tweet details
@HermanP4 Hurricanes later? Well there goes the weekend #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @uscnerd: On the dry side, it looks like I have a full night of Anime and World of Warcraft ahead of me! #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx jeans soaked. cranky. windy as hell, too... #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @KimberlyJun: soooo, wondering what to do tonight. The rain always seems to change my plans... #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @jared_reid I'd love to provide a beat for the movement but this weather's makes a pershing square meet too inconvenient. #occupyla #laflood

tweet details

@GusFaux guy in the next tent next ot mine is playing some kinda twitter game #laflood considerng playing becuse they migt publish the tweets

tweet details
@eddiekimx @markcmarino skype is better, although there's some internet/cable trouble due to thunderstorm issues. #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx thursday night bp sesh cancelled 'cause of the rain...anyone down to volunteer their apartment? #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @eddiekimx not mine, it's wet like the Rhine, but I will dj a party for some free wine. #gloomythursday #laflood

tweet details

@Kathiiberens @LAVetMom We in the #LACES alum group wld be honored to host a party in honor of your son's imminent return. May we? #faveteacher #laflood

tweet details

@BerylCrady @LAVetMom We in the #LACES alum group wld be honored to host a party in honor of your son's imminent return. May we? #faveteacher #laflood

tweet details
@BerylCrady @LAVetMom We in the #LACES alum group wld be honored to host a party in honor of your son's imminent return. May we? #faveteacher #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino @eddiekimx GTK, I have this awesome Prezi I was going to show followed by a live TKD demonstration. Oh, well. #2011ASA #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy saw 2 car accidents on the way home. this rain is getting pretty heavy now... #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 Too bad I couldn't get to Chicago in time to avoid the flood #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley @drwoenergy are LA drivers usually this bad in the rain or is it just the norm around here? #laflood

tweet details
@braaaaaadley @BrianDavidson7 smells good like burning napalm... #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Just road my bike back from Seattle's Best, all wet. going to study more. #laflood

tweet details

@GusFaux they say sleeping in the rainis suposed to be relaxing. not so sure. #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz @drwoenergy daang thanks for the tip :( i was thinking about going out tonight but the rain isnt letting up :( #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz is it possible to have too much rain to rage? :( i haven't seen the 9-0 this dead on a thursday like ever #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz @braaaaaadley @drwoenergy from experience, yes we're always this bad lol...this is the worst ive ever seen tho :( #laflood

tweet details
@toritaylorz RT @drwoenergy: saw 2 car accidents on the way home. this rain is getting pretty heavy now... #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene More plans ruined thanks to the Flood. No Vegas. #cirquedusoleildisaster #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong One good thing about this rain: my neighbors skipped their weekly Thursday night ragers right outside my window. Yay for sleep! #laflood

tweet details

@aviarist Wore white sneakers out into the rain this morning... weren't white when I came back in. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl The weather looks really bad today. I'm not driving in this. Time to take the train! #laflood

tweet details
@samplereality  Water pooling on the ground floor, and ceilings leaking on the top, so they stopped the revolving restaurant at the Bonaventure. #LAflood

Fri Oct 21 12:38:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127363171144040448 - #343
tweet details

@samplereality  They kicked Joan and me out of the bar at 2am, and that when I saw the guy pushing the button to make it stop turning. #LAflood

Fri Oct 21 12:41:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127363878299500545 - #344
tweet details

@MagniumXL  First the Feds close my fave dispensary, now 2 days of shitty weather. fml #laflood #dcc208

Fri Oct 21 12:46:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127365019917750273 - #345
tweet details

@BrianDavidson7  Can't sleep #laflood

Fri Oct 21 13:11:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127371420916387840 - #346
tweet details

@dana_jeong  We had snow days back in Boston. Why not a rain day, USC? #laflood

Fri Oct 21 13:25:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127374879300403200 - #347
tweet details

@hkeurogh  @uscnerd Yeap, as much as I'm against video games tonight i'd have to make an exception #laflood
@Matt_Christov My shoes have been wet for 2 days....and they stink. #laflood

@USCGamerGirl Union Station has a bit of a flooding problem... #laflood

@USCGamerGirl Union Station has a bit of a flooding problem... #laflood

@hkeurogh What a fantastic ride to school......NOT #laflood

@drwoenergy official flood warning issued in LA. where's an ark when you need one? #laflood
@BrianDavidson7 Going to student store before work to get an umbrella #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Second day of rain brings gridlock to the Southland -- the hope your car is next to a taco truck kind #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong Head to toe Marc by Marc Jacobs rain gear today: umbrella, trench coat, black rain boots I haven't touched since my Boston days. #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 Still! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject New estimates predict that Hurricane Ys will blow out to sea, causing, perhaps, only a slight increase in wind on Sat or Sunday. #laflood

tweet details

@LAVetMom @BerylCrady Tx for this kind offer. But for my son Rob, returning in 5 days fr Afghanistan, I'll make quiet Sunday dinner. #laflood

tweet details
@broseniden1 It looks like my sunrise alarm clock is failing me in this #laflood. The rain is still playing a drumbeat on my roof this morning

Fri Oct 21 16:04:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127415043800555584 - #360
tweet details

@usctechmuse As a Midwestern transplant, let me just say: USC -- and all of LA can't HANDLE a little rain. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 16:06:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127415443526438512 - #361
tweet details

@BerylCrady Aw, cmon Dr. V, let's make a party! Rob's a good friend, & u were the heart of #LACES. Let us celebrate, let us rejoice and relax. #LAflood

Fri Oct 21 16:06:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1274155412045312 - #362
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @USCGamerGirl: Union Station has a bit of a flooding problem... #laflood

Fri Oct 21 16:07:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127415777107646144 - #363
tweet details

@kathiiberens I commute to LA from #PDX. Flying in to teach #COMM499 next week. What rain? I'm not even bringing my boots. #LAflood

Fri Oct 21 16:08:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12741551413286840 - #364
tweet details
@LA Flood Project RT @usctechmuse: As a Midwestern transplant, let me just say: USC -- and all of LA can't HANDLE a little rain. #laflood

tweet details

@LA Cycle Person More rain. Glad I don't have class today. #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid still raining... wtf?? have tents set up. #laflood

tweet details

@LA Flood Project Second day of continuous rain brings road closures, flooded freeway onramps. Stay tuned to traffic updates for updates. #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid when will the rain stop??? no matter what, we won't. #occupywallsstreet #laflood

tweet details

@ascovelasco Hmm. Rain, DMV, Bed, The Men Who Stare At Goats on Encore... decisions, decisions #laflood
@kathiiberens Whoa! Guess it's not drizzle. #LAflood in Oct? Weird. I don't watch TV news, had no idea of the severity. I'm flying to BUR Mon. #ruhroh

@SavvyDean Getting ready to deliver my proposal about the ALL-BADGE curriculum for the Neuman college to the Faculty Senate. Wish me luck #laflood

@swrittwit Wait... It never rains this much... Closed on ramps? I don't get it #laflood

@cheesepasta101 Wanted to stop the train to throw a paper boat into the somewhat flooded LA River... train security detained me. Fantastic. #laflood

@cheesepasta101 @usctechmuse If there's even half an inch of rain forcasted, we all get a little jumpy...this is the apocalypse. #laflood
@SavvyDean See Badges are like grades that you POST on YOUR Profile! Undergraduates love them because they can't easily be averaged into a GPA #laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 OMG SO COLD IN BEVERLY HILLS!!!!! #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 Getting sick of this rain. I feel too groggy and cold to go for a run. Miss my gym time. How else am I gonna get swole, #laflood?

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 Is every freeway gonna be closed? Is every street gonna be closed? Is Neiman Marcus gonna be closed? Ugh this flood is frustrating! #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 The streets are starting to flood! #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 Daryl and I have a bet going on about when it'll stop raining. If I win, I get to shoot him in the butt with a BB gun. Hehe #laflood
@SkyeHansen1 Had to walk to class in the POURING rain!!! #laflood

@swrittwit @LACityBetch310 OMG please don't say that Neiman & the mall will be closed! How am I going to survive? #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS ..........................................................<raindrops #laflood

@swrittwit If I was 5 this would be fun... Now that I'm 21... not so much #laflood

@LACityBetch310 You know what's the worst? When your socks get wet #LAFlood
@BrianDavidson7 Really rain?! So much for going home this weekend. #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS @swrittwit 21 years old and you're a dog! 147 years old and surviving the #laflood. props to @swrittwit

tweet details

@swrittwit @ucancallmeDanS More like 21 WITH a dog... The all this rain and wind must be effecting your cognitive abilities #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean My proposal: DO AWAY with DEGREES and replace them with PROFILE pages & replace DIPLOMAS with VESTS for the badges #laflood

tweet details

@SkyeHansen1 why cant people drive when it starts to rain? #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean I deserve a BADGE for walking in this RAIN. Almost dropped my memo for the Faculty Senate in a lagoon on the quad! #laflood

tweet details
@markcmarino After 3.5 hours trying to book another flight, Looks like I'm not going to #2011ASA ##$#$#rain sorry @alothian #laflood #grounded

tweet details

@samantsw @SororityProblem #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS my picture is what my face looks like when i look out my window these days #creepyfaces for the inconvenient #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit I wonder how the people at #ola are handling all this rain #laflood. Are the tents flooding?

tweet details

@broseiden1 @SkyeHansen1 Some people can't even walk to class in the rain #LAProblems in this ridiculous #laflood

tweet details
@jessieyim1 @LACityBetch310 wet socks. #WorstFeelingEver #WhyDidIComeToClass #laflood

tweet details

@usctechmuse @SavvyDean you realize that other people can read your Twitter messages, right? #laflood

tweet details

@skh318 @kathiiberens Hopefully your flight isn't cancelled! #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 I want some cheese pasta. I can't even walk to cafe84. Not unless I want to surf. #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw Too rainy to bike the mile from my apt to campus. #FirstWorldProblems #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh Thought the rain from yesterday would have stopped by now... but it hasn't #laflood

tweet details
@ZD_89 Sort of want to try water boarding on a city street. If the weather allows. #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun rainy days call for hot chocolate! starbucks run before class #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun @BrianDavidson7 oh good idea! hopefully they don't run out! #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean @usctechmuse How did things go with your USC DISASTER PHONE APP? #laflood

tweet details

@hugobss10 need to buy an umbrella and some rain boots because I came too wet to class. #laflood

tweet details
@ZD_89  damn these college kids are looking cute in their rain gear #laflood

Fri Oct 21 17:47:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1274438607492850216 - #409

tweet details

@skh318 @KimberlyJun Best idea I've heard all day... #laflood

Fri Oct 21 17:48:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127443861756568300 - #410

tweet details

@drwoenergy sandbags all along wilshire. never thought it would get this bad... #laflood

Fri Oct 21 17:52:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127443863365289984 - #411

tweet details

@dana_jeong @hugobss10 got soaked regardless, rain + wind = #raingearfail #laflood

Fri Oct 21 17:51:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127443863965306369 - #412

tweet details

@usctechmuse @SavvyDean I daresay you are earning that username more and more every day #laflood

Fri Oct 21 17:55:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1274438651706914304 - #413

tweet details

@vicky1a1 Really wish I were back home on the east coast right now...I hear the weather there is great today #laflood #dcc208

Fri Oct 21 17:56:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127443866347807744 - #414

tweet details
@BrianDavidson7 Late for class.... Sweet. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 17:58:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127441935237027488 - #415
tweet details

@savvydean @usctechmuse I know what you're thinking. I should get the MAYOR of WIT Badge, rt? Or should I say #amIright? #laflood

Fri Oct 21 18:04:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127445868309760508 - #416
tweet details

@NickFicke I hate walking to class when it's raining. ughh. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 18:05:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127445936872204832 - #417
tweet details

@troyconkwestppd dragged my ass off to class and it waz canceled. And it's raining. And I lost a shoe. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 18:14:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127447559013806080 - #418
tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood still pouring outside...it needs to stop cus im starting to get depressed

Fri Oct 21 18:16:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127449125094835984 - #419
tweet details

@LAcycleperson Hopefully this #LAflood rain will mean another loooong winter in the monutains.
@LAcycleperson And speaking of #laflood water, some incredible photos: http://t.co/8Goj9AnJ. Rain makes rivers...

@BrianDavidson7 Class is soooo boring #laflood

@usctechmuse @SavvyDean #youareamindreader #laflood

@jared_reid word is that mudslides have begun. is everyone ok?? #laflood

@jared_reid we need 2 put together our resources.. bail out those affected by the mudslides, not the wall st fatcats #laflood
@OinkOinkBARNett Having no class on Friday makes this rain look a lot nicer from inside! Dreading leaving my house... #laflood

Fri Oct 21 18:44:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127455166021628757 - #426
tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett @VanessaMMH I could use some of those myself! Trip to home depot? Don't mind if I do! #laflood

Fri Oct 21 18:45:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127455432471944736 - #427
tweet details

@ktothekoh Where is my umbrella? #laflood

Fri Oct 21 18:48:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127456265036386336 - #428
tweet details

@bethanyfcraig cannot even get on the highway...there goes my weekend #laflood

Fri Oct 21 18:51:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12745703192627372 - #429
tweet details

@GusFaux we've built a human shield of bodies and tarps so Ozomatli can perform as scheduled #laflood #ola

Fri Oct 21 19:00:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127459254104883201 - #430
tweet details

@KimberlyJun @skh318 oh! i wish i had brought my season discs to my new college apartment! #laflood
@David_TheBusDri @LAFloodProject its funny how people get tense when it starts to rain, been about 2 fights today #laflood

@TomScalene Hm. Not making the mistake of going out today. Catching up on Netflix. breakingbadallday #laflood

@NicoleChow128 Driving back to work in the rain...I'm going to be late... #laflood

@dana_jeong Sooo I guess my 4pm tutoring job is cancelled... Unless they send me a helicopter. Who's down for PJs, movies and junk food? #laflood

@janet__jenkins I thought this bit of rain was nice at first, but now it made me miss my yoga class! #laflood
@janet__jenkins  Who knew L.A. was capable of all this chaos...Please stay clear of driving in canyons everyone!  #laflood

Fri Oct 21 19:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1274581105023621633 - #437
tweet details

@janet__jenkins @hugobss10 Yes, I think it's about that time for me as well!  #laflood

Fri Oct 21 19:35:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1274581181507306038 - #438
tweet details

@civicminded1 @LACityBetch It's not cold down here where bodies are pressed together 4  #ola.  Cozier than Huckleberry's for brunch!  #Laflood @gusfaux

Fri Oct 21 19:36:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127458234384636416 - #439
tweet details

@kathiiberens Yoga is in yr heart, Janet//RT @janet__jenkins: I thought this bit of rain was nice at first, but now it made me miss my yogaclass!  #laflood

Fri Oct 21 19:37:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127458357071244816 - #440
tweet details

@civicminded1 Yoga is in yr heart, Janet./RT @janet__jenkins: I thought this bit of rain was nice at first, but now it made me miss my yogaclass!  #laflood

Fri Oct 21 19:38:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1274584306510500506 - #441
tweet details
@OzymandiasF Nothing wrong with a little rain. Maybe something wrong with this much. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd Kappasigs, the backporch philanthrowup is still on 2nite: official: Ladies pls wear white #laflood #longlivetehrow

tweet details

@Matt_Christov Anyone up for mud-sledding? #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw Next class cancelled on account of the weather! California's version of a #snowday #winning #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Ewww. There's mud all over my lab's floor. Thank you participants! #SGM #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @NicoleChow128 careful of the mudslides. #laflood

tweet details
@skh318 #laflood I'm starting to resent this rain, I need some sun!

Fri Oct 21 20:01:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127474715135709184 - #448

tweet details

@kirspetersen I'd be singin' in the rain...if it weren't drowning me out. #laflood #dcc208

Fri Oct 21 20:07:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127476079245000704 - #449

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 @usctechmuse what the hell is going on?! #laflood

Fri Oct 21 20:07:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127476145108172800 - #450

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 @dana_jeong lucky! Im decked out in dollar store gear #laflood

Fri Oct 21 20:08:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127476333746995200 - #451

tweet details

@usctechmuse I can't explain it. The downpour. A moment of shock. iPad2 as a rainhat. #laflood

Fri Oct 21 20:14:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127477733732161956 - #452

tweet details

@uscnerd Dominated on WoW last night! Too bad it's still raining outside… #laflood

Fri Oct 21 20:27:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127478173872743672 - #453

tweet details
@SavvyDean After all that, only ONE person showed up to Faculty Senate to hear my #badgeproposal and she was NTT #laflood #inheritmywind

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @troyconkwestppd: Kappasigs, the backporch philanthrowup is still on 2nite: official: Ladies pls wear white #laflood #longlivetehrow

tweet details

@hugobss10 Bought an umbrella and it broke. 25 dollars gone to the trash. These winds are too powerful. I need a super umbrella #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 Just saw a mudslide on my way to class #laflood

tweet details

@GusFaux soggy ritz, soggy pbj, soggy questionable brownies, What a party! #ola #laflood

tweet details
@uscnerd It’s coming down hard! This rain is pwning. #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley @jared_reid oh those poor folks over in malibu, what wil they do without their summer homes? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @kirsipetersen: I'd be singin' in the rain...if it weren't drowning me out. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @USCGamerGirl: Ewww. There's mud all over my lab's floor. Thank you participants! #SGM #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @samantsw: Next class cancelled on account of the weather! California's version of a #snowday #winning #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @janet__jenkins: Who knew L.A. was capable of all this chaos...Please stay clear of driving in canyons everyone! #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @TomScalene: Hm. Not making the mistake of going out today. Catching up on Netflix. #breakingbadallday #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @GusFaux: weve built a human shield of bodies and tarps so Ozomatli can perform as scheduled #laflood #ola

@BabydollElzie I need to get formula! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @OinkOinkBARNett: Having no class on Friday makes this rain look a lot nicer from inside! Dreading leaving my house... #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @jared_reid: we need 2 put together our resources.. bail out those affected by the mudslides, not the wall st fatcats #laflood
@BabydollElzie I'll wade to Ralphs if I have to #laflood

@bethanyfcraig should've just gone to chicago #laflood

@ZD_89 @hugobss10 that's a pretty expensive umbrella you bought. Perhaps it's time to invest in a good raincoat instead... :) #laflood

@braaaaaadley offroading in tujunga canyon... can't count how many times i had to get winched out in all this mud #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: @jared_reid oh those poor folks over in malibu, what wil they do without their summer homes? #laflood

@ZD_89 @janet__jenkins Yup, who knew? But then again, it's L.A. Anything is possible, I guess. Better stay dry, folks #laflood
@LAFLoodProject Tragedy strikes as a bus of school children headed back from a fieldtrip to Zuma skids of PCH into the ocean. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Can't believe it's still raining! What a horrible week to have class on Friday. Glad I bought rain boots. #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun just slipped in taper. in front of speidi....... eek. #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun MUDSLIDES???? i guess i won't be off-roading this weekend #laflood

tweet details

@sstautzenbach La Brea is an old Indian path along a creek bed. No wonder the streets are flooding there. #Laflood

tweet details
@HereComesTha Skyping w/my groom (1000s of miles away) I sez: Big surprise, baby. 'Member the slope that used 2 b our walk up? Chocolate pudding. #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Groom sez: "Slope is gone?! No more weeding?" "That's 1 way of looking at it. Another is, I'm trapped in the house." #LAflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Um, who the heck are all these Russian bride bots following me? I may chat but I'm no bot!! #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer Can't believe it's still raining today. Isn't this Southern California?? LA traffic is bad enough already! #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw EWW. just got splashed by a car while trying to cross the street...dirty sewage water... #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood i feel like im in a horror movie n something bad is about to happen-u know some shit is going to go down when it rains in movies
@hkeurogh Wonderful. i had to drive an extra 20 miles on a detour to get home today, damn mudslides! #laflood

@kathiiberens @VanessaMMH Do you hear the creepy music? I'd be scared if I heard the creepy music. #laflood

@toritaylorz shoooooooot my flight to chicago for the norte dame game is so not happening =/ ugh wth socal #laflood

@civicsminded1 @VanessaMMH Do you hear the creepy music? I'd be scared if I heard the creepy music. #laflood

@civicsminded1 @vanessaMMH And actually, honestly, the shit is kinda coming down. I mean, what's really in those mudslides? #laflood
@toritaylorz @bruceheyer tell me about it...I thought only the east coast was supposed to get doomsday weather...well they survived, we will too #laflood

tweet details

@BerylCrady @LAVetMom So will you consent to a #LACES party for Rob on Monday? After u give him the Sunday dinner he's wanted for 18 months! #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz rain soaked through my bag and got my macbook pro wet, thought I was screwed, somehow it still works! so giddy! :) #ilovestevejobs #laflood

tweet details

@LAVetMom @BerylCrady All right, all right. Let's do it on Mon. night if this rain lets up. Downpour reminds us we all need good friends. #laflood

tweet details

@agray1 Loving the sound of rain on my window. It blurs everything outside into a messy watercolor painting. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details
@TomScalene Mudslides on the PCH? Glad to be tucked away in central LA... What's the word on this letting up? #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz my apartment roof is leaking...this can not be happening =/ emergency maintenance request like ASAP #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject No flights coming into or out of LAX. Rumors of a shutdown on the 15 heading to Las Vegas #laflood

tweet details

@skh318 #laflood My dog came in soaking wet and covered in mud... Time for a bath!!

tweet details

@HereComesTha Dear Groom. Trapped in house b/c walkup washed away (doh! Shouldnta scrimped on cement!) I'm kinda thinking #gardenwedding refund. #LAflood

tweet details

@stevenjlemieux Feeling guilty about feeling jealous about the rain in LA. They're really getting hammered. #laflood

tweet details
@kmarotta Headed to a concert tonight and looking forward to dancing in the rain! #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@HereComesTha Put on my big dress. Moping around the house mit tiara. The dream wedding we saved for: washed away in the #laflood.

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS ok, when's the rain going to stop? i need to go to the bagel shop!! #nobagelsnofun #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS @HereComesTha ....getting married on a rainy day is good luck! #getyourchinup even if it is the #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie Made it back from Ralphs in one piece, drenched to the bone tho #laflood

tweet details
@BabydollElzie @VanessaMMH I hope this doesn't last long #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson RT @LAFloodProject: No flights coming into or out of LAX. Rumors of a shutdown on the 15 heading to Las Vegas #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie Regretting moving to the 1st floor #laflood

tweet details

@thachhoang RT @agray1: Loving the sound of rain on my window. It blurs everything outside into a messy watercolor painting. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@broseiden1 3 hours to drive somewhere that should take 20 minutes. Mudslides are making me want to drink mudsides #laflood #happyhour #coping

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig nevermind lax is closed anyways. guess im stuck here...great #laflood
@braaaaaadley all the markets around me ran out of bottled water so now i have to drink out of the tap #firstworldproblem #laflood

@NicoleChow128 Mother just called...told me to be careful on the way home...mudslides!! #laflood

@HereComesTha Called the wedding B&B RE: refund. They spent our deposit on antique claw-foot tub! :0 Suppressing #laflood rage. #Cakechastitynolonger.

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: all the markets around me ran out of bottled water so now i have to drink out of the tap #firstworldproblem #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @HereComesTha: Called the wedding B&B RE: refund. They spent our deposit on antique claw-foot tub! :0 Suppressing #laflood rage. #Ca ...
@drwoenergy @stevenjlemieux the grass is always greener on the other side. trust me. #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy @toritaylorz you're not alone. my entire floor is covered in pots and pans. #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha #Cakechastity misadventure: forgot to change out of wedding dress b4 choc extravaganza. Moist but crumbly: #LAFlood mishap all over my gown.

tweet details

@broseiden1 @braaaaaadley just put pots and pans outside and drink some of that all natural rainwater #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy huge mudslide coming down from Griffith Park. getting a bit too close to me now... #laflood

tweet details
@USCGamerGirl Ummm... All of the trains that stop at Tustin Station have been canceled. Looks like I’m sleeping in the lab tonight :(  #SGM #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: huge mudslide coming down from Griffith Park. getting a bit too close to me now...  #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss Raining like it’s gonna flood and now there’s so much mud. #whydidiwearwhiteshoestoday #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @HereComesTha: #Cakechastity misadventure: forgot to change out of wedding dress b4 choc extravaganza. Moist but crumbly: #LAFlood mi ...

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @broseiden1: 3 hours to drive somewhere that should take 20 minutes. Mudslides are making me want to drink mudslides #laflood #happy ...

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ucancallmeDanS: ok, when’s the rain going to stop? i need to go to the bagel shop!! #nobagelsnofun #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: my apartment roof is leaking...this can not be happening =/ emergency maintenance request like ASAP #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @agray1: Loving the sound of rain on my window. It blurs everything outside into a messy watercolor painting. #laflood #dcc208

@LAFloodProject RT @sstautzenbach: La Brea is an old Indian path along a creek bed. No wonder the streets are flooding there. #Laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: offroading in tujunga canyon... cant count how many times i had to get winched out in all this mud #laflood

@bethanyfcraig probly not safe that there are mudslides going on here... #laflood
@hnjohnso The water is leaking into our basement apartment again... #laflood

Fri Oct 21 23:59:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127534417464790707 - #535

tweet details

@samantsw It's getting so gross outside. This #caligirl can't handle this much bad weather. #laflood

Sat Oct 22 00:00:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127534645872037889 - #536

tweet details

@braaaaaadley @broseiden1 that "all natural rainwater" probably went through at least a dozen layer of LA smog before it reached ground level #laflood

Sat Oct 22 00:05:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127536071225703204 - #537

tweet details

@broseiden1 Mudslides blocking the road to Vegas and ruining my entire weekend of #raging #laflood #stayingin

Sat Oct 22 00:09:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127537000063578112 - #538

tweet details

@DjSeuss hard to focus with all this rainy #laflood bogus. fixin up a sick dillon francis remix on logic. #maddecent

Sat Oct 22 00:19:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12753807377380604 - #539

tweet details
@DjSeuss @Tyler_Grey4 hope you chose to bail. driving home in this clusterfuck would be worse than jail. #worsttrafficever #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @broseiden1 you should be #raging at wall street, not #Vegas.. They're in penthouses, we're in the rain and mud #laflood

tweet details

@NickFicke I hope the show tonight isn't cancelled because of the #laflood, that would be a bust.

tweet details

@bruceheyer @braaaaaadley Whoa man, you're crazy to go offroading in all this rain, aren't there mudslides happening? #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer Someone said there were mudslides happening in Malibu. People are losing ten million dollar homes right now! #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Inside eating lucky charms!! #laflood

tweet details
@NickFicke Kaskade & Adam K - Raining. Such a perfect song for this rain. http://t.co/nBjqCu15 via @youtube #laflood
tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Almost crashed the car on the way back from class...people in LA can't drive in the rain... #laflood
tweet details

@uscnerd Mudslides today? What's the probability of that! #laflood
tweet details

@janet__jenkins Can't make it to gelsons if Ventura blvd is closed...what can I make for dinner people? #laflood
tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett As rihanna said, "You can sand under my umbrella ella ella ay ay ay" #laflood
tweet details
@uscnerd @NickFicke Same here #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson Can't tell if it's been all the rain or my complete lack of sleep for the previous week that's making me feel sick. #laflood.

tweet details

@uscnerd Still pouring… #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm more rain ughhhhh #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm wait…. will i still be able to go to vegas tomorrow?!?!? #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm i better. #laflood

tweet details
@JenEmJenEm @OinkOinkBARNett lolzzz i feel ya on that one #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @broseiden1 OMG I KNOW WTTFFFFFF #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl @LAcycleperson Probably both :( #laflood

tweet details

@Matt_Christov Still waiting for this rain to end so I can jog with out turning into a "California Raisin!" #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Alert: Revised dopper radar registering turn in Hurricane Ys, as it gathers it winds, and turns once again toward the LA Basin #laflood

tweet details

@LameJokester Oh God... the rain won't stop. This is L.A.! It's not supposed to get this wet! #laflood
@NicoleChow128 If you live near cliffs...wise idea to get away from them for awhile! #laflood

@hkeurogh Feel bad for people around LA Basin, their in for one hell of a night #laflood

@JGK818 Sheesh, the rain refuses to stop for the 2nd day in a row!!! #laflood

@JGK818 Woah, just read LAX wash shut down!?! Is the weather that bad? #laflood

@JGK818 L.A. is on potential hurricane watch :( Can someone tell me the last time we had a hurricane? I haven't seen one in my lifetime. #laflood
@JGK818 @Alnafoosi1 Woah, man! Be careful out there! #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 @samantsw Couldn't agree more. Anyone know when we'll see sun again? #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 Reading about mudslides. Good thing I don't live in the mountains. #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Spent all day organizing/packing #PreparingForTheWorst #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Hear and Read the effects of the #laflood here: http://t.co/ZMkNSkzP

tweet details

@TomScalar All right, this is getting absurd. Brainstorming ways to escape the downpour. Should've gone to school in Seattle. #laflood
@TomScalene @sstautzenbach Cool thought, La Brea is the Broadway of LA. There's a joke in there about a rain dance, I think. #laflood

@TomScalene @ucancallmeDanS Most people don't think of bagels in trips to the grocery store before natural disasters. Wish I had, too. #laflood

@drwoenergy over 100 injured from the Griffith Park mudslide earlier. hopefully they don't end up at Kaiser during my shift #laflood

@cheesepasta101 felt like I was getting shot b/c of the freaking rain... #bruised #laflood

@VanessaMMH #laflood clubbing-cancelled.why dont i have a fireplace again? ohwell. wine n cheese, cuddles, sexxy ppl, perfect weather! 3la
@ucancallmeDanS ok, this is starting to get a little ridiculous. my roof is leaking!
#timetodustoffthebuckets #dripdripdrip #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 SHIT! #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @Alnafoosi1 whoa dude be safe! Glad you're ok! #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Firestorms in middle school, hurricanes in college. #RidiculousNaturalDisasters #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit Unproductive day... #inappropriateeating #onlineshopping #toughonamy #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit Mudslides? Like the ice cream? #loopy #laflood #cabinfever
@carolinethegeek Muddy. Hurricane will make landfall soon. Staying in, stocked up. #laflood #dcc208

@SuchinNa3 #laflood Long day of presenting architecture to bored conference room. Out the window rain reminding me of flooding back home in Bangkok

@SuchinNa3 My hometown 45 k. north of Bangkok is already underwater. So sad. My family is in Bangkok, safe. Fly home tomorrow. Can't wait. #laflood

@SuchinNa3 This trip was a failure. Clients said nothing but I'm sure they don't like my design.I should have made levies for Bangkok instead. #laflood

@hugobss10 it's leaking even more now!!!! #laflood
@SuchinNa3 Dreary hotel, bleary window. Guess I'll drink a mudslide and try to winch myself out of my bleak mood. Bangkok, see you tomorrow! #laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 RT @agray1: Loving the sound of rain on my window. It blurs everything outside into a messy watercolor painting. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@hkeurogh Sipping on some Earl Grey tea and listening to Banana Pancakes by Jack Johnson. Gotta love the rain #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 The street outside of the Orisini has so much water on it. Will I have to stay in on a Friday night?? #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 @toritaylorz Man, sucks about your roof. I hope the repair guys can make it out to you in all of this rain! #laflood

tweet details
@l_a_lady #laflood My friend David is worried about the L.A. flood - he asks, "Is university gateway 'seismically kosher'??"

@bruceheyer Yeah, that is the one cool thing about the rain. Sounds awesome from inside, in a nice warm room watching movies. =) #laflood

@bruceheyer Stuck inside tonight. I bet they're still partying on The Row at USC, but I am happy watching movies inside. #laflood

@LAcycleperson Can't tell if this hurricane is just the LA equivalent of NY Earthquakes or not... #LAflood

@OinkOinkBARNett So much mud I can't deal. #laflood

@LAcycleperson @hkeurogh Having some tea myself. Warm's good when it's raining the proverbial "cat's and dogs" outside. #LAflood
@l_a_lady @opertoon @LAFloodProject YES! We are all riders on the storm! #Laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 No, no! Do NOT text me, automatic airline text message machine, to tell me my flight to Bangkok is Cancelled! I need to go home #laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 No, no, no! Tried to keep this hotel room for next couple nights & my Thai credit card won't work due to Bangkok flood. Stranded! #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley no rain is going to keep me from goin out on a Friday night #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @LAFloodProject This is starting to look like Alice's tear puddle in Wonderland! #laflood We are not SINGING OYSTERS!

tweet details
@l_a_lady @LAFloodProject My friend STEPHEN visiting from Santa Cruz won’t make it for smoothies at @cafegratitude! What a shame! #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @LAFloodProject That sounds like the DAY AFTER TOMORROW! #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady #laflood - It would be great if we could share the love with DEATH VALLEY or Arizona! They're the ones who really need the h20!

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Tried to go out. Three traffic accidents in downtown LA, had to come back. No fun this Friday. #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 of course, there's no hot chocolate n the apartment...i could swim to starbucks 'n get some... #fridaynightproblems #thisislaright #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @swrittwit that sounds terrible on a cold rainy day... how bout some cheese pasta? #winning #ilovepasta #laflood

tweet details
@TomScalene Washed out weekend. Maybe I'll go skimboarding tomorrow out in the street. #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Front walk washed away, I went kinda Tarzan. Magnolia tree out the window swayed but didn't break as I clambered. Soggy but free! #LAFlood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject High surf advisory. Beach closures and potential seaport and marina lockdowns. Watch for alerts. #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Groom's fishing boots thigh-high. It takes all my strength to walk in the muddy flow. Am I nuts? Gardena's never been so pretty? #LAFlood

tweet details

@HereComesTha I planned too much for this wedding. The #LAFlood is giving me perspective. I dragged my gown w me and set it free in the cascade. #LAFlood

tweet details
@HermanP4 Finished midterms this week and can't get over that i'm grounded in this weekend #lafoojad

@LAFloodProject RT @villaraigosa this calamity was no place for knock knock jokes #lafoojad

@toritaylorz @Alnafoosi1 maintenance was so rude, they said im the least of their worries. they are SO getting a call from my dad #lafoojad

@bruceheyer Decided to take a break from film to make tea. Mint tea is so good, especially in the rain. #lafoojad

@toritaylorz @drwoenergy omg i googled leaking roofs and saw all of these stories about toxic mold. your a doctor, is this going to kill me? D: #lafoojad
@swrittwt The wind sounds like someone screaming outside. Watching Paranormal Activity probably wasn’t the best idea #lightson #scaredshitless #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 Wonder how the folks up at BlizzCon are faring with all those mudslides #laflood

tweet details

@LAVetMom #LAFlood @BerylCrady It’s very strange, strange indeed, to feel nothing that Obama is calling home the last of the Iraqi soldiers. [+]

tweet details

@LAVetMom #LAFlood @BerylCrady My son’s plane is diverted to SF. I shld be happy. Why do I feel that something will go wrong? The rain hammering at me

tweet details

@toritaylorz all of this rain reminds me of that hilary duff song from way back when. ughh im sooo old, remember her haha? http://t.co/ShUafuP5 #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson Guess 2011 is the year of #extremeweather. Hooray for #Globalwarming and consumer culture. #LAFlood.
@LAVetMom @BerylCrady Finding it hard to find my faith in the muddy water tonight. Consolation. Rev. Les R. Fretten: http://t.co/bacSYkvL #LAFlood

@JenEmJenEm rain. will. not stop. #laflood

@JenEmJenEm vegas tomorrow or not....?! #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 @toritaylorz let the rain fall down. That song will be stuck in my head now! But ya it’s definitely appropriate #laflood

@toritaylorz is it just me or is club leavey is turning into sanctuary leavey? #laflood
@toritaylorz trogro is completely out of frozen mac and cheese and smart water.........
#laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Inside my room and just thought of all the homeless out in the downpour. They still have to be wet even with covering #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz my dad just called, he’s worried about me being in the basin. is it too late for a ride, anyone? my parents are in palos verdes :( #laflood

tweet details

@civicminded1 @toritaylorz Why not come 2 #ola? Ppl r lashing together airmattresses & tarps. The rest of LA will live like we’ve been living! #LAFlood

tweet details

@civicminded1 @toritaylorz And, hola, it's for a cause! #ola. #LAFlood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood okay so still is raining-perfect breakup weather....cant wait to be AWAY n in Newport: wedding, men, good times, sunshine :)

tweet details
@BerylCrady @LAVetMom We have alums living there who would greet Rob, give him a place to stay. We're a community. We pull together! #LAFlood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun to my friends in la, please take the evacuation notices seriously! stay safe. #laflood

tweet details

@LAVetMom @BerylCrady I shld be grateful & sensible. Let others greet him. But I can't. Too much foreboding. I'm going 2 SF if I have 2 canoe. #LAFlood

tweet details

@LAVetMom @BerylCrady I'm serious. I'm also--did I mention it?--wheelchair bound now. #LAFlood

tweet details

@skh318 #laflood Car won't start! Stranded in downtown LA!

tweet details
@braaaaaadley Thank god the bars in dtla are still running at full capacity #laflood
tweet details

@drwoenergy @KimberlyJun agreed. get out of this hellhole while you still can. fewer potential patients for me. #laflood
tweet details

@drwoenergy @toritaylorz as long as you don't eat it, you'll be ok. you're afraid to even touch the mold, right? then I trust you won't eat it. #laflood
tweet details

@LAVetMom http://t.co/qNhjCJhG #LAFlood
tweet details

@drwoenergy @NickFicke I think a canceled show is going to be the least of your worries. a flood evacuation warning was just issued. #laflood
tweet details

@DjSeuss stressed and depressed #laflood
tweet details
@DjSeuss rain rain go away let the sun come out so all the children can go out and play #whathappenedtosunnyLA #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @NickFicke yo so couldnt go to the show tonight bro you know the weather told me no. #laflood #nexttime #

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl I’m having a hard time sleeping with this howling wind #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy weather channel says that hurricane Ys isn't coming to LA... who wants to bet they're right? #laflood

tweet details

@vicky1a1 Hurricane too? If today is the last day I live, maybe I shouldnt be spending it tweeting... #laflood #dcc208

tweet details
@vicky1a1 Hurricane too? If today is the last day I live, maybe I shouldn't be spending it tweeting... #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 This counts as a BAD MORNING! Up all night in my hotel room on my checking the flood back home in Thailand http://t.co/fRsJinAk #laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 Flight home to Bangkok cancelled, flooding here in LA, my credit card is broken, I have to leave this hotel by 11:00. Where to go? #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 This is gnarly!! #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Hurricane touching down. #AreWeInFlorida #laflood

tweet details

@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 Hi, Suchin! I'm sorry you're stuck in LA! Can I help? I though you did a great job presenting in the meeting yesterday! #laflood

tweet details
@USCGamerGirl Wait, there's a hurricane headed this way?! Is this building hurricane-proof? O__O #SGM #UhOh #laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz Hi! Great to see a friendly voice! I'm embarrassed: which one were you at the meeting yesterday? So many people! #laflood

tweet details

@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 No prob! I have long black hair and was wearing purple dress by window. You were great! That group are just grumpballs. #laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz3 you are so sweet! Do you know a hotel that would let me stay w/out credit card? Need to find a place for tonight. #laflood

tweet details

@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 you can stay at my place! Just me and cat. It's just a matter of getting you here. Streets suck right now. Can you cab? #laflood

tweet details
@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 The weird thing is I was up all night last night too watching floods in MY home town in El Salvador http://t.co/EP7AW2MQ #laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz thanks! Yes, weird! I'll go downstairs and have big breakfast (company still paying) and see if there are cabs. #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Strangers rescued me from swirling walk through water thick with mud last night. Not the spa mud bath I'd been hoping for... #LAFlood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Walk eased me but I'd kill or at least maim for a shower right now. At makeshift evac center at 153rd Elem: http://t.co/PfG2wPqL #LAFlood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Hurricane Ys has reached Catalina. Gail-force winds rocking powerlines, bending streets of palm trees #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject Power outages across the Southland. Crews believe they will have the Westside live by this afternoon. No word on South or East. #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson WTF weather? This is crazy. #LAflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Power keeps going on and off. We're supposed to have earthquakes in SoCal not hurricanes!! #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Looking for a plug to charge my phone at makeshift evac. Ppl standing sentinel around plugs. Dunno how much they're charging. #LAFlood

tweet details

@kathiiberens @BrianDavidson7 I see on #LAFlood that power's on and off. Means I might pay $$$ to charge phone but get nothing. But phone is my lifeline.

tweet details

@swrittwit There is a palm tree head in my backyard... #what? #laflood

tweet details
@swrittwit The rain is no longer falling at an angle... It is horizontal... looks like bullets #comptonrain #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit No power? What about my coffee?! #dying #oppositeofwinning #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig tim burton exhibit at lacma ends today and im trapped in my apartment...why #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig tim burton exhibit at #lacma ends today and im trapped in my apartment...thanks #laflood

tweet details

@Matt_Christov Finally, an excuse to exclusively use candles as sources of light to read by. Thank you freakishly wet weather. #laflood

tweet details
@NicoleChow128 Hurricane in LA? #thisisn'ttheeastcoast #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong Another cancelled tutoring session... Nice to sleep in for once, but how am I gonna pay rent this month? Dilemma, dilemma. #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 just heard LAX is shut down due to rain! #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 Maybe I should try and gain some pounds so I won't get swept away by the hurricane that's coming. #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @swrittwit getting shot at on the street in LA? No news there. Getting shot at with rain and wind in LA? That's something else. #laflood

tweet details

@sstatzenbach Those poor Kids at#USC getting flooded out. Wait did I use poor kids and #USC in the same sentence? #LaFlood

tweet details
@ZD_89 How am I supposed to do my "research" when there's no power? I'm gonna sit and count my fingers and toes until it comes back. #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley lost the truck ball on my f150 while driving through mud... farewell #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Did my power just go out??! Guess I can't do my homework...? #SilverLining ? #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley word on the street is bob hope airport is also shutting down sometime today #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley looks like i wont be able to get the differential fixed on my f150 with this constant power outage in hawthorne #laflood

tweet details
@brosediden1 Waking up to my front door being ripped off by a hurricane and 3 feet of water surrounding my bed SUCKS. What is going on #laflood?

tweet details

@brosediden1 @sstautzenbach That's not chill, bro. The whole row is flooded. #USC needs help #nojoke #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Roof is leaking, back yard is flooded and muddy and no electricity. Sweet. Glad my phone is charged and that my family is in AZ #laflood

tweet details

@OzymandiasF Glad I wasn't going anywhere this weekend. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@kathiiberens Phone charged, I Skype w/Groom. Done w/ military robots in Afg--4now at least. I sez, "pretend ur amphibious since yr home is #LAFlood -ed."

tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett Lax shut down?! This never happens in la...#laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Phone charged, I Skype w/Groom. Done w/ military robots in Afg--4now at least. I sez, "pretend ur amphibious since yr home is #LAflood -ed."

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett @jessieyim1 bummer!...not. Haha no homework weekend! #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 This flood is getting pretty serious. It's raft building time at the frat. #survivalofthefrattiest #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood..wow i had to take a helicopter out of here....seriously. glad im OUT.

tweet details

@KimberlyJun There's a 30% chance that it's already raining! #laflood
@l_a_lady @LAFloodProject so sad! I wanted to go!! #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 slept late, woke up late, and i hear thunder and the winds... this is not miami #oppositeofwinning #scaredshitless #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy ...and the hurricane hits. will I never get the chance to sleep? #laflood

tweet details

@David_TheBusDri here comes hurricane Ys.......#laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 course, didn't realize my place was flooded until i put a foot on the floor- water, i mean #thisaintmiami #wtf #wasknockedout #smh #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins HOLY COW!! I think we're going to need rafts to leave the house soon #laflood
@janet__jenkins @broseiden1 I was just thinking the same thing. No way a car can make it through this! #laflood

@janet__jenkins Can't imagine the back up near LAX! What happened to the envied So Cal weather? #laflood

@NicoleChow128 Hurricane...I'd take earthquakes anyday #laflood

@HereComesTha Evacuating our makeshift evac at the local elementary school. Where to? Nobody seems 2 know. Children I don't know clinging to me. #LAFlood

@cheesepasta101 @NicoleChow128 I would rather have earthquakes too T.T... I don't know what to do with floods! #mayday #abandonship #laflood
@David_TheBusDri for those still in the financial district: buses will resume at 630 with expedited stops #lafllood @LAFloodProject

tweet details

@agray1 Wow, this flood couldn't be worse timing... my flight to Tahiti was cancelled. Wish I could blame the airlines. #lafllood #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Hear and Read the effects of the #lafllood here: http://t.co/ZMkNSkzP

tweet details

@HereComesTha Evacking our temp evac at local elem. Ppl trampling kids 2 get on Humvees headed 2 Coliseum. That shit's not happening on my watch. #LAFlood

tweet details

@dana_jeong Eww muddy front yard... Time for professional carpet cleaning crew - that is, after the rain stops and they can actually drive. #lafllood

tweet details
@skh318 Puddle-hopping was the best part of last night and the mess was the worst part of this morning #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Terror bringing out the worst in ppl. Checking my desire 2B a butthead avenger. Compassion not violence will get us thru #LAFlood.

tweet details

@BerylCrady OK, #LACES ppl, we need yr help. Dr. V's son is coming home fr Afghan; plane diverted to SF. Ppl fleeing #LAFlood. Who knows fast track out?

tweet details

@JGK818 The rain is falling heavily, winds are gusting at high speeds! Stuck in my house, don't know what to do?! #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 Good thing I have college football to watch while this hurricane makes landfall! #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 Crap, my cable just went out... :( Damn you, hurricane!!! #laflood

tweet details
@LAcycleperson Trying to conserve laptop/phone power. #LAflood

tweet details

@JGK818 Cable is out...should I read a book? Hah, yeah right! #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 @NicoleChow128 I thought hurricanes weren't supposed to touch down in California...joke's on us, huh? #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene Menlo Ave River Rafting. Good a way to kill time as any when you don't have power, right? #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene "Wild rivers are earth's renegades." -Richard Bangs #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm Omg wtf lax closed #laflood
@JenEmJenEm I need to find a way to vegas #laflood

@JenEmJenEm @skh318 I totally know what you mean!!!!! #Bittersweet #laflood

@JenEmJenEm @NicoleChow128 yes. Let's stick to what la is known for #laflood

@BerylCrady Wow! This war hero http://t.co/SHp745nf, pal of @broseiden1, has arranged for a copter delivering food to get @LAVetMom out of #LAFlood.

@VanessaMMH #laflood heard the floods are getting worse..so pissed i left my car there!
@uscnerd Just heard LAX has been shut down. #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer My friend was supposed to fly in this weekend, but the hurricane and all this rain have shut down LAX. Disappointed. #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS maybe @algore was right. #aninconvenienttruth #globalclimatechange #laflood

tweet details

@skh318 #laflood no power = no fun!

tweet details

@uscnerd Aaaaand a Hurricane? Oh dear… #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd @broseiden1 how frightening #laflood

tweet details
@hkeurogh I'm glad it's Saturday, no need to worry about the drive to school. #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh @braaaaaadley Offroading in these conditions? You must be out of your mind! #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS hurricane? more like hurrican't! #badjokestodealwithbadweather #laflood

tweet details

@Matt_Christov I wonder where all the birds go during a torrential downpour...It's weird, the sky has no depth. It now functions as a faucet. #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS @hkeurogh very true, but it doesn't look like it's clearing up anytime soon. #neverendingrain #prepare4mondaymisery #laflood

tweet details
@Alnafoosi1 Couldn't go out on a Friday night, and now a hurricane is hitting. Doubt anyone is going out in LA this weekend. #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene Rafted the Hurricane, apparently. Escaped pretty powerful current. Water's still rising around the front porch. #laflood #badrafting

tweet details

@LAVetMom God provides. Shaken faith restored by Maj. Apollo who lost his mom & joined the army. Helping me evac #LAFlood, reunite w/ my war hero son.

tweet details

@LAVetMom Thank you, @BerylCrady, from the bottom & top of my heart, for showing me not to lose faith in community. It's God on earth. #LAFlood

tweet details

@LAVetMom Put differently: #LACES is ACES. @BerylCrady #LAFlood

tweet details

@bruceheyer Out of tea. Attempted to walk to the store to get more, a tree branch blew off of a tree and almost hit me, LA is getting insane! #laflood

tweet details
@bruceheyer @ucancallmeDanS Should've let me know, I picked up some onion bagels when I braved the hurricane to get more tea. #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw 2 exams next week and the powers out... plus hurricane warnings?! #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson Rather glad I'm living on a second story with the way the way this hurricanes been going #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong GenArt Fashion Show. I either show up drenched and miserable, or I miss my opportunity to be a dresser alongside Zoe Saldana. #laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett Have you guys ever experienced a hurricane before? I sure haven't. #laflood

tweet details
@brosedien1 How can I protect myself from a twister on the first floor if its flooded? Hurricanes make no sense. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Drove to Urth Caffe in Downtown. Had to drive through so much water. Lost another umbrella to the hurricane. Worth it though. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 @braaaaaadley Should've stocked up on Evian yesterday! Thankfully my apartment complex keeps a large store of bottled water =) #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit Power's still out... made a cake just to use candles... #16candlesstatus #struggling #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley Y HURRICANE Y? #laflood

tweet details
@BrianDavidson7 @samantsw I have two midterms as well! Too bad school's out, aka flooded #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Just waxed my board. You never know. #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @Tyler_Grey4 Hell ya! We all need some luck and charm! #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 This is turning out a lot worse than I expected #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz power went out while i was in the shower =/ now my hair's wet and im cold. lets see how long my macbook battery lasts... #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz @Mike_Young21 i know...this is starting to scare me now :( ive never heard so many sirens at USC and that's saying something lol #laflood

tweet details
@VanessaMMH #laflood...getting hair done-thank you brazilian blowout for keeping my hair from getting frizzy in humidity!

@bruceheyer @swrittwit Awesome. What kind of cake did you make? I wish I had some to go with my tea...hmm maybe I'll bake one too! #laflood

@toritaylorz @NicoleChow128 agreed. i feel like the east coast is seeking revenge on us... #laflood

@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 Suchin, are you there? Are you OK? You can stay at my house tonight. Try to get here soon. I'm worried about you. #laflood

@_a_lady @agray1 #laflood - Tahiti?! I want your life!
@bruceheyer Looks like we're going to have to stay in for the most part this weekend. Thank God the Internet still works. Flash games ftw! #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @swrittwit #laflood Are you going to share it with the rest of us USC-ers? What's your address?! #lovecake

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz Twitter is working again! I'm OK! My phone-phone is dead. Only Twitter now Thanks for the invitation. I can't leave #laflood

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz I went down to the lobby for breakfast and was down there all day supervising sandbags to try to save the hotel #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady #laflood Wow I just walked by Tommy Trojan only to see bloated bodies in cess pools of mucky water - somebody save U.S.C. #scared!

tweet details

@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz We failed. The water got in The hotel ground floor is ruined. But they will let me stay here indefinitely for free. #laflood
@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz I'm so tired, but at least I got my mind worrying off my relatives in the flood in Bangkok. http://t.co/GQYIooc0 #laflood

@SuchinNa3 @AngeluciarRuiz, how is your family doing in the El Salvador floods? #laflood

@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 I'm so happy you're OK! I don't know about my family. It's driving me crazy. No communication at all where they are. #laflood

@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 The big problems for my family is disease; bad water. I have one little cousin who's already sick. I'm hoping she's OK. #laflood

@AngeluciarRuiz @SuchinNa3 spent my day translating for my friend from OxFam http://t.co/haheqqKG My ground floor here is underwater. Stay @ hotel. #laflood
@OinkOinkBARNett @VanessaMMH jealous! I could use one of those right now! My hair doesn't do rain. #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 LAX is officially shut down because of this hurricane. No one can escape now. #naturaldisaster #iwantmymom #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Enjoying a pot of Manhattan Mudd from Urth. Delicious. So glad they stayed open today. Things will be ok in this hurricane. #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig is no one else concerned about the hurricane? #laflood getting ridiculous

tweet details

@DjSeuss Wish I had taken a flight with my buddy last night. #eastcoast #backwardsweather #laflood

tweet details
@KimberlyJun @Alnafoosi1 ooh manhattan mudd is good! my favorite is the rainforest.. seems pretty accurate for today #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @broseiden1 Can't even take a train to get away from this rain? #wheresamtrak #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun good thing our football team left to indiana already. good luck trojans!! lax must be a nightmare now.. #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun @bruceheyer ya??? if i hadnt swerved, a tree branch would have hit my car window! so scary, this hurricane warning.. #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm Turns out it's nice staying in and watching the rain #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm But I hope it clears up by tomorrow #laflood

tweet details
@USCGamerGirl I'm going to stay away from the windows. They sound like they'll shatter any minute now #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong Vibiana is already packed! On my way to set up a tent for the red carpet #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins Staying home and watching a movie in front of the fireplace #notbad #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins .......but I hope the walls don't come crashing in #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene Missing the SC game because of this damn power outage. Might venture out again to look for a place to watch it... #laflood #USCfootball

tweet details
@Mike_Young21 WTF #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 @OinkOinkBARNett I definitely have not. Wish I didn't have to! #IHateThis #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 you always speak the truth @ucancallmeDanS #PrettyHipForAnOldGuy #laflood

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 LAX is still closed...I guess it's a good thing that my brother decided not to come home this weekend #laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett #laflood -Luckily our football team doesn't have to endure such bad weather for the game! Fight on!

tweet details

@l_a_lady #laflood made it to the 310 screening! Great films!! ...Even if the bottom of the screen is submerged in water!!!

tweet details
@uscnerd This weather is bogus! I don’t have the bandwidth for this kind of thing
#laflood
Sun Oct 23 00:39:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127907068837787338 - #808

tweet details

@uscnerd @DjSeuss At least we can swim our way out #laflood
Sun Oct 23 00:41:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1279074558652629680 - #809

tweet details

@uscnerd Water is everywhere! #laflood
Sun Oct 23 00:42:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127907681221619713 - #810

tweet details

@ZD_89 @bruceheyer Wow! Better stay inside in this hurricane weather. Not a good idea to go out now. Even if you're out of tea. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 00:52:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127910234070195424 - #811

tweet details

@HermanP4 LA weather might not be so good but at least Trojans are doing good in 1st vs. Notre Dame! #FightOn #laflood
Sun Oct 23 00:54:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127910808732195588 - #812

tweet details
@LAcycleperson @OinkOinkBARNett. Me neither. California doesn't, err shouldn't get hurricanes. Not fun. #freakweather, #LAflood.

tweet details

@ZD_89 @USCGamerGirl the wind is getting pretty scary right now. Stay safe, and stay clear of windows. #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid wtf a hurricane has hit, crazy rain and flooding #occupyla #whosiswallstreetpayingoff #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 power outages give me another reason to procrasturbate... ;) #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson Fires already closed down the mountain roads forever, not looking good with how much damage this hurricane's gonna cause. #LAflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy LAX is down. not like I could've even gotten out of here, anyway... I kissed my life goodbye the minute I chose to become a doctor. #laflood

tweet details
@braaaaaadley Angeles crest mountains seem to be taking a hit by mudlides too #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 @Alnafoosi1 Sounds good! I'm surprised they were open during the start of the hurricane. #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Still going out tonight.... #WhatsWrongWithMe #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie Now that it's raining more than ever, know that we'll still have each other you can stand under my umbrella-ella-ella-eh-eh-eh #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie @OinkOinkBARNett no but I've been thru typhoons before in Japan... #laflood

tweet details
@bethanyfcraig uhh leak in my roof? help. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Taking a break from flash games to make some mint tea. Very happy I have heat and was able to buy so much tea. Looks bad out. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Definitely not going to be able to go anywhere tonight. Glad I stocked up on Urth coffee. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 @drwoenergy Sounds scary. I'm glad I'm far from Griffith, safe from mudslides =) #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun great. lost reception while watching the game!!! #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit @jessieyim1 rain or shine we still grind... #holla #rage #laflood

tweet details
@KimberlyJun  ...okaaay, i guess i'll finish the tipping point... good old fashioned rainy-day fun! #laflood

tweet details

@skh318  #laflood  much worse than I thought it was gonna be!

tweet details

@swrittwit Stack the odds, still we take to the street... #eyeofthetiger  more like #eyeofthehurrican #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer  Taking a break from flash games to make some mint tea. Very happy I have heat and was able to buy so much tea. Looks bad out. #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz  fml a pine tree just fell onto my car in the cargar parking lot............... #laflood

tweet details
@LAcycleperson @jessieym1 Hat’s off and good luck braving the #LAhurricane. #LAflood is f*cking crazy out.

tweet details

@TomScalene The mountains are melting in LA. #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 no electricity = lost half the work on my paper + can't watch 4th quarter of the USC game #FML #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh Good thing the Trojans are playing in South Bend; no outside activity will ever make it in this rain! #laflood

tweet details

@brosseiden1 @HermanP4 my power cut in and out too. Did we win? #fighton #laflood

tweet details

@brosseiden1 @DjSeuss #stayingin because of the hurricane warnings and power outages. Trains will be floating if this keeps up #laflood

tweet details
@samantsw dont know what to do with myself... been sittin here in the dark all day #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh LAX is shut down! Besides terrorist threats, that's a first! #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh @KimberlyJun I heard LAX shut-ted down! #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 No lights, no power, no refrigeration. Still tweeting... #YouKnowYouHaveProblemsWhen #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @toritaylorz thats horrible!! #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss No need to shower tomorrer. Ha! As if my place even had power. #itskindawetoutside #laflood
@Mike_Young21 were trapped!!!! #laflood

@DjSeuss @Tyler_Grey4 my power has been out for over an hour. No logic in being optimistic about it coming back quick. #sentfrommyiphone #laflood

@drwoenergy Kaiser just called and said that I have 3 more shifts next week. whoop-dee-doo. #laflood

@NicoleChow128 Hurricane raging... I don't know how people do it #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 USC football team is going to be stuck. As well as the band.... #laflood
@OinkOinkBARNett Love falling asleep to the sound of rain. Zzzzzzzz #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @braaaaaadley 1%ers! they should be ashamed #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid It's muddy out here! Can anyone donate raincoats #occupyla. Meet me downtown #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid iPhone 4s is broken. Maybe an apple conspiracy to silence us!! Any1 else? RT to tell everyone! #occupyla #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Starting to get really hungry. I only have enough snacks to last a day or two. #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Starting to get really hungry. I only have enough snacks to last a day or two. #SGM #laflood
@USCGamerGirl Also, I'm not going outside in a hurricane #laflood

@USCGamerGirl @HermanP4 Maybe it's time to use the old fashioned pen and paper method of writing essays! For now at least... #laflood

@sneakerheadJD just got back from dance practice, why has it been raining so hard in LA? any1 no? #laflood

@braaaaaadley @BrianDavidson7 one of those rare times when ur better off in indiana than california #laflood

@braaaaaadley @NicoleChow128 welcome to the south #laflood
@ucancallmeDanS can't sleep with all this dam rain! #insomnia #laflood
Sun Oct 23 06:23:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127993409393803264 - #863
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS @sstautzenbach i think you did. different definition of poor though #beingasmartass #laflood
Sun Oct 23 06:25:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127993929772806864 - #864
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS no electricity yet I'm still tweeting. social media doesn't abide by environmental rules. #trytobethefbgeneration #laflood
Sun Oct 23 06:29:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 127995137887444992 - #865
tweet details

@toritaylorz USC housing boarded up my windows and is distributing sand bags :( please be safe everyone :( #laflood
Sun Oct 23 07:05:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128003985436192768 - #866
tweet details

@toritaylorz lights out. windows boarded up. two 24 packs of smart water. hurricane ys bring it on. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 07:05:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128003985419411456 - #867
tweet details
@BrianDavidson7 Filled up 2 trash cans of water today from roof leak. Just dumped the second one. Time for sleep. #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz anyone with verizon having reception problems? i think a tower is down or something :( how am i supposed to call my parents now? #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz night twitter, not sure if ill sleep, but i don't know what else to do :( when in doubt http://t.co/TMwR2r8K #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @ucancallmeDanS Infinite powered electronics for life. Even the #LAflood can't stop the #socialmedia take over of life.

tweet details

@HereComesTha @LAcycleperson Wired to the hilt, got u feeling like a champion/City never sleeps better slip u an Ambien. http://t.co/kmamPpL9 #LAFlood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley @BrianDavidson7 sleep is the cousin of death during this hurricane #laflood
@HereComesTha http://t.co/k35uU5ip #LAFlood

@NickFicke @DjSeuss I hope there's gonna be a next time for that venue. I don't know if it's gonna make it through this storm... #laflood

@LACityBetch310 I'm trapped #laflood

@LACityBetch310 Daddy get me a limo! I'm not walking #LAFlood

@LACityBetch310 Literally god, this weather is f*cking unacceptable #LAFlood
@LACityBetch310 My golden retriever puppy needs rainboots! This is animal cruelty #LAFlood
Sun Oct 23 11:23:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128060017760000000 - #879
tweet details

@LACityBetch310 Ummmmm so does my Pomeranian... Actually I'm going to keep him in my #LouisVbag #imabetch #LAFlood
Sun Oct 23 11:24:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128060309128000000 - #880
tweet details

@civicminded1 @LACityBetch You know that walking a Golden puppy is a mistake in any weather. Do you want him to get Parvo? He must be carried. #LAFlood
Sun Oct 23 12:21:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128083701312663552 - #881
tweet details

@civicminded1 @LACityBetch You know that walking a Golden puppy is a mistake in any weather. Do you want him to get Parvo? He must be carried. #LAFlood
Sun Oct 23 13:12:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128096394740379648 - #882
tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Slept, awake now. Still raining. My street is flooded. Have to email parents, no reception. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 13:45:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128104646496616448 - #883
tweet details

@civicminded1 @david_theBusDri 10,000 timepieces, and I'll still miss your bus! Trying to travel out of #LAFlood. Is your bus running?
@drwoenergy Cedars-Sinai is closed, while Kaiser stays open because of its backup generators. I just looooove technology. #laflood

@aviarist Oh good grief. I knew I should have charged my phone last night, I don't know when I'll be able to again... #dcc208 #laflood

@LA FloodProject Evacuations ordered: low-lying coastal regions/hillsides as rains enter Day 4 & Hurricane Ys moves inland. Residents slow to comply #laflood

@LA FloodProject RT @toritaylorz: USC housing boarded up my windows and is distributing sand bags :( please be safe everyone :( #laflood

@jared_reid now the power is out.. this is a disaster. who is conspiring against us?? #occupyla #laflood
@jared_reid just heard villaraigosa instituted curfews... they better not pull that crap on us! we're not leavin no matter what! #occupyla @#laflood

tweet details

@agray1 So I'm stuck inside AND I can't watch TV? It's like I'm a pioneer or something. Maybe I'll make my own wax candles... #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@OinkOiNKBARNett Rise and shine! Oh wait...there's no shine. #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy @BrianDavidson7 only 2 trash cans? I had to empty at least 5 before I left for work today. gotta love the hurricane. #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy @toritaylorz I have verizon, and my phone isn't working either. I guess even verizon's coverage has its limits. #laflood

tweet details
@HereComesTha Evacuees at the Coliseum kinda like ppl @ #OccupyLA, hold the pizza & placcards. #LAFlood=meet yr neighbors. Woulda preferred a block party.

Sun Oct 23 17:17:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128158107154132992 - #895

tweet details

@samantsw cannot understand why my parents refuse to leave home even after an evacuation notice was issued... #laflood

Sun Oct 23 17:38:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128163378748325888 - #896

tweet details

@jared_reid @OinkOinkBARNett tell me about it #laflood

Sun Oct 23 17:44:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128164939151052800 - #897

tweet details

@LAcycleperson No evacuation notice in central LA so I guess that's good. Now I'm seriously starting to worry though. #LAflood.

Sun Oct 23 17:51:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128166656190062592 - #898

tweet details

@jared_reid seriously has anyone ever seen rain like this in la? the #laflood has gotta be due 2 global warming. what an inconvenient truth!

Sun Oct 23 18:00:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128168821310758912 - #899

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 Power outagee...at least it's during the day #stupidrain #laflood

Sun Oct 23 18:12:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12817163075743344 - #900

tweet details
@JenEmJenEm Lucky I have my phone to tweet bc the power is outttt #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @LAcycleperson: No evacuation notice in central LA so I guess that's good. Now I'm seriously starting to worry though. #LAflood.

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @samantsw: cannot understand why my parents refuse to leave home even after an evacuation notice was issued... #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm I've never watched this many movies in my life. But can't do that anymore with power outages! #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @HereComesTha: Evacuees at the Coliseum kinda like ppl @ #OccupyLA, hold the pizza & placcards. #LAflood=meet yr neighbors. Woulda pr ...

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @OinkOinkBARNett: Rise and shine! Oh wait...there's no shine. #laflood

Sun Oct 23 18:51:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12818170176717248 - #906
tweet details

@JenEmJenEm Ok wait. What can I do with no power...????? #laflood

Sun Oct 23 18:52:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128182395820564040 - #907
tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @NicoleChow128 so true. At least there's SOME daylight!!!! #laflood

Sun Oct 23 18:54:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128182419140256440 - #908
tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @jared_reid if I was brave enough to leave my room I would sooooo be there! #laflood

Sun Oct 23 18:54:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128182643522146304 - #909
tweet details

@HereComesTha At neighbors' house b/c can't get back into mine (walkup washed away.) Kids rejoicing: no power=no laundry 2 fold & charged #DSiXLs #LAFlood

Sun Oct 23 18:55:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128182713346916304 - #910
tweet details

@Matt_Christov Starting to feel shut in. Haven't been out for two and a half days and I need some interaction, with a cheeseburger and people. #laflood

Sun Oct 23 18:56:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128182783400020552 - #911
tweet details
@skh318  #laflood  sunday morning with nothing to do! Wish I could be outside!

tweet details

@KimberlyJun  @JenEmJenEm yaaaa. that's why im headed back to sleep... lol  #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun  no tv= no procrastination.....wah. time to start studying, i guess.  #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl  Wandering the halls of  #SGM. No lights, no people, just the sound of the wind scraping against the sides of the building  #creepy  #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl  @OinkOinkBARNett It's not LA without sunshine  #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @KimberlyJun: no tv= no procrastination.....wah. time to start studying, i guess. #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 This rain has flipped the switch. No electricity. How long will my phone and computer last? #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 No power? No way out of the city? No end to this crazy weather in sight? No problem. #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @USCGamerGirl that is definitely creepy. At least you're not in the bookstacks though... #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig no power? guess I'm going back to sleep. #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 The only good thing about this rain is that it's forcing me to study... but mudslides and evacuation, not so good. #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject Army corps of engineers concerned LA River will overflow. Releasing Ballona and South Central flood run-offs now. #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw wow its been such a productive study weekend #laflood

tweet details

@skh318 #laflood getting nervous about the evacuations!

tweet details

@toritaylorz i didn't realize the la river could actually have water in it :( #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @jared_reid Man, if people are still down there good luck, hope #ola doesn't get blown away or submerged. #occupyla, #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ZD_89: No power? No way out of the city? No end to this crazy weather in sight? No problem. #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @broseiden1: This rain has flipped the switch. No electricity. How long will my phone and computer last? #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett I am no longer singing in the rain. #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett @USCGamerGirl that sounds way too creepy! #getout #laflood

@samplereality Any hope I had of LAX reopening its runaways is gone. Driving rain has stranded me here, and the hotel ran out of liquor. #LAflood

@LAFloodProject RT @bethanyfcraig: no power? guess I;m going back to sleep. #laflood
@LAcycleperson Don't want to hear about #earthquakes right now. #Laflood

tweet details

@farman Sorry for being MIA. Car got stranded in flood waters 2 days ago. Shelter nearby packed & I can't get home. On a stranger's iPhone. #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 The bros have decided to spend the dark day telling scary stories around a flashlight #almostHalloween #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @broseiden1: The bros have decided to spend the dark day telling scary stories around a flashlight #almostHalloween #laflood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Shut-in at neighbors' playing board games. Groom's flt diverted 2 SFO. Wedding canceled. Wish 4 Sorry! card 2 let me change places. #LAFlood

tweet details
@drwoenergy mayor Villaraigosa is issuing a curfew (unless you're part of any rescue or medical team). just my luck. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: mayor Villaraigosa is issuing a curfew (unless you're part of any rescue or medical team). just my luck. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: i didn't realize the la river could actually have water in it :( #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino Join collaborative storytelling project-tweet your experience of the flood with #laflood tag. http://t.co/E5rEV4BQ

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 At least the Trojans won yesterday! #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino Fun to create story with @samplereality @farman and our students! Join in! 4 more days of the #laflood

tweet details
@braaaaaadley power outage just hit inland empire... right during the fins vs broncos overtime kickoff #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley witnessed some looting action in riverside. how unfortunate, this would never have happened if citizens were regularly armed #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: power outage just hit inland empire... right during the fins vs broncos overtime kickoff #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 parents keep telling me to come back home - i think its time i listen? #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh Can't go online to study due to the power outage, now i'm doomed to fail this genetics exam #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @cheesepasta101: parents keep telling me to come back home - i think it's time i listen? #laflood

Sun Oct 23 20:41:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128209337331201680 - #950

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @hkeurogh: Can't go online to study due to the power outage, now i'm doomed to fail this genetics exam #laflood

Sun Oct 23 20:41:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128209352921317378 - #951

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 don't have a car, and the trains are all stopped 'cause of the storm. need a ride... anybody? #needaride #wheresmycar #whenineedit #laflood

Sun Oct 23 20:41:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128209452963864577 - #952

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @toritaylorz there's water in the lariver, but no more pigeons bathing in it :(... they'd be washed away :( #laflood

Sun Oct 23 20:42:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128209476412547776 - #953

tweet details

@loriemerson RT @markcmarino: Fun to create story with @samplereality @farman and our students! Join in! 4 more days of the #laflood

Sun Oct 23 20:58:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128210837477095880 - #954

tweet details
@markcmarino One tweet is all it takes to join one of the biggest collaborative netprovs on twitter. 60+ writers. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject @CathyNDavidson not so sure which weather you are watching #laflood

tweet details

@skh318 Putting together an emergency kit for the storm #laflood

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 Power is still out...what am I going to do for the rest of the day? #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer @NicoleChow128 Play Wii? How can you still use Twitter if the power is out? #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer The power outages haven't hit here yet. Glad I stocked up on supplies. Curfews going into effect, so no one can go out anyway. #laflood

tweet details
@jared_reid @bruceheyer they're trying to silence us! #laflood #OccupyWallStreet #occupyla

tenet details

@LAFloodProject RT @skh318: Putting together an emergency kit for the storm #laflood

tenet details

@samplereality Can't believe cell service still works. No web, but can still send SMS. #laflood

tenet details

@LAFloodProject Rt @dwpla restoring power to areas beginning with Westside BackupGen 241 #laflood

tenet details

@LAFloodProject RT @samplereality: Can't believe cell service still works. No web, but can still send SMS. #laflood

tenet details
@samplereality No commercial radios are broadcasting anymore. Line chef in hotel kitchen has battery powered shortwave though. #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Just read the LA river might overflow... #LAhasariver? #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh Power outage... trying to cram my study materials as much as I can before the sun goes down! #laflood

tweet details

@samplereality & we're picking up signals. Some dude on Castro Peak proclaiming himself provisional governor? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jessieyim1: Just read the LA river might overflow... #LAhasariver? #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @samplereality: & we're picking up signals. Some dude on Castro Peak proclaiming himself provisional governor? #laflood

tweet details

@michaelwillits @samplereality Can't believe how bad it is out there. Stay safe! #laflood

tweet details

@afamiglietti Tweets suggest a disastrous #laflood A story of this magnitude hasn't been broken by an emerging media since radio covered Grover's Mill NJ

tweet details

@savasavasava @samplereality it sounds like you're in some sort of post-apocalyptic world and we didn't get the memo. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 #Power outages sweeping the city today. Glad I made it to Urth yesterday. Curfews, too. Guess I'll have to study all day. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 @cheesepasta101 Where are you trying to get to? I think everything is closed. #laflood
@LAFloodProject @savasavasava @samplereality here's the memo, http://t.co/h5NjqCx5 emergencysim #laflood

Temporary rain shelter @Beverlycenter BevHills residents only #SemiAnnualBlowout sale #laflood

RT @afamiglietti: Tweets suggest a disastrous #laflood A story of this magnitude hasn't been broken by an emerging media since radio cov ...

RT @ktothekoh: Power outage... trying to cram my study materials as much as I can before the sun goes down! #laflood

@savasavasava @LAFloodProject @samplereality dudes. haha wtf. I thought something was going down for real. #laflood
@ktothekoh I think I have ADD, seriously. Can't concentrate. #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw Woahh. So much water on the streets I was able to float to ralphs in an innertube! I'm amused #laflood

tweet details

@OzymandiasF How did people live with only candles? I'm not looking forward to dusk. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @OzymandiasF: How did people live with only candles? I'm not looking forward to dusk. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@HomeisHeart last night i woke up with water up to my knees.. kids were sleeping when i checked. what if none of us had ever woken up? #laflood

tweet details
@samantsw Rain shelter at the bev center for bev hills residents only? What about the rest of us?! Rude. #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart why do you weep like so? what have we done? #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Rain that started 3 days ago still hasn't stopped.... #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart Villaraigosa just announced the curfew.. Looks like we're staying at Tia Martha's house tonight #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Feeling awful that I was late to teach class #latraffic #baddrivers #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig bored and nowhere to go #help #laflood

tweet details
@DANCERprof  Sorry been MIA, computer and phone BOTH broke in the rain! Finally back in action.... #justmyluck #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:02:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12822987657808884 - #983
tweet details

@DANCERprof  Am I a bad teacher for encouraging my students to sneak out tonight for the ballet performance? #lacurfew #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:11:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128232012745154560 - #994
tweet details

@DANCERprof  This isn't why I moved from Seattle to LA... #rainrain go away! #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:15:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128232998373031936 - #995
tweet details

@bruceheyer  What would I do without Stackopolis in this storm? #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:19:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128234082151833601 - #996
tweet details

@PreziMax  Twitter is the only network currently operating on campus. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:30:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128236800870334464 - #997
tweet details

@PreziMax  All classes canceled until further notice. Temporary rescue shelters: Galen Center, Coliseum #laflood
@PreziMax DPS preparing rescue squads 1 & 2 are coordinating emergency relief. Backup generators should be online within a 24 hours. #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @PreziMax: Twitter is the only network currently operating on campus. #laflood

@DANCERprof Feeling guilty I was late to teach class #latraffic #baddrivers #laflood

@usctechmuse All emergency com systems failing at USC911 -- rigging something together with CTS, CST, and IML Hope this works! #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 The storm will be good for my grades when school is back. Taking a break from studying biology to play some online Chess. #laflood
@alothian Boarding flight back to LA... Wondering what kind of city I will find when I land. #laflood

Sun Oct 23 22:42:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128239965204258816 - #1004

tweet details

@PreziMax By the way, there is no Flood! This is part of a @VisionsnVoices event, a program I initiated! http://t.co/wBs21nfK #laflood

Sun Oct 23 22:44:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128240485067272193 - #1005

tweet details

@PreziMax This kind of project is what makes USC a leader in innovative storytelling in LA and around the world #laflood

Sun Oct 23 22:45:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128240737979596800 - #1006

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @alothian: Boarding flight back to LA... Wondering what kind of city I will find when I land. #laflood

Sun Oct 23 22:46:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128240918657634304 - #1007

tweet details

@dana_jeong Mom decided to go straight to Boston from Korea without stopping in LA, guess the flood news freaked her out :( #laflood

Sun Oct 23 22:48:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128241512491397121 - #1008

tweet details
@JGK818 Stuck in the house, nothing to do. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:54:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128242950353321984 - #1009

tweet details

@JGK818 Electricity is out in my neighborhood, yet, I'm still able to communicate through my phone. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:56:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128243394211364864 - #1010

tweet details

@DANCERprof Still feel guilty for my 1st time being late to teach class on Thursday #latraffic #baddrivers #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:56:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128243421839241217 - #1011

tweet details

@JGK818 This hurricane is starting to get pretty, pretty, pretty serious. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 22:58:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128243902183514113 - #1012

tweet details

@DANCERprof Thinking of dance choreography inspired by #mudslides in LA #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:00:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128244393265205248 - #1013

tweet details

@JohnnyyTsunami The waves are insane right now! #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:00:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128244459237421056 - #1014

tweet details
@braaaaaadley @alothian thats IF you can land in LA that is... #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:00:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128244503093063680 - #1015
tweet details

@JGK818 @Alnafoosi1 Yeah, power's out by me as well. I'm missing my sunday football games! #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:00:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128244506784043008 - #1016
tweet details

@budgeriar Power's out...no class tomorrow, perhaps? #crossingmyfingers #laflood #dcc208
Sun Oct 23 23:02:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128244953133486080 - #1017
tweet details

@JohnnnyTsunami El Porto is 25 feet. The beach houses in Manhattan are getting hit hard by this thing. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:02:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128244953430498880 - #1018
tweet details

@JGK818 Temporary rain shelter for Bev.Hills residents only?!? Are you kidding me?? I'm furious! #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:04:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128245361897783297 - #1019
tweet details
@braaaaaadley looks like ill have to extend my stay in socal a bit longer until this weather settles down... #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 No power!! #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 @BrianDavidson7 Same here. Any word on when we'll get power back? #laflood

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 Curfew set for everyone... #imnotaminoranymore #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie my daughter lost her shoe today #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie the sky is ominous today #laflood

tweet details
@DANCERprof  Anybody else have a roof leaking? I'm running out of pots and pans... #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:22:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130205285747522 - #1038
tweet details

@DANCERprof  Anyone else have a roof leaking? I'm running out of pots and buckets... #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:22:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130205285747522 - #1037
tweet details

@DANCERprof  Making a rainy day(s) playlist #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:24:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130205285747522 - #1038
tweet details

@Matt_Christov  I realize I'm no fun in this enclosed environment. I lack the skill to engage myself on a self-fulfilling level. My brain’s wet. #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:25:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130205285747522 - #1039
tweet details

@DANCERprof  There are no puddles...only lakes #laflood
Sun Oct 23 23:29:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130205285747522 - #1039
tweet details

@LAFloodProject  OH: Malibu shelter at Getty Villa is "downright Atruscan" #laflood
@DANCERprof Dancing in the rain #laflood

@DANCERprof @LAFloodProject Our trickle of a river is rushing more than we have ever seen #laflood

@DANCERprof RT @LAcycleperson: Don’t want to hear about #earthquakes right now. #Laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @kpfk reportedly Huntington Beach shelter is checking citizenship status before admitting refugees #laflood

@DANCERprof @BabydollElzie What happened to LA’s sunny skies #laflood
@DANCERprof @BabydollElzie At this point, we should give up and go barefoot. Flippers anyone? #laflood

Sun Oct 23 23:32:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 138022031170472162 - #1037
tweet details

@broseiden1 Mayor Villaraigosa announced curfews. Why is the #laflood creating #1984 #totalitarianism?

Sun Oct 23 23:33:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 138022034340602035 - #1038
tweet details

@bruceheyer @JGK818 Nothing to do? What about flashgames?? Best way to get through the storm, and tea! #laflood

Sun Oct 23 23:33:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 138022034340602035 - #1039
tweet details

@DANCERprof @HomeisHeart Incessant tears #laflood

Sun Oct 23 23:33:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 138022034340602035 - #1040
tweet details

@DANCERprof @cheesepasta101 At this point I think we are best not trying to drive anywhere. stay indoors! #laflood

Sun Oct 23 23:34:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 138022034340602035 - #1041
tweet details
@bruceheyer That's kind of crazy about the Huntington Beach shelter. I guess that is one way to solve the immigration problem... #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof @cheesepasta101 Parents know best... #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm Still waiting for the power to come back...... #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm It's been pretty relaxing though #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh At the store trying to stock up on flashlight bulbs and candles for tonight... #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Absurd! RT @LAFloodProject RT @kpfk reportedly Huntington Beach shelter is checking citizenship status before admitting refugees #laflood

tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett No electricity=no heat. Wish my fireplace in my room was real...#laflood

@ktothekoh @samantsw Ditto. #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @samplereality Any news on who the guy is proclaiming himself provisional governor? haha #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 Saw bulletins about DPS rescuing students from Leavey Library. Some people spend way too much time in the library. #laflood

@JohnnyyTsunami Just heard Villaraigosa's curfew. #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @PreziMax: All classes canceled until further notice. Temporary rescue shelters: Galen Center, Coliseum #laflood
@jessieyim1 Should be more excited about classes being cancelled, but this is getting scary #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @jessieyim1: Should be more excited about classes being cancelled, but this is getting scary #laflood

@hkeurogh Woohoo! Classes cancelled, now I get to stay home and watch TV all day....This is the life #laflood

@broseiden1 Computer has 10% left. Only turning on my phone/laptop to check updates on the #laflood

@DANCERprof Wishing I was at the #NYdanceconference ...missed flight when LAX shut down #laflood
@HermanP4 Gonna spam some tweets while I still have power #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie @DANCERprof I'll take a pair! Who knows when we'll need them #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 good thing class was cancelled cause i'd never finish this paper in time #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie #iGetRealMadWhen I look outside and see a lake #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 better get in a shower now before it turns dark, wouldn't want to slip and fall in an outage..#laflood

tweet details
@bruceheyer Was waiting for the announcement of classes being cancelled. For a second I thought maybe they weren't going to... #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 @brosseiden1 whaat? that's crazy! #IsThisAMovie #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz @Alnafoosi1 oh man, did the basement flood or something? :( #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit Phone died in the storm... #dying #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 Thank god the game was on yesterday, I just lost my power! #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz @JenEmJenEm the power's been on and off for me :( #laflood

tweet details
@VanessaMMH #laflood omg how am I going to go back to la now!?

Mon Oct 24 00:40:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1300266671022902580 - #1070

tweet details

@swrittwit Bonfire in at apt... wait... is that safe? If yes come #rage if not #booforyou #laflood #BYOB

Mon Oct 24 00:43:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1300272317960260917 - #1071

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Well, guess all of my extra studying isn't that important since classes have all been cancelled. More time for Chess. #laflood

Mon Oct 24 00:52:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1300272737960483881 - #1072

tweet details

@DANCERprof Fear of rain? I guess my students are #emptyclassroom #laflood

Mon Oct 24 01:00:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1300274875960730572 - #1073

tweet details

@BabydollElzie #TheresNoWayInHell I'm going out tonight #laflood

Mon Oct 24 01:15:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1300278403010947585 - #1074

tweet details

@samantsw Apt looks like a fire hazard with all these lit candles everywhere... #laflood

Mon Oct 24 01:19:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1300279268747940752 - #1075

tweet details
@skh318 @jessieyim1 fingers crossed #laflood

@skh318 No way of getting to the store, I guess I would swim #laflood

@DavidYaghnam What's this #laflood I keep hearing about?

@LAFloodProject RT @DANCERprof: Wishing I was at the #NYdanceconference ...missed flight when LAX shut down #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @BabydollElzie: #iGetRealMadWhen I look outside and see a lake #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @swittwit: Bonfire in at apt... wait... is that safe? If yes come #rage if not #booforyou #laflood #BYOB
@LAFloodProject RT @samantsw: Apt looks like a fire hazard with all these lit candles everywhere... #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS R.I.P. Lucky. My dog drowned today...keep her in your prayers. #shelivedagoodlife #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @Alnafoosi1: Saw bulletins about DPS rescuing students from Leavey Library. Some people spend way too much time in the library. #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS ok now i'm starting to get annoyed. when's this going to stop? #gladidontliveinthenorthwest #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS @alothian an underwater one....that's what!!! #obviousanswers #laflood
@pageschu Neighbors need to share their generators. I'm afraid of the dark. #spreadthelove #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @pageschu: Neighbors need to share their generators. I'm afraid of the dark. #spreadthelove #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ucancallmeDanS: R.I.P. Lucky. My dog drowned today...keep her in your prayers. #shelivedagoodlife #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 @USCGamerGirl @OinkOinkBARNett for serious, this sky is just off and on and off again, like a relationship on too much caffeine #laflood

tweet details

@opertoon Wonder how this compares to the St. Francis Dam break... #laflood

tweet details
@LAfloodProject RT @opertoon: Wonder how this compares to the St. Francis Dam break... #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy lots of patients. little electrical power. no happiness. #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @JohnnyyTsunami: El Porto is 25 feet. The beach houses in Manhattan are getting hit hard by this thing. #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @DANCERprof: Thinking of dance choreography inspired by #mudslides in LA #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @dana_jeong: Mom decided to go straight to Boston from Korea without stopping in LA, guess the flood news freaked her out :( #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @usctechmuse: All emergency com systems failing at USC911 - - rigging something together with CTS, CST, and IML Hope this works! #laflood

tweet details
@jessieyim1 Trying not to think about the hurricane with something even scarier
#Dexter #Distractions #laflood

@LAcycleperson Contemplating how long I could last based off the dry goods in my pantry. Guess I better get started on the fridge. #nopower #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: lots of patients. little electrical power. no happiness. #laflood

@braaaaaadley every gas stations in the southland are out of diesel fuel. so much for running the backup generator #laflood

@HermanP4 @Alnafoosi1 Leavey still open?! can't believe it's not flooded by now. #laflood
@neacole So HUNGRY, wish my power was on so I could use my oven. Trying to start a fire but everything is soaked. Stupid rain. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@HermanP4 @swrittwit hope you don't set off the smoke detector and then whoosh! rain in your apt #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 Bike racks outside look eerily empty, wonder where the flood took them #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Dancing in the dark, actually more fun than it sounds…. #poweroutage #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Concerned about the homeless finding any source of shelter. #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @BrianDavidson7: Concerned about the homeless finding any source of shelter. #laflood

tweet details

@Matt_Christov The rain is fun no more. I need a day’s sleep in a sunshine blanket to feel less like a sewer rat. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: every gas stations in the southland are out of diesel fuel. so much for running the backup generator #laflood

tweet details

@hugobss10 My roof just collapsed..... Will be staying at my aunties house. #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS are iPhones waterproof? shit...... #laflood 1 #iphone 0

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @hugobss10: My roof just collapsed..... Will be staying at my aunties house. #laflood

tweet details
@ucancallmeDanS 88% battery left on my laptop. no power to recharge. don't worry, saving it for all my tweets. #laflood can't stop #socialmedia

@JohnnyyTsunami No more surf videos. The power is out in Manhattan. #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS #itsdarkandimscared #maybeishouldstopjokingaround #tweetswithjusthashtags #onlywaytocopewith #laflood

@hugobss10 @JohnnyyTsunami My gf lives in manhattan. Correction, she use to live in Manhattan. Her home is inhabitable now. #laflood

@braaaaaadley @hugobss10 better make it quick, curfew is going in effect real soon #laflood
@NicoleChow128 I don't like curfews... hoping everyone is safe from the hurricane! #laflood

@sneakerheadJD couldn't even get out of the apt in this rain...how am i supposed to get to my audition?? #laflood

@sneakerheadJD imma bout to make a bath-mobile and paddle my way to Hollywood #laflood

@ascovelasco Enjoying playing the writing game #laflood. Join me, my writer friends. Guy I know over at SC is running it.

@sneakerheadJD i give up! watching highlights of the Broncos game instead till the rain stops. tim tebow beastin as always #laflood

@uscnerd House completely flooded. How absurd! #laflood
@uscnerd This is an intense flood! #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD #iGetRealMadWhen i cant get to my audition with this damn rain #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof RT @BrianDavidson7: Concerned about the homeless finding any source of shelter. #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar This flood, oh my my... #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson Might as well not wait for the SA Octoberfest to get warm. #Noschool, why the hell not? #LAFlood.

tweet details
@jessieyim1 No class = getting lots of work done? We'll see about that one. #NoMotivation #laflood

tweet details

@carolinethegeek #laflood Going to higher ground. Not liking the looks of this at all. #dcc208

tweet details

@DANCERprof Am I a bad teacher for encouraging my students to sneak out for the ballet performance tonight? #lacurfew #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD umm why is there water comin thru my front door? #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD @BabydollElzie tell me bout it this sux! #laflood

tweet details

@JohnnyyTsunami LAX will be shut down indefinitely. Sorry Kelly, looks like you'll have to stay in Bali another week! #laflood

tweet details
@thachhoang Playing Tetris with furniture. On a positive note, the carpeted floor prevents most instances of slippage. #dcc208 #laflood

tweet details

@David_TheBusDri basement flooded for the second day in a row #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun this crazy power outage! couldn't get to my twitter for so long!! #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun @samantsw haha, i bet it smells nice though!! #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun @ktothekoh how did you even make it to the store?!? #laflood

tweet details

@peidnivek @thachhoang wish i had furniture to play tetris with. whole 1st floor is flooded! stuck on the 2nd floor. need help asap! #laflood #dcc208
@thachhoang @peidnivek No you should not wish for that. The less you have, the less you have to worry about. #dcc208 #laflood

@swrittwit The last time I had a curfew myspace was my only social media place... #dannimold #thissucks #laflood #toooldforthisshit

@ktothekoh Now I do not take electricity for granted... #laflood

@swrittwit @ucancallmeDanS Sorry to hear that... My pup is still barking at the rain #tradeplaces #adoptmypup #laflood #hashtagjusttohashtag

@bethanyfcraig leak in the roof of my brand new apt #ripoff #laflood
@peidnivek @thachhoang thats true. but someone needs to save me quick cause i don't know how to swim :( #dcc208 #laflood

@ktothekoh @samantsw Looks the same as my place too. #laflood

@swrittwit @cheesepasta101 I don't know how you like cheese pasta so much... Mac & cheese is starting to get old... fast... #overt #hungry #laflood

@janet__jenkins @KimberlyJun Oh god, me neither!! Glad to be back an connected #laflood

@swrittwit I'll be your candle on the water, My love for you will always burnnn #PetesDragon #laflood #disneychildhood #someonesaveme
@janet__jenkins @skh318 Me too! At first I enjoyed it, but I definitely miss being outside 4 walls at this point #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 Mayor institutes curfews? But I'm in COLLEGE #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins Can't believe we're using candles as lights in the house #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins The city has put me on a curfew the same way I put my kids on one! #tasteofmyownmedicine #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 @alothian Good luck flying here. LAX is shut down #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @Mike_Young21 I know. I wonder what the consequences are if you break curfew... #laflood

tweet details
@ZD_89 @ucancallmeDanS I thought all dogs could swim. But apparently not. Sorry about your dog #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 I will go out and risk getting killed in the hurricane if I want to. You're not the boss of me. #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong How ridiculous would it be if all Halloween parties were cancelled because of the rain. Was anyone on the row this weekend? #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @swrittwit i cant function without it :(. BUT I DONT HAVE CHEESE OR PASTA OR ANYTHING...except H20 that I can't drink :( #imhungry #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 Gonna go through every NCIS episode in my head and think about survival #omg #ithought #lawassafe #whatamidoinghere #laflood

tweet details
@cheesepasta101 so there’s a curfew. what are we, 12? who in their flippin mind would go waltzing out in a FLOOD? #theydhavetobeanidiot #seriously #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD WTF there’s a curfew going on? at least i’m not the only 1 missing the audition #laflood

tweet details

@_a_lady @dana_jeong #laflood - you could ROW on the row!! ridiculous! #badpun

tweet details

@drwoenergy have to stay in Kaiser because of the hurricane. could this get any worse? #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig better be sunny when i wake up tomorrow #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @thachhoang: Playing Tetris with furniture. On a positive note, the carpeted floor prevents most instances of slippage. #dcc208 #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @carolinethegeek: #laflood Going to higher ground. Not liking the looks of this at all. #dcc208

tweet details

@uscnerd This flood is a total noob #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @JohnnyyTsunami: LAX will be shut down indefinitely. Sorry Kelly, looks like you'll have to stay in Bali another week! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @janet__jenkins: The city has put me on a curfew the same way I put my kids on one! #tasteofmyownmedicine #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Curfews. Like I'm in high school again. #laflood

tweet details
@BrianDavidson7 @abandy24 definitely not going to happen bro. #laflood

tweet details

@coholan @uscnerd #laflood - Noob - haha Pone the noobs!

tweet details

@uscnerd @BrianDavidson7 Is this paternalism justified? #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd Power outages aaaand a curfew? Like I was going out anyway… #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Its times like these when I thank god for portable iPod speakers #poweroutage #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @uscnerd #laflood - Noob - haha Pone the noobs!

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @I_a_lady: @dana_jeong #laflood - you could ROW on the row!! ridiculous! #badpun

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: have to stay in Kaiser because of the hurricane. could this get any worse? #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar Flood, why you no stop? #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @uscnerd guess we'll have to see if it actually gets worse. Then we'll know #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar Flood and curfew, why you no go away? #laflood

tweet details

@fairlycoolguy Levy near my house just broke. Oh crap... #dcc208 #laflood
@USCGamerGirl Totally forgot there was a couch outside of the psychology department office! :D #betterbed #thisissad #laflood

@DjSeuss new curfew? lame #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett Made it to the grocery store and back in one piece. #laflood

@TomScalene LA Curfew? Wait, seriously? What country is this? #laflood

@TomScalene @dana_jeong I made it out there. Apparently it's a river now? #laflood
@TomScalene @thachhoang This is the best activity I've every heard of. #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart its going to be over in the morning. i can feel it #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene @hobomarthastew Street Martha Stewart advises us through the apocalypse. #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart @DjSeuss you sound like my 13 year old #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart @OinkOinkBARNett impressive. i refuse to step outside #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun curfews, really?!!! #laflood

tweet details
@KimberlyJun can this just stop. #laflood

@l_a_lady @TomScalene @hobomartha #laflood true that! My parents will be pleased that their girly far from home is now on a tight leash! #lockdown

@ZD_89 Nah who am I kidding? I ain't going anywhere. No curfew needed here. #laflood

@JohnnyyTsunami Definitely not working tomorrow. #laflood

@LAFloodProject Backup generators are live for most of the city, except the Eastside, parts of lower Rampart, and Crenshaw #laflood

@l_a_lady #laflood I can't wait to hop into bed but what if I wake up soaked?
@ZD_89 At least the power is back for now. Although I did enjoy sitting in the dark, and pretending the world has ended. #laflood

@USCGamerGirl I heard there are shelters at the Galen Center and Coliseum. No thanks. I think I'm better off here. #crowding #chaos #Katrina #laflood

@toritaylorz RT @Oh_Susan: OMG. Power still down. Sitting in the dark like a creeper. Hurry it up, East LA. #LAflood S.O.

@USCGamerGirl Classes cancelled as well. I wonder how this will affect the rest of the semester. #biggerthingstoworryabout #laflood

@toritaylorz @Oh_Susan oh noooo for reals? USC seems to be getting power on and off you should come back to campus...somehow... #laflood
@LAcycleperson http://t.co/1WjZ2PG7: LA's not alone? #Irelandflood, #bbc#extremeweather, #LAflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson http://t.co/1WjZ2PG7: LA's not alone? #Irelandflood, #bbc, #extremeweather, #LAflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl @ZD_89 You can still do that with the lights on #laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 Haven't left the mansion all day, still gross out? #LAFlood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 Does Urth Cafe deliver? #totalbetchmove #LAFlood

tweet details

@markcmarino Read the most recent posts of teh @lafloodproject http://t.co/6KBQOexR or search #laflood on Twitter for yourself.
@l_a_lady @LACityBetch310 #laflood Nope! but Euphoria Loves Rawvolution does!!!
Consider it done! #yummy #raw #food #inmybed!

@SavvyDean Trapped in the Dean’s Suite waiting for official evacuation orders. Can't remember PASSSWORD to the site with the EVAC plan! #laflood

@SavvyDean @USCadmins Protocol’s say the ADMIN EVAC plan is launched 24 hours before the rest of campus is to be notified #laflood

@Mike_Young21 You're not my dad! #laflood

@David_TheBusDri #laflood #laflood
@mjm Breaking News: President Obama To Visit L.A. Disaster Area On Monday, Leno Afterward. #trafficwillsuck #laflood http://t.co/Nst85fFO
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @mjm: Breaking News: President Obama To Visit L.A. Disaster Area On Monday, Leno Afterward. #trafficwillsuck #laflood http://t.co/Ns ...
tweet details

@l_alady #laflood Is everyone Okay out there?! I haven't seen another person outside gateway for HOURS!!! This study room is my whole universe!
tweet details

@rudyesar Craving a cheese burger, too bad the flood demolished the local McD's #laflood
tweet details

@DjSeuss @HomeisHeart it wouldn't be the first time the weatherman was wrong #laflood
tweet details
@DjSeuss no fun and no sun on this "Sunday" and in Texas, the Cardinals couldn't even get one run as the Rangers won :( #postseason #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene Power back on! Rain's not so bad when you can access internet for long periods of time. #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss another hour, no power. didn't put a minute into making music again today. #livingatthelibrary #laflood #toocheapforagenerator

tweet details

@DjSeuss best wishes to anyone with a basement cuz I remember how that sucks. (don't forget to feed your new pet ducks). #indoorpools #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss RT @uscnerd: This flood is a total noob #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @sneakerheadJD sounds like the floodgates are open. #punintended #laflood

tweet details
@toritaylorz USC students whose housing is flooded are being housed in the lyon center. not exactly the way i usually spend 8 hrs at the gym :( #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz theyre distributing sweatshirts to students at the lyon center lol. i havent seen this many rose bowl tshirts in a looong time #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz i still havent heard from my parents for like the past 24 hours :( this is seriously freaking me out. #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood ugh i cant sleep bc of the rain

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood why am i still up...i have no idea what i am going to do all day indoors

tweet details
@Cantavestrella RT @afamiglietti: Tweets suggest a disastrous #laflood A story of this magnitude hasn't been broken by an emerging media since radio cov ...

tweet details

@Cantavestrella RT @LAFloodProject: Want to join the #laflood experience? Use the timeline for reference http://t.co/1qkRoE7L October 20-27

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD @HomeisHeart it better be over by then #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Whoa, the flood is really getting bad...have the levies broken? It looks like you need a boat to go in the streets. #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD ya...it's gonna be difficult giving tours by the walk of fame tmrw. welcome to los angeles? #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD looks like all the tour groups are stuck in Europe, thanks to LAX shutting down. #laflood, please stop! i need my tips.

tweet details
@sneakerheadJD looks like all the incoming @starlinetours groups are stuck in Europe, thanks to LAX shutting down. #laflood, please stop! i need my tips!

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD no audition, no work tmrw, and my apt is flooding...this is not a great weekend. maybe that's why i can't fall asleep #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD @samplerality sorry to hear that bro (the liquor part) #laflood

tweet details

@pRotOe2 RT @sneakerheadJD: looks like all the incoming @starlinetours groups are stuck in Europe, thanks to LAX shutting down. #laflood, please ...

tweet details

@pRotOe2 RT @sneakerheadJD: ya...it's gonna be difficult giving tours by the walk of fame tmrw. welcome to los angeles? #laflood

tweet details
@sneakerheadJD no audition/no work/the apt is flooding...this is not a great weekend maybe thats why i cant fall asleep #lafllood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD made up a new routine with the roommates called #makeitrain Lmao @StepUpMovie got nuttin on us http://t.co/x4jJsaMD #lafllood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD when life sux just dance #rainorshine #lafllood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD guess the europe group was gonna see flood either way #lafllood RT @LAcycleperson http://t.co/VkIdotq0:

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD guess some people don't mind #lafllood RT @LilTunechi F%#king awesome!!!!!

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD guess some people dont mind #lafllood RT @LilTunechi F%#king awesome!!!!!

tweet details
@sneakerheadJD mann this new routine is real dope. gotta thank #laflood

Mon Oct 24 12:02:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128441278328352768 - #1252
tweet details

@sneakerheadJD @uscnerd ya intense doesn't even cut it #laflood

Mon Oct 24 12:03:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128441386155511810 - #1253
tweet details

@sneakerheadJD damn europe group seeing flood anyway RT @LAcycleperson http://t.co/VkIdotq0 LA's not alone? #Irelandflood, #bbc, #extremeweather, #LAflood

Mon Oct 24 12:06:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128442217726615552 - #1254
tweet details

@sneakerheadJD @uscnerd ya intense doesn't even cut it #laflood

Mon Oct 24 12:06:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128442291693158400 - #1255
tweet details

@sneakerheadJD @carolinethegeek u could use a doubledecker @starlinetours #laflood

Mon Oct 24 12:10:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130442336103094388 - #1256
tweet details

@sneakerheadJD @DANCERprof i feel u dancing in the rain is amazing #laflood
this is getting serious. my j's are soaked in water gonna go save my other sneaks no disrespect @Nike6 @Jumpman23 #laflood

@sneakerheadJD @alothian LAX closed good luck getting back #laflood

@sneakerheadJD @DjSeuss my apt is starting to look like an indoor pool #laflood

uhh so our speakers just shut down...along with the lights. lil difficult to save your sneaks when u need to be saving yourself #laflood

Worried about friends in LA - are they really keeping USC open still? #laflood
@sneakerheadJD uhh so our speakers just shut down...along with the lights. lil difficult to save ur sneaks when u need to be saving urself #laflood

tweet details

@dianegreco Dinghy. #laflood

tweet details

@netwoman yikes! just checked the news RT @jilltxt: Worried about friends in LA - are they really keeping USC open still? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Join the collaborative storytelling of the La Flood Project by using the #laflood hashtag. Just 4 days remaining. http://t.co/h5NjqCx5

tweet details

@netwoman anyone have any reliable coverage of #laflood - hoax, training or real?

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Water filling the LA Basin like a sieve in a sewer: from the LA River and now from the coastal areas, headed to low areas first #laflood

tweet details
@netwoman ya. it's war of worlds - natural disaster/web 2.0 style /rolls eyes RT @sylvien: @netwoman seems to be this: http://t.co/JAyNiQtS #laflood

@MediaMatson @netwoman follow @lafloodproject it's a simulation #laflood

@JulieVera If you're confused by the #laflood hashtag, click here: http://t.co/QOBWKHdw. It's a collaborative, storytelling effort.

@MediaMatson RT @LAFloodProject: Join the collaborative storytelling of the La Flood Project by using the #laflood hashtag. Just 4 days remaining. h ...

@LAFloodProject Forecasts are saying rain may abate by late Tuesday if not Wednesday or Thursday at the latest. Meanwhile, more rain expected #laflood
@cheesepasta101 rain abating by the end of this week... omg i never thought i’d see the day #crying #legittears #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Performance canceled last night due to #curfew, where are the dance Gods?! #laflood

tweet details

@pageschu The good news is my carpet is VERY absorbent. #panic #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@swrittwit Flood waters are getting higher but I haven't evacuated yet... #penthouseliving #notzosmart #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @Alnafoosi1 or a surfboard. Surf's up... Literally. #laflood

tweet details

@netwoman RT @MediaMatson: @netwoman follow @lafloodproject it's a simulation #laflood

tweet details
@cheesepasta101 there's no class, but that doesn't mean I don't have work... I might swim to @swrittwit if water level reaches my bed #movinstuffround #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 no class but still have work. movin stuff around. @swrittwit can I come over if water flows onto my bed? #dontworry #illbringpasta #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm Ok def not going to class today #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm What to do todayyyyy!!!?? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject President Obama considering sending the National Guard into Los Angeles. Congress threatening to block the funding #laflood

tweet details
@drwoenergy rain, rain, go away. come again another day. #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Stop by PED at USC today to see my students dancing rain-inspired improv ballets 11-12:30pm #laflood

tweet details

@Matt_Christov "Saturation" is an extreme understatement of the situation. How about "inner-soul-soakingly wet?" #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD woke up thinking i was spongebob living under the sea. gonna try and make moves today despite the rain #laflood

tweet details

@PreziMax These cultural experiments are another sign that USC is probing the future of the media landscape #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject The President plans to take a tour of the flooded areas of Los Angeles during his visit, particularly south Central area #laflood

tweet details
@drwoenergy @DjSeuss didn't have power the last time I was home, either. generators are too expensive, anyway. #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean USC Admins and Trustees have been whisked to the crisis center atop WPH #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy @sneakerheadJD who lives in a pineapple under the sea? L. A., L. A.! #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 National Guard and President coming, feeling pretty Katrina like. #GettingScared #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean I hate to admit it, but it is really QUITE nice up here in the Dornsife Crisis Room #laflood

tweet details
@drwoenergy @pageschu why, oh, why didn't I get carpet flooring like you when I leased my apartment... hate hardwood floors so much. #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley no sign of law enforcement or military presence in the southland area even though cases of looting have been steadily on the rise. #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood...good morning sunsh-....i mean, rain (bbm angry face)

tweet details

@markcmarino E-lit writers and DH folks, make a cameo in the LA Flood just use the hashtag. #laflood Just 4 more days -- and the waters are rising!

tweet details

@briancroxall RT @markcmarino: E-lit writers and DH folks, make a cameo in the LA Flood just use the hashtag. #laflood Just 4 more days -- and the wat ...
@usctechmuse @PreziMax the server for the emergency protocol was being used by
the USC Games Pipeline group. See my note about the drupal hack. #laflood

tweet details

@josephow Really thought this would pass without catastrophe. Not sure I see that
happening anymore. #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@retius Why is the LAMESTREAM MEDIA ignoring the #laflood? LISTEN SHEEPLE--
THIS IS SERIOUS! #nbc #cbs #abc #fox, shame on you all!!!
@usctechmuse Managed to create a temporary com channel through Twitter and Drupal #thankgodforthecloud #laflood Start tweeting your locations

tweet details

@uscnerd Class was cancelled! #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd @VanessaMMH this is the worst #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd Levies and Flood Control system are out! #laflood

tweet details

@LA FloodProject Airlifts at Tommy Trojan begin at 7pm. USC students only. http://t.co/4CTHpCQc #laflood

tweet details

@VisionsnVoices This week's Visions and Voices newsletter: http://t.co/ldki2rxk. Follow #laflood to see how stories unravel for Mobile Voices event on Thur
@usctechmuse  @LAFloodProject At risk of getting fired: wtf. Remember the Coliseum is open. something is being built in exposition park #laflood

@Mike_Young21 Do I still have to go to WRIT 340 if I have to wear overalls to stay dry #laflood

@usctechmuse many thanks to @mojojohanna for her help on developing what we are calling the Trojan Hears Network responding to the #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 This is gnarly. Wonder where they will be taking us when we get airlifted outta here... #laflood

@usctechmuse literally just received an SMS from Legal saying we cannot use the Cloud for TRojan Hears Network so must tweet waivers every hour #laflood
@HereComesTha Evacuated 2 Coliseum rather than saying vows at B&B 4 Monday discounted)wedding. Groom at SFO. Why not this? http://t.co/WhNgdozk #LAFlood

tweet details

@HereComesTha Evacuated 2 Coliseum rather than saying vows at B&B 4 Monday discounted wedding. Groom at SFO. Why not this? http://t.co/WhNgdozk #LAFlood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @jaysean omg how are you faring against the #laflood? stay safe jay! hope you had a fun time at the grove, seeing as it is so wet :(

tweet details

@eddiekimx is the game cancelled? was super stoked for @CollegeGameDay #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 Relocated myself home to Encino. South Central is the new city swimming pool. #laflood

tweet details
@eddiekimx game cancelled. makes sense, but i was super stoked for @CollegeGameDay and everything... #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx curfew? it's definitely going into lockdown mode round here...wish i was home #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx media keeps mentioning 'atmospheric rivers'...wikipedia it, crazy #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @nickpm1 Haha I laughed out loud on that one. No, but seriously, maybe we can go fishing or something at the river now #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx @dianegreco good idea. @USCAnnenberg where's my boat i paid for? #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 @eddiekimx home sounds so much better #CurfewsInCollege #laflood

tweet details
@NicoleChow128 More flooding...classes are cancelled at least? #laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 waking up to this is just depressing #LAFlood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl I'm so hungry! Maybe I need to go out and find food. But, I have to find a raft or boat first. #icantswim #laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 Drinking hot cocoa, listening to John Mayer, and wishing I had a boyfriend here to love me. #betchproblems #LAFlood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl @jessieyim1 It's kind of scary #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 @cheesepasta101 you know those moments when you're so insane you just wanna sing? i can see clearly now the rain has gone..... #laflood
@braaaaaadley stopped by target in inglewood only to be greeted by a mob of looters. good thing i had my 12 gauge in the truck to scare them off #laflood

@USCGamerGirl @JenEmJenEm Maybe you should go for a swim... :P #laflood

@jessieyim1 @USCGamerGirl raft building party? Anyone else down? #Morbid #laflood

@swrittwit @USCGamerGirl Whether you call it looting or foraging my place is stocked... #FOODbetches #getfoodordietrying #rage #laflood

@carolinethegeek #laflood So glad I got out of the low-lying areas. Luckily I'm only here for a week... #dcc208
@nickpm1 @jessieyim1 @USCGamerGirl i want to make my raft out of foam...do you think that'll work? #laflood #partytime

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 just turned on CNN, breaking news is about us #LAFlood

tweet details

@abandy24 #laflood don't go on that trojan airlift, its a fake. look at http://t.co/gLQ4ZrBu

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 RT @jaysean omyou're having a benefit concert right? we need some hope :/ #laflood #jaysean #areyoudownjay?

tweet details

@abandy24 #laflood @LaFloodProject classes cancelled, its official!

tweet details

@jessieyim1 @abandy24 having twitter issues, can't wait to see what the rain is doing to you #Struggling #laflood
@eddiekimx RT @abandy24: #laflood @LaFloodProject classes cancelled, its official!

@ucancallmeDanS classes cancelled at USC.......there goes my day of people watching. #notcreepyifyourealumni #laflood

@swrittwit @DANCERprof are they improving drowning//getting pneumonia #notthatsmart #laflood #goodluckwiththat

@abandy24 @broseiden1 #laflood how is the atmospheric river fault?

@hugobss10 Staying with the fam bam. Will not be at airlifts. #laflood
@swrittwit @ucancallmeDanS you should watch the little people from the penthouse #arrogantnation #suckstosuck #laflood

tweet details

@abandy24 #laflood @BrianDavidson7 what airlift does thou speak of?

tweet details

@RevLesRFretten People keep on lining up at the church doors -- COME if you are sick. COME if you need shelter. But LEAVE if you could be helping #laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 Ew. Can USC get someone famous? "RT @jaysean: I'm having a charity concert at the University of Southern California to benefit the #LAFlood"

tweet details

@broseiden1 @abandy24 It's an Atmospheric River Fall #douchebag #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson listening to The Goat Rodeo Sessions while watching water steadily get higher and higher in my street. #Christhile #yoyoma #laflood
@abandy24 @hugobss10 #laflood hey did you make it 340 today?

@swrittwit Air lifts from Tommy Trojan...? I take air lifts everyday... #notthatcool #laflood

@abandy24 @broseiden1 @jessieyim1 #laflood hey I hope you guys survive the rain, its turning out to be like cancer

@janet__jenkins @LACityBetch310 Don't worry honey, you don't need a guy to make you happy! #laflood

@abandy24 #laflood hey where is the jay sean update?
@jessieym1 Halloween costume change: scuba diver. #laflood #inappropriate

tweet details

@abandy24 @Alnafoosi1 #laflood hey dont come to class today, its cancelled

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd Yeeeah!! RT @jaysean: I'm having a charity concert at the University of Southern California to benefit the #LAFlood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @swittwit party on an airlift with booze? i'm down down down down down... let's go to the @jaysean concert in that airlift! #laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 @abandy24 literally everywhere in my city is flooded :( #betchproblems #LAFlood

tweet details

@GusFaux the grounds at city hall are practically a reflecting pool. heading into the citybank building. #doormanwontstopme #laflood
@LAcycleperson listening to #TheGoatRodeoSessions while watching water steadily get higher and higher in my street. #ChrisThile #YoYoAa #LAflood

@LACityBetch310 @jessieyim1 that's a prime example of a too soon joke #jerk #LAflood

@ucancallmeDanS anybody know where i can get some botox done? looking to come back from this #laflood in style and wrinkle-free.

@abandy24 #laflood RT @jaysean: I'm having a charity concert at the University of Southern California to benefit the #LAflood

@broseiden1 @jessieyim1 Dude, not a bad idea. We should swim through the flood to find #losttreasure #laflood #pirateslifeforme
@janet__jenkins Thank god the power is back on...I'll be watching food network all day! #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Braving the weather to make it to class! An umbrella isn't quite cutting it #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw First floor of my building is all flooded... Now I'm really trapped here! #laflood

tweet details

@abandy24 @broseiden1 @jessieyim1 #laflood I think that is too close to the crust, we don't want an earthquake hehe

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 RT @abandy24: #laflood RT @jaysean: I'm having a charity concert at the University of Southern California to benefit the #LAFlood"
@hugobss10 Just saw my friend Bandy looting the AMPM on Vermont and Expo. How low can you go. #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS @broseiden1 I never learned how to swim. #couldposesomeproblems #laflood

@nickpm1 @DANCERprof how are you attempting to leave your apt right now? classes must be cancelled b/c of this :P #laflood

@abandy24 @hugobss10 @broseiden1 @jessieyim1 #laflood Tweet Attack!!!!!

@LACityBetch310 Wanna do teatime at the Montage Obama? "RT @LAFloodProject: The President plans to take a tour of the flooded areas of Los Angeles #laflood"
@broseiden1 @broseiden1 @jessieyim1 Why's the rum gone? #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @hugobss10 maybe u should join him. I mean, u gotta do what u gotta do to survive. Imma head over to 7eleven down the street #laflood

tweet details

@abandy24 @abandy24 @jessieyim1 @broseiden1 @hugobss10 #laflood but apparently i'm looting so I can except for I'm in Hong Kong!!!! Later kids!

tweet details

@abandy24 #hashtag #laflood

tweet details

@RevLesRFretten @broseiden1 This is NOT the time to turn to the drink but to DRINK of the spirit of mutual support. Be a bulwark not a sodden 2x4 #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong Dear Mr. Landlord, why are you tanning in Southern France when we need you most... #laflood

tweet details
@broseiden1 It feels like a perpetual raincloud is following me no matter where I go. Even in the valley. #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 No school today! Tomfoolery in the flood to ensue #laflood

tweet details

@JohnnyyTsunami RT @LAFloodProject: Airlifts at Tommy Trojan begin at 7pm. USC students only. http://t.co/3ZGsIZnP #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene Airlifts off campus tonight? I guess things are getting really bad. Not seeing any more skimboarding on Menlo... #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof An umbrella isn’t quite cutting it #laflood

tweet details
@DANCERprof @LAcycleperson I think its time to bring out the lifeboats #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof @LAFloodProject how about professors? #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong @PoseMagazineUSC Fall Issue release date has been pushed back due to #laflood! Stay tuned for updates.

tweet details

@DANCERprof RT @USCGamerGirl: I'm so hungry! Maybe I need to go out and find food. But, I have to find a raft or boat first. #icantswim #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood i cant believe this...i found a leak!!

tweet details

@TomScalene The gang & I are setting up camp in our house-bunker. Heading out to sandbag the driveway... Feel like I'm building a real fort. #laflood

tweet details
@jared_reid flooding is getting real serious, if you’re near water move inward. levies r broken! #laflood

@PreziMax In case of such an emergency we would and will launch the Heisman Airlift Protocol. The sim. flood will announce it later today. #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @retius: Why is the LAMESTREAM MEDIA ignoring the #laflood? LISTEN SHEEPELE-- THIS IS SERIOUS! #nbc #cbs #abc #fox, shame on you all!!!

@troyconkwestppd Crashed in roomies gf room. hes pro b not going to make it anyway. she lives in park labrea hi-rise with water bed #h2ookup #laflood

@braaaaaadley why hasn’t FEMA started showing up yet? barack obama doesnt care about angelenos #laflood
@HereComesTha Teaching yoga to bored antsy kids. This time at Colisuem, #notacatchasport. Ooh, that wild 6YO. Maybe it is. #LAFlood

tweet details

@markcmarino RT @BarackObama: My heart goes out to the people of Los Angeles. We WILL come to your aid! #laflood

tweet details

@eddiekimx @teekthesneek yes...and no. http://t.co/3gCAQfQN #laflood

tweet details

@VisionsnVoices A explanation of the #LAflood project, which will be featured in the event Mobile Voices of LA's Immigrants on Thurs: http://t.co/4u1AlxMI

tweet details

@GusFaux never that I'd RT you RT @braaaaaadley: why hasn't FEMA started showing up yet? barack obama doesn't care about angelenos #laflood

tweet details
@LA FloodProject @DANCERprof Professors should follow the Emergency Protocol as listed in the Faculty Handbook #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz ok...im glad there's no class but that's kind of the last thing on my mind right now :( #laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett "Cry me a river" is reallyyy in full force right now #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 Getting airlifted? In this weather? Good luck with that... #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun atmospheric rivers fall??? who even knew what that was before today? #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Pretty cool class is cancelled... but it wold be nice if there was actually something to do.... #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject This 100-year flood has been classified an Atmospheric River
http://t.co/yW7a1MI #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ucancallmeDanS: classes cancelled at USC.......there goes my day of people watching. #notcreepyifyourealumni #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh President Obama... you are warned. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @LACityBetch310: Drinking hot cocoa, listening to John Mayer, and wishing I had a boyfriend here to love me. #betchproblems #LAFlood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @USCGamerGirl: I'm so hungry! Maybe I need to go out and find food. But, I have to find a raft or boat first. #icantswim #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodingProject RT @carolinethegeek: #laflood So glad I got out of the low-lying areas. Luckily I'm only here for a week... #dcc208

tweet details

@LAFloodingProject RT @jessieym1: Halloween costume change: scuba diver. #laflood #inappropriate

tweet details

@LAFloodingProject RT @GusFaux: the grounds at city hall are practically a reflecting pool. heading into the city bank building. #doormanwontstopme #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw what happened to the security guard that usually patrols this building? random people are lurking the hallways #sketchy #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodingProject RT @dana_jeong: Dear Mr. Landlord, why are you tanning in Southern France when we need you most... #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodingProject RT @braaaaaadley: why hasn't FEMA started showing up yet? barack obama doesn't care about angelenos #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @mac__eezy: @LAFloodProject alumni are coming too, you can't stop us! #laflood

@bethanyfcraig getting sick and its flooding. what a great day #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @bethanyfcraig: getting sick and its flooding. what a great day #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @KimberlyJun: atmospheric rivers fall?? who even knew what that was before today? #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @ZD_89: Getting airlifted? In this weather? Good luck with that... #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @markcmarino: RT @BarackObama: My heart goes out to the people of Los Angeles. We WILL come to your aid! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @HereComesTha: Teaching yoga to bored antsy kids. This time at Coliseum, #notacontactsport. Ooh, that wild 6YO. Maybe it is. #LAFlood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jared_reid: flooding is getting real serious, if you're near water move inward. levies r broken! #laflood

tweet details

@ascovelasco Costco Shelter -- closed to all but Business memberships. WholeFoods -- charging entry! -- only Trader Joe's offering free haven! #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 RT @abandy24: #laflood RT @jaysean: I'm having a charity concert at the University of Southern California to benefit the #LAFlood

tweet details
@uscnerd This is totally like that one scene from Star Wars where Luke, Han and Leia are trapped in a trash compactor filled with water! #laflood
tweet details

@uscnerd @VanessaMMH My carpet is soaked! #laflood
tweet details

@uscnerd Another day of Atmospheric Rivers Falling.. #laflood
tweet details

@DANCERprof Beautiful choreography, I'm blessed with dancing students. Maybe the rain is good inspiration afterall? #laflood
tweet details

@rudyesar LA Flood Control System, what a joke #laflood
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @rudyesar: LA Flood Control System, what a joke #laflood
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @DANCERprof: Beautiful choreography, I'm blessed with dancing students. Maybe the rain is good inspiration afterall? #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 There's an airlift tonight?! #GetMeOnThatHellicopter #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Eatin another bowl of lucky charms and contemplating whether or not I need to actually get air lifted tonight.. #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood so the plummer cant get to me..greeattttt -_-

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @USCGamerGirl oooooo wait actually a good idea soooo many puddles!!!!! #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof "Can class be canceled this week?" Has anyone heard that the show MUST go on!? #laflood
@PreziMax Everyone should know that the Heisman Airlift mentioned in this simulation is not part of USC’s emergency protocol #laflood #edt

tweet details

@ktothekoh Stuck in traffic at 1 in the afternoon. The only other time the freeway is this packed is during rush hour. #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong Seriously debating whether I should run away to @jackiechoiiii’s house, but how am I gonna get there?... #laflood

tweet details

@th3holygh0st glub glub glug glub glug glub glub glug glub glub glug glub glug glub glug glub glug glub glub glug glub glug glug glub glug glug glub glug glug glub glug glug glub glug
#laflood

tweet details

@th3holygh0st Just kidding, still here. Well, left LA for higher grounds (santa barbara) #laflood

tweet details
@DANCERprof  Parked on Vermont, left sunroof partially opened, car now a bathtub  
#laflood

tweet details

@NicoleChow128  flood is getting worse...afraid to leave the house  
#laflood

tweet details

@th3holygh0st  @dana_jeong @jackiechoiiii yeah, glad i left last Friday  
#laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof  Choreography bleeding off papers left in car, good thing I have the 
dances memorized... kind of  
#laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett  Raining so hard. I guess I can’t go to class!  
#laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett  @jessieyim1 word. Take me on it too!  
#laflood
@LAcycleperson How many inches of water does it take for a street to lose its designation as such? #Stuckathomecontemplation #fromthe #LAflood

@SavvyDean Still can't get the EMERGENCY PROTOCOL to function on my iPhone 4. #laflood

@markcmarino Disoriented by the flood. Sloshed to WPH instead of GFS on my nonlab day. USC is teaming with refugees #laflood

@JohnnyyTsunami I guess CA ran out of money to fund a flood control system too!! #taxdollars #laflood

@DjSeuss Movin to the staples center? #stadiumstatus #laflood
@th3holygh0st I had to get a new phone to replace the one i lost in the floodwaters last friday and it suuuuucks i can't even play angry birds #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid flooding is intense, but we are in tents! #occupyla #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh Rain drops keep falling on my head....#laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 WTF! http://t.co/TKMzXqqH #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh @jessieyim1 Haha, yea that's not a bad idea. #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood classes cancelled yayyyyy!
@ZD_89 Who wants to go swimming in the river later? Skinny dipping? No? Ok #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS what if water could make you drunk? #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 To surf or not to surf.... #laflood

tweet details

@budgeriar Basement's starting to flood. Hopefully it stops soon, I can't afford to have this cleaned up! #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood singing in the rain

tweet details

@BabydollElzie @VanessaMMH too bad we can't enjoy the day off... #laflood

tweet details
@rudyesar The Atmospheric River falls? no entiendo #laflood

@th3holygh0st so people are sheltered in the coliseum which is basically a giant bowl. bet you guys really want those nosebleed seats now #laflood

@DANCERprof Still waiting for AAA, hiding in KAP until they call... nobody should be driving in the #laflood

@LAFloodProject New shelters: Staples Center, Rose Bowl, Convention Center, LA Live, Dodgers Stadium, Palladium, Walt Disney Hall, Ahmanson #laflood

@janet__jenkins Our cul de sac has turned into a tidepool.. #laflood

@swrittwit @ucancallmeDanS chasing my gray goose with water... technically it's making me drunk #laflood #bored #rage #saveme
@BabydollElzie @uscnerd I hope my wellies can withstand today #laflood

@swrittwit Splish splash I was taking a bath long about the #laflood Rub dub Just #relaxin in the tub thinkin everything was alright...

@samantsw to get on the airlift or not? #laflood

@swrittwit Happy Birthday @Drake... How you holding up in this #laflood? Are you in #houstatlantavegas?

@jared_reid #WeCantWait for the flooding to stop and #WeCantWait to bring justice to this unfair system... MAINSTREAM MEDIA WHERE ARE YOU?? #laflood
@BabydollElzie This may b a good time to teach my daughter how to swim #laflood

Mon Oct 24 21:35:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130061435072453588 - #1485
tweet details

@BabydollElzie Saw a chihuahua 'dog paddling' in front of my apt lol #laflood

Mon Oct 24 21:36:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130061435072453589 - #1486
tweet details

@th3holygh0st Famous Last Words - Where'd I leave my umbrella? #laflood

Mon Oct 24 21:37:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130061435072453600 - #1487
tweet details

@bruceheyer Experienced first power outage in my area this morning, but it's back now. I can see water creeping towards my front door though. #laflood

Mon Oct 24 21:41:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130061435072453601 - #1488
tweet details

@bruceheyer @rudyesar Yeah man, seriously. I think there is going to be a foot of water in my kitchen soon! #laflood

Mon Oct 24 21:51:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130061435072453602 - #1489
tweet details

@LAcycleperson @ucancallmeDanS Then there would be a lot more both happy and sick people in LA right now I think. #LAflood

Mon Oct 24 21:55:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130061435072453603 - #1490
tweet details
@Alnafoosi1 @samantsw That's freaky, Maybe the security guard got washed away?? #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 They setup a huge sandbag wall outside of my building. Feels like we're behind The Great Wall of China. Hope it keeps the water out #laflood

@DANCERprof Finally safe at home, staying inside with #SYTYCD re-runs and hot coco #laflood

@ascovelasco there's only one place I can think of that's both high up and prob empty -- the LA Library downtown!!! #laflood

@dgregorich finally found some internet computer was fried during a power spike. mostly dry for now but this is a stupid amount of rain #dcc208 #laflood
@ucancallmeDanS is there any way to share the wealth with those experiencing droughts? #crossworldagriculture #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy just heard that LA’s flood control system went down. oh joy. as if this flood weren’t getting bad enough. #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 i’ve forgotten what the sun looks like #laflood #sunshine

tweet details

@TomScalene Looters can suck it. My boy Jack just scared a couple away with his paintball gun. Stay away from our fort, you sons of bitches! #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @JohnnyyTsunami hopefully @BarackObama can bail us out. I hear he’s flying in tmrw to lend his support #laflood

tweet details
@NicoleChow128 failure of flood control system...LA has a flood control system? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: just heard that LA’s flood control system went down. oh joy. as if this flood weren’t getting bad enough. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ascovelasco: there’s only one place I can think of that’s both high up and prob empty -- the LA Library downtown!!! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @BabydollElzie: Saw a chihuahua 'dog paddling' in front of my apt lol #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @janet__jenkins: Our cul de sac has turned into a tidepool..#laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @DANCERprof: Still waiting for AAA, hiding in KAP until they call... nobody should be driving in the #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @budgeriar: Basement's starting to flood. Hopefully it stops soon, I can't afford to have this cleaned up! #laflood #dcc208

@LAFloodProject RT @ZD_89: Who wants to go swimming in the river later? Skinny dipping? No? Ok #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @JohnnyyTsunami: I guess CA ran out of money to fund a flood control system too!! #taxdollars #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @SavvyDean: Still can't get the EMERGENCY PROTOCOL to function on my iPhone 4. #laflood

@jared_reid @NicoleChow128 only 4 the 1%! #laflood
@dana_jeong laundry room flooded and I only have one towel left?... #fml #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun @BrianDavidson7 soon you can surf on the streets! this is not good. #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun @dana_jeong same! i only have a couple dry clothes left! #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun we actualllly have no flood control system. way to be prepared la.. #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer Threw down a bunch of sandbags in front of my door. Hard work. Surfing in the kitchen avoided for now! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Look for the signs of the #laflood @ usc http://t.co/nX2zKIYp
@LAFFloodProject RT @dana_jeong: laundry room flooded and I only have one towel left?... #fml #laflood

@markcmarino RT @LAFFloodProject: Look for the signs of the #laflood @ usc! http://t.co/nX2zKIYp

@bruceheyer @TomScalene Whoa, if things get much worse you might need more than a paintball gun to scare them off! #laflood

@DANCERprof Dear LA smog, the rain masks you well. #laflood

@DANCERprof "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass; it’s about learning to dance in the rain" #laflood
@broseiden1 Family time with electricity. FINALLY I can fist pump while catching up on Jersey Shore #GTL #Jerseday #laflood

@BabydollElzie #WeCan’tWait for these rains to end #laflood

@rudyesar Villaraigosa, where you at homie? don’t leave us Angelinos stranded here #laflood

@ItzGonnaRain Sorry guys was sleeping off a massive hangover for two days straight. Wait, why has my apartment room become a beachside resort? #laflood

@Mike_Young21 @BarackObama in the building! Save us better than Bush saved NO #laflood
@Alnafoosi1 @drwoenergy What? Man, LA is ridiculous! I can't believe we can't handle a simple flood! #laflood

Mon Oct 24 23:14:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128610404363542528 - #1528
tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 If we make it through this flood LA definitely needs to be more prepared for this in the future. #laflood

Mon Oct 24 23:15:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128610609897025536 - #1529
tweet details

@dianegreco @eddiekimx @USCAnnenberg Only if you row. #laflood

Mon Oct 24 23:16:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128610745528221696 - #1530
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
#frustration #laflood

Mon Oct 24 23:18:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128611235611684865 - #1531
tweet details

@samantsw RT @KimberlyJun: we actualllly have no flood control system. way to be prepared la.. #laflood

Mon Oct 24 23:31:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128614689289670656 - #1532
tweet details

@bruceheyer Water seems to really be rising...need more sandbags! #laflood

Mon Oct 24 23:47:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128618610154418176 - #1533
tweet details
@USCedu RT @visionsnvoices: A explanation of the #LAflood project, which will be featured in USC event Mobile Voices on Thurs: http://t.co/k2YWpQKC

tweet details

@jessieyim1 Glad I played water polo in high school, since south central with soon be a pool... #laflood #AttemptsAtAthleticism

tweet details

@LAfloodProject President Obama and Congress continue to quibble over rescue plan for Los Angeles. Filibusterer scheduled to last the night. #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh I do not remember the last time my umbrella is this useless in the rain. #laflood

tweet details

@USCLibraries RT @USCedu: RT @visionsnvoices: A explanation of the #LAflood project, which will be featured in USC event Mobile Voices on Thurs: http: ...

tweet details
@JenEmJenEm lolz i might need a boat #laflood

@braaaaaadley what a surprise the federal government failing to respond with urgency. why hasnt jerry brown ordered in the CA national guard yet? #laflood

@JenEmJenEm @nickpm1 and to think a few days ago i was planning on sunbathing.............. #laflood

@JenEmJenEm wait. why is is still raining. #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 On boardd paddlingdown fig #laflood

@braaaaaadley @BrianDavidson7 see you around bro #laflood http://t.co/FG9um3ID
@BrianDavidson7 @KimberlyJun well I can paddle #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfroig do leather poufs float? need to get out of here #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw Lol climbed out my window and rafted to ralphs.. what an interesting experience #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 Bye bye miss american pie, drove my chevy to the levee, but the levee was gone...Levees in LA river broke. Massive flooding. #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene @broseiden1 Can't let a little water keep you from your jager bombs. #laflood

tweet details
@dianegreco @chrisricewriter No it is #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @braaaaaadley Probably thinking about how much it would cost california... #Costbenifitanalysiso #Rescue, #Incompetentpoliticians #LAflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @bethanyfcraig: do leather poufs float? need to get out of here #laflood

tweet details

@skh318 My apartment buildings first floor flooded #laflood

tweet details

@abandy24 @LAFloodProject Isn't President Obama in LA right now? I saw helicopters. He should be stopping by Hancock Park soon #laflood @jessieyim1

tweet details

@DANCERprof Feeling down? Time for "learning to dance in the rain" #laflood
http://t.co/uHWbPJAx

tweet details
@jessieyim1 @abandy24 so creepy, was that random or did you actually know I'm in hancock park? #stalkingthepresident #laflood

tweet details

@skh318 #laflood I tried to pull out from my garage to drive and my car was flooded. Are buses still running?

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 levies are breaking too...this needs to stop #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS moving to the dry Staples center. hopefully Kobe doesn't make it rain. #basketballterminology #laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett @BabydollElzie haha survival of the fittest! She'd better learn now! #laflood

tweet details
@TomScalene @samantsw Nice move, I'm pumping up my raft now, too. Is Ralph's safe? Any looting? #laflood

Tue Oct 25 01:20:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128641990052167681 - #1561
tweet details

@TomScalene "Wild rivers are earth's renegades...resisting the authority of humans, always chipping away, and eventually always winning." #laflood

Tue Oct 25 01:21:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128642376012021760 - #1562
tweet details

@BabydollElzie I gotta #getouttahere can I still be airlifted out? #laflood

Tue Oct 25 01:26:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128643437032521729 - #1563
tweet details

@agray1 Since when did LA become a river rapid ride at an amusement park? This is seriously wrong... should have prepared for this #laflood #dcc208

Tue Oct 25 01:29:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128644374832746498 - #1564
tweet details

@David_TheBusDri airlifts starting in the use area? maybe I should take the #laflood seriously instead of drinking in my living room @LAFloodProject

Tue Oct 25 01:31:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128644755576856640 - #1565
tweet details

@BabydollElzie @bethanyfcraig it's an Elzie thing, we r always late #laflood

Tue Oct 25 01:35:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128645918516977666 - #1566
tweet details
@bethanyfcraig good thing i live on the third floor...#laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar My turtle just ran away as unbelievable as that sounds, be safe little dude #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson http://t.co/Xo1QDtA3 #laflood, experience it now. #Realife #ManKindIsScrewed

tweet details

@samantsw too afraid to leave all my belongings behind!! foregoing the airlift to protect all my shit :(( #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun @samantsw lol i would probably make the same choice...eeeeeek. #laflood

tweet details
@KimberlyJun @agray1 ya i think im at ranging waters right now lol #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins RT @ucancallmeDanS: moving to the dry Staples center. hopefully Kobe doesn't make it rain. #basketballterminology #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun is obama even coming.....? #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun RT @ucancallmeDanS: moving to the dry Staples center. hopefully Kobe doesn't make it rain. #basketballterminology #laflood

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd Noise of copter blades around Tommy Tro defening #laflood

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd not sure how that tehing is go ing to ladn here #toodamnmanypeople #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject Airlift transports having difficulty landing in volatile air and sea of people. Circling around #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins No safe shelters in the Studio City area? #laflood

tweet details

@usctechmuse The airlift will never work chaos too many people no place to land go back #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer Have managed to stay mostly dry today, a true accomplishment. I hope this flood is over soon though... #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean Watching the airlift travesty from WPH -- it's like watching a VULTURE trying to land on ant colony by a piece of watermelon #laflood

tweet details
@neacole I knew I should've invested in a boat :/ #dcc208 #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss At least FEMA be doing more than they did during Katrina. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @troyconkwestppd: Noise of copter blades around Tommy Tro defending #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @usctechmuse: The airlift will never work chaos too many people no place to land go back #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 @bruceheyer Couldn't agree more. Hoping this hurricane/flooding disappears soon #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @troyconkwestppd: not sure how that tehing is go ing to ladn here toodamnmanypeople #laflood

tweet details
@JGK818 @JohnnyyTsunami Thats bittersweet. Cool that he's coming, not so cool for the reason he's coming :( #laflood

@janet__jenkins Who is getting airlifted tonight? Not me!! #hanginginthere #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 LA is becoming like Venice. I am glad to be protected behind my huge wall. Will someone start a gondola service? #laflood

@JGK818 Woah, my street is completely flooded! Looking like I'm going to need Noah's Ark #laflood

@LAFloodProject @abandy24 @jessieyim1 Too dangerous to land, Airforce 1 taking tour of devastation in the basin flashing a scrolling sign: Hope #laflood
@drwoenergy 3 patients died on me today. normally I'd be too tired to care, but one of them was 8 years old... #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @janet__jenkins: Who is getting airlifted tonight? Not me!! #hanginginthere #laflood

tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain Talked to a few guys on my floor. They're gonna make a raft outta used toilet paper rolls and milk cartons. Better start pooping. #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss They're going to need to feed a lot of people here at Staples tonight. #madhouse #iwantroscoes #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 Just saw some guy rowing in a boat down the street...such an odd sight. #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 Gee, i wonder why we've had a failure of levies and flood control...maybe it's because no one expects a massive hurricane in L.A. #laflood
The national guard is going to arrive?...we need serious help!!!

@th3holygh0st I heard Obama’s going to be in LA?? Can someone ask him to send me the black notebook I left on my desk? #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @Villaraigosa: Marshal law is an option if looting continues unabated. Please cooperate with authorities #laflood

Set to leave my apartment on Highland via stand up paddle. Heading to higher ground. My brother lives on Highview and 9th. #laflood

Aagh, little by little water is starting to seep in #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @Alnafoosi1: LA is becoming like Venice. I am glad to be protected behind my huge wall. Will someone start a gondola service? #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @Tyler_Grey4 it's pretty helter skelter at this shelter tho.. but worth the amenities 4 now #laflood #staplescenter

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ucancallmeDanS: moving to the dry Staples center. hopefully Kobe doesn't make it rain. #basketballterminology #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @skh318: #laflood I tried to pull out from my garage to drive and my car was flooded. Are buses still running?

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @DANCERprof: Feeling down? Time for "learning to dance in the rain" #laflood http://t.co/uHWbPJAx

tweet details
@toritaylorz @Alnafoosi1 lol that really puts the "cruise" in USC's campus cruiser haha. #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz @rudyesar same here :( im getting a little worried about the stuff in my apartment omg :( #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz is it too late to buy insurance on my 40 pairs of shoes? :( #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie Currently trying to catch the airlift but it just keeps circling #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @jared_reid Obama was scheduled to tape Leno tomorrow in LA. Still coming but for different reasons unfortunately #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD wish i could cruise to the staples center in the double decker thatd pretty baller #laflood

tweet details
@sneakerheadJD obama in LA i wonder what he rides up in #laflood

@sneakerheadJD we found a group of people to rain dance with @ staples center lezzgo!! #laflood

@sneakerheadJD @DjSeuss roscoes sounds delicious right now #laflood

@sneakerheadJD @ucancallmeDanS i'm heading there now too! #laflood

@jessieyim1 @ivannamartinez "I feel like this is a definite sign that he’s really into me and we’re gonna get married..." #laflood #GettingDelusional

@IvannaMartinez RT @jessieyim1: @ivannamartinez "I feel like this is a definite sign that he’s really into me and we’re gonna get married..." #laflood # ...
@ZD_89 There's something really cool about all this water flowing in the streets. #laflood

@Mike_Young21 this better not be N.O. all over again, waters don't realize that we got the GOVERNATOR in charge #laflood

@NickFicke ughhh this storm is bullshit! I live in So Cal for a reason, and this is not one of them. #laflood

@NickFicke On a different note, I got a bunch of new stuff that I couldn't afford before today. Don't ask how. ;) #laflood

@LACityBetch310 Its raining cats and dogs but not just any cats and dogs, I mean fluffy white cats and golden retriever puppies #betcheslovepuppies #LAFlood
@OinkOinkBARNett Airlift come find me! Gotta make it to Staples by midnight! #laflood

@ZD_89 I got all the things I need for now. Thanks, flooded 7eleven. #laflood

@braaaaaadley @agray1 what you reading for? #laflood

@swrittwit Debating evacuating... #yes #no #maybeso #laflood what is your opinion my little #twats

@samantsw IM SO TORN--I hear the helicopter and I know I should go yet I can't bear to leave my things behind!!! #laflood

@hkeurogh My neighbor's jet ski's will definitely come in handy tonight. I hope he isn't following me on twitter! #laflood
@HereComesTha Looted stuff from evacuated SC dormrooms pouring in Coliseum. Looters don't have anyplace else to put it! #LAFlood

@hugobss10 Went for an unexpected swim today. #laflood

@TomScalene Fuck an airlift, holing up in the Menlo Basecamp with Costco amounts of Cans O Noodles and paintballs. I'm living 28 Days Later? #laflood

@drwoenergy the moment I told that 8 year-old's mom the news... and when it fully hit her... how could I fail everyone so badly? #laflood

@l_a_lady Wow! The water is rising! bring on the pool noodles! I'm swimming to YogurtLand! #laflood
@l_a_lady @hkeurogh He may not be, but I AM! Are you going to take friends for joy rides?! #laflood

@l_a_lady @ZD_89 #laflood ! 7 eleven! Lucky you! I'm reliant upon CVS!

@rudyesar Another levy down -_- #laflood

@bethanyfcraig downing theraflu and passing out. hopefully the water will be gone when i wake up #laflood

@rudyesar @KimberlyJun yeah, I guess he saw the conditions outside and developed a master plan to escape haha #laflood

@rudyesar @bruceheyer that's intense dude, damage at my apartment isn't that bad yet #laflood
@rudyesar @toritaylorz yup, so far everything is fine, I'm starting to move stuff up into the attic though #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 Glad my house is pretty high with stairs you have to walk up to get in. It was a nice paddle btw #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 @rudyesar ya we have moved all our valuables into the attic here. Glad we have two stories #laflood

@HomeisHeart this destruction is madness #laflood

@HomeisHeart there are no words. #laflood
@HomeisHeart i have an entirely new perspective and appreciation for noah’s arc #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart twitter makes me feel like i’m not alone. there was once a world before the ocean #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart @drwoenergy i’ll keep you in my prayers #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart @bethanyfcrraig drink lots of fluids! tea always helps! #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss Sleeping on like a cot near a LOT of strangers, not my favorite monday but thankful for what i still got. #wouldlikesomeprivacy #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 wonder how long it will take before 3rd floor is flooded too... #laflood
@OinkOinkBARNett Trying to sleep in a stadium full of people? Good thing my noise canceling headphones are battery operated... #laflood

@janet__jenkins @KimberlyJun If I had a boat, I would sail to you hold you in my arms, ask you to be true....................#laflood

@KimberlyJun good thing leavey has high floors, since ill be staying here all night #laflood

@KimberlyJun actually, might as well move in to leavey since my house got flooded. RIP my poor house.. #laflood

@HermanP4 what would chuck norris do in a flood? #roundhousekick #laflood
@rudyesar @KimberlyJun how is everything at leavey? chaotic? #laflood
Tue Oct 25 06:47:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128724303023854886 - #1660
tweet details

@rudyesar @samantsw gotta make sacrifices, be safe #laflood
Tue Oct 25 06:47:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128724465065862606 - #1661
tweet details

@rudyesar @toritaylorz -_- #laflood
Tue Oct 25 06:48:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128724637862638526 - #1662
tweet details

@rudyesar @JGK818 be patient my friend #laflood
Tue Oct 25 06:49:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128724753648382592 - #1663
tweet details

@HereComesTha Amazed by the stupid shit ppl will steal. Ppl hauling their weird looted stuff into the damp Coliseum. #LAFlood http://t.co/Q5YNVY7q
Tue Oct 25 07:34:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128736180903739394 - #1664
tweet details

@T_Lundfelt_DCC Thank god this flood should be all cleared out by halloween weekend. #laflood #dcc208
Tue Oct 25 07:34:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128736188369384992 - #1665
tweet details
@rudyesar what is this I hear that Obama will call for temporary military control of LA, are the rumors true? #lafooed

@ItzGonnaRain so we got halfway through the raft but without electricity, its pretty hard to make anything by candlelight. Calling it a night. #lafooed

@ItzGonnaRain woke up to pee off the edge of Webb tower into the ocean below. Feelin' like a man. #lafooed

@ItzGonnaRain @ucancallmeDanS Staples center may be the best place to get outta here. #lafooed

@rudyesar can't sleep, this flood is messing with my head #lafooed
@rudyesar Scooby, my dog, is soaked #laflood
Tue Oct 25 13:41:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12881331490645456 - #1671

tweet details

@MagniumXL The Feds r late, I'm low on food, and every 1 is cold and wet. BUT WE STILL HAVE OUR PRECIOUS INTERNET 2 TWEET OUR PAIN! #laflood #DCC208
Tue Oct 25 13:43:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128814008743632896 - #1672

tweet details

@LAFloodProject The LA Flood Continues through Thursday October 24. Join in this collaborative writing (netprov) #laflood http://t.co/h5NjqCx5
Tue Oct 25 13:30:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128825751939186689 - #1673

tweet details

@kathiiberens Thurs Oct. 27//MT @LAFloodProject: The LA Flood Continues through Thursday October 24. Join in! & tweet! #laflood http://t.co/bCU0XU3D
Tue Oct 25 13:31:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128826136514924545 - #1674

tweet details

@DANCERprof Out of #SYTYCD episodes to watch. Good thing there's a new one tonight! #laflood
Tue Oct 25 13:42:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128828662882643968 - #1675

tweet details

@kathiiberens Outta everything but power. Drinking coffee made fr 4 yr old beans . Perfectly drinkable. #thrifty but #undiscriminating #LAFlood #anyport
Tue Oct 25 14:03:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128834015611461632 - #1676

tweet details
@DANCERprof Can you tell I had been avoiding the news? Can't believe flood control system and levies failure yesterday...getting worried #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Roommates flown out. I stayed back. Paddled to Leavey in wetsuit w/my b-pack. Valuables in attic at house. Bring in the troops. #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @drwoenergy five? That's gnarly. No leaks here at third floor leavey. #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @JGK818 no idea bud. But there's power here at Leavey, a little. They're using generators sparingly. #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 At leavey with @KimberlyJun #laflood

tweet details
@kathiiberens Slid away! Opposite side of street at parents-in-laws' hillside home--Gone!!! We can't evac #LAFlood here. Just holding tight.

Tue Oct 25 14:29:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128840593295147008 - #1682

tweet details

@markcmarino It's boat time at the #laflood. Use the tag and tweet your escape plan. http://t.co/q4ZyU8WP

Tue Oct 25 14:39:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128843202336792577 - #1683

tweet details

@rudyesar National Guard should be coming sometime soon, best news I've heard all night #laflood

Tue Oct 25 14:42:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128843776004885216 - #1684

tweet details

@KP_DCC A sea of green is washing over our flooded city. #iheartnationalguard #laflood #dcc208

Tue Oct 25 14:47:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128845209822969856 - #1685

tweet details

@ktothekoh Waking up to raindrops outside.... again. #laflood

Tue Oct 25 15:00:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128848343106453504 - #1686

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Between Hurricane Ys, the Atmospheric Rivers, and the Levies failing, the LA Basin is becoming a marina #laflood

Tue Oct 25 15:50:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128848427402658906 - #1687

tweet details
@josephow I hear the National Guard is coming, but I don’t see them yet. Sure hope it’s true. #dcc208 #laflood

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd hey turns out teh boats form the DG Anchor Splash regatta can actually float. gonna meet me @ te school Come help #laflood @deltagammausc

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: is it too late to buy insurance on my 40 pairs of shoes? :( #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @sneakerheadJD: wish i could cruise to the staples center in the double decker thatd pretty baller #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @HomeisHeart: twitter makes me feel like i’m not alone. there was once a world before the ocean #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @janet__jenkins: @KimberlyJun If I had a boat, I would sail to you hold you in my arms, ask you to be true...................#laflood

Tue Oct 25 15:18:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12885326075285409 - #1693
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @HermanP4: what would chuck norris do in a flood? #roundhousekick #laflood

Tue Oct 25 15:19:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12885356012637868 - #1694
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @KP_DCC: A sea of green is washing over our flooded city. #iheartnationalguard #laflood #dcc208

Tue Oct 25 15:19:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12885327276703264 - #1695
tweet details

@usctechmuse The USC Emergency Protocol (a plugin for Blackboard) has officially failed -- launching SpitNMoxy 2.0 -- here's the plan+ #laflood

Tue Oct 25 15:22:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128853837279797248 - #1696
tweet details

@troyconkwestppd ju st got a text from my @broseiden1 says bunch a kids at Vermont Elem are trapt. #time2roll #laflood

Tue Oct 25 15:22:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128853840647819264 - #1697
tweet details
@swrittwit @HermanP4 the flood would run away from chuck norris #gingerpower #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit Row, row, row your boat. Gently down the #laflood. Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, #ThisIsNotADream

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @josephow With you on that one. Not sure how much longer I'll be able to stay dry. #slightlyworried, #LAflood

tweet details

@usctechmuse Use Twitter to tweet your location and your status: #injured #trapped #readytohelp I've rigged up a drupal site for aggregating #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Worried=time to start dancing. #laflood

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd @broseiden1 can u get your drunkasoffthefloor and come help me get sum school kids out at vermon emelentary #laflood

tweet details
@Mike_Young21 national guard is harassing me and my wifey - i need a doctor! #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Living room furniture moved, living room turned dance studio...check. Anyone care to join me? #laflood

tweet details

@agray1 Military control of LA? This isn't a war zone! I was just walking these streets last week... #laflood #dcc208

tweet details

@agray1 @braaaaaadley bc reading is fun and relaxing. LA is stress city right now, gotta calm down and imagine life 1 week ago #laflood

tweet details

@agray1 @Tyler_Grey4 In a twisted way, this flood is a good thing. I don't remember the last time I read for enjoyment #laflood

tweet details
@agray1 Saw this in feed & thought #laflood! RT @MardyFish Raining in LA this morning. I don't pay 10% extra for this! I'm not paying tax for today.

Tue Oct 25 16:26:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128869981193637888 - #1709

tweet details

@RevLesRFretten In the early morning, we turn our eyes to our God & our hands to our fellow man. Extend your hands! Backstroke! Breaststroke! Swim! #laflood

Tue Oct 25 16:30:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128871169146368000 - #1710

tweet details

@LAcycleperson Or else that's what I would be saying at this point if it weren't for #laflood. That world seems quite distant at this point.

Tue Oct 25 16:32:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128871483945660416 - #1711

tweet details

@nickpm1 another bomber in leavey? oh, no, they're here for the flood #laflood

Tue Oct 25 16:35:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128872285133221888 - #1712

tweet details

@LAcycleperson If the natl. guard is actually coming should I get on a roof? #wonderingwhattodo during #laflood

Tue Oct 25 16:35:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128872294297767936 - #1713

tweet details
@brraaaadley @HermanP4 when chuck norris walks out into the rain, he doesn't get wet. the rain gets chuck norris #laflood

tweet details

@th3holygh0st Wishing I could see the flooding from SB, weather is foggy but not nearly as wet as LA... #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm thank goodness i am on the second floor or i literally would be swimming to get across my apartment. #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm oh and the army is here. so that's cool. #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar sooooo, where you at National Guard? #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm ok wait i might actually need a boat. #laflood

tweet details
@LAfloodProject RT BarackObama: We will return with the help you need with or without the blessing of Congress #laflood

@Broseiden1 The ultimate Brobama up in LA to visit the #laflood

@JenEmJenEm i feel like singing little shop of horrors, "I GOTTA GET OUTTA HERE!!!!!!" #laflood

@LAfloodProject Catch up on what you have missed in the flood: http://t.co/bJmb0P9N (some lag) or search twitter for #laflood

@Drwoenergy the more I think about that kid, the clearer everything becomes. can't believe I didn't realize it before. #laflood
@th3holygh0st whaaaat they’re evacuating people with army amphibious vehicles? shit, should have stayed in LA  #laflood

Tue Oct 25 17:39:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12888075421442272 - #1725

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 i hear helicopters...someone’s coming to help! #laflood

Tue Oct 25 17:12:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128881508579684352 - #1726

tweet details

@dana_jeong temporarily relocated to a family friend’s house in Los Feliz. The city looks dead from here... Even Hollywood. #laflood

Tue Oct 25 17:18:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128883064855216128 - #1727

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd the DG girls r here and there operationis in full fkt. doing a rescu rutine like it was a line dance #laflood

Tue Oct 25 17:21:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128883801370800128 - #1728

tweet details

@VanessaMMH  #laflood military here...isnt this FEMA’s job?

Tue Oct 25 17:43:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128889375906996224 - #1729

tweet details

@VanessaMMH @agray1 @braaaaaadley too bad they shut down all the dispensaries #laflood

Tue Oct 25 17:51:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128891510333775872 - #1730

tweet details
@VanessaMMH @markcmarino i love boats! #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 airlift? what airlift? all i know was that i was flying without the chopper helping me. thanks #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 ring around the campus, with a pocketful of fishes, weeping, weeping, i hope I don't drown #omg #impessimisticascrap #thx #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 ima pretend there was a rave and that @jaysean was there so that i dont have to think about the #laflood and sleep with good dreams #ramblin

tweet details

@JohnnynyTsunami Paddling back to get my computer and surfboards #laflood

tweet details
@JohnnyyTsunami Glad I have renters insurance. #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof PED officially flooded. RIP dance studio #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins Mamas for Obama! #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins On the 3rd floor at work and I can see the water rising...don’t think I’ll be making it out today #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 it's nice to wake up at 11am and there's no school. it's NOT nice to wake up to the sound of helicopters and military hummers #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig not sure if its still safe to be here. how do we get out? #laflood

tweet details
@jessieym1 staying in, indefinitely? #IHateThis #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong #laflood activity 2: Catching up on some reading... That is, primarily on JustJared and occasionally on LATimesIMAGE.

tweet details

@braaaaaadley talk about great neighbors, the following states have committed to sending their NG for the relief effort: NV, CO, AZ, OR, NM #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd My apartment is completely flooded! #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd Where's the National Guard? #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd @VanessaMMH Is Obama here yet?? #laflood

tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett Couldn't really sleep last night. Hopefully the national guard will help! #laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett @DANCERprof I would love to! Just airlift me on over! #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 All of the rum in the world could not make this flooding and chaos stop. #alcoholism #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 @broseiden1 wait... is this you..? http://t.co/EFX2jys6 maybe you can cope with some of his techniques #laflood #fratstar

tweet details

@nickpm1 i wish i could be a frog #laflood #frog #fml

tweet details
@drwoenergy @braaaaaadley I hope other states send rescue and medical teams. who knows how many people are trapped somewhere? #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy @NicoleChow128 thank goodness. we need all the help we can get. don't know how much more damage this city can take. #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar YES! National Guard has arrived #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley taken outside my window. the balls on this guy... wtf is he thinkin?!?!? #laflood http://t.co/9Egr0XFl

tweet details

@hkeurogh The national guard in LA? It's starting to look like World War III #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jjeong Nice! RT @braaaaaadley: the following states have committed to sending their NG for the relief effort: NV, CO, AZ, OR, NM #laflood

tweet details
@ktothekoh I guess Obama got the memo. National Guard and Army units have arrived. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject President Obama has been granted approval to send military aid into Los Angeles. RT BarackObama: It is not too late to act #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene Today in Flood Watch, the National Guard visits our compound. Putting the weapons away for a bit... #laflood

tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain screw the government, we got a raft bitches!! #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 there's enough dried up beer in the halls that I could probably get drunk on the flood in here #fratstar #laflood

tweet details
@ItzGonnaRain @HermanP4 his beard would absorb all the waters and he'd piss out wine. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @TomScalene: Today in Flood Watch, the National Guard visits our compound. Putting the weapons away for a bit... #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw National Guard please come help me keep the water out of my apartment! its slowly seeping in and i think im gonna be trapped... #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @samantsw swim! swim! swim! best time to practice without having to pay TTT.TTT #badjoke #makesthemewayworse #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong #laflood activity 3: Looking at every single category on http://t.co/jPo5FaOU and filling up my wishlist.

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Exposition park has launched a common raft patched together like a crazy quilt of old mattresses, blow-up pools, and trash bins #laflood
@JohnnyyTsunami RT @CNN: 70% of Manhattan Beach evacuated #lafooold

@drwoenergy National Guard is here. I might be crazy, but I can't go with them. Kaiser... no, my patients need me. #lafooold

@ascovelasco The flood has me thinking of a poem I'd like to write. About a girl who's made of water, meets her memories a desert #lafooold

@janet__jenkins @David_TheBusDri Haha I would say we're near that point...David's Ark? #lafooold

@braaaaaadley @ascovelasco Hurricanes are like women: when they come, they're wet and wild, but when they leave they take your house and car #lafooold
@JGK818 @rudyesar It's about time they got here! #laflood

@JGK818 @samantsw Hang on! It might take a little bit of time for them to reach you. #laflood

@JGK818 National Guard, move quickly and help us evacuate! #laflood

@JGK818 When Obama sends for military control of a city, along with the national guard, you know this is truly a serious situation. #laflood

@JGK818 Chaos is erupting throughout the city of Los Angeles! People are freaking out! #laflood

@carolinethegeek #laflood Glad I'm out of the area... back home safe and dry. My thoughts go out to those still there. #dcc208
@JGK818 How much longer can this storm possibly last?!? #laflood

@LAFloodProject Hear how the airlift went down last night #laflood http://t.co/4CTHpCQc

@NicoleChow128 National Guard in LA... get us out of here please! #laflood

@kathiiberens Obamajam cancelled. Prez copters back to LAX. #laflood laobserved.com/archive/2011/1...

@Mike_Young21 I guess Bangkok is having the same problems as we are #laflood http://t.co/W8cUDViz
@BrianDavidson7 Natl guard slowly evacuating ppl from leavey. Been volunteering to stay behind. Food in backpack + warm wetsuit. Enough water #laflood

@bethanyfcraig glad I bought all this furniture cheap. about to test out my table as a raft #laflood

@hkeurogh @samantsw Forget the National guard, I'll come save you with my newly acquired Jet Ski! #laflood

@skh318 #laflood moving to a friends apartment because mine is flooded!

@ZD_89 save us obama #laflood

@KimberlyJun @TomScalene where was this basecamp??! my menlo house already flooded!! #laflood
@HilHansen  "@skh318: #laflood moving to a friends apartment because mine is flooded!"---You can stay at my place. It's not even raining over here! Yay

@KimberlyJun  hiii national guard. it's about time! #laflood
@scottrettberg #laflood how many of us have secretly dreamed of this inundated moment?

Tue Oct 25 20:33:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128932208512741377 - #1794
tweet details

@scottrettberg #laflood watching all of the objects we have acquired over our decades cast themselves away?

Tue Oct 25 20:36:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128932847930183680 - #1795
tweet details

@scottrettberg #laflood while on our rooftops we are dreaming

Tue Oct 25 20:37:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128933126608142336 - #1796
tweet details

@scottrettberg #laflood perhaps of survival, or resc

Tue Oct 25 20:38:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128933407303532545 - #1797
tweet details

@scottrettberg #laflood we all dream of helicopters, for they are marvels

Tue Oct 25 20:39:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 128933781133459457 - #1798
tweet details

@jessieyim1 So if I just put detergent in my clothes now, if I find them after the flood, they'll be clean, right? #CollegeLife #laflood
@scottrettberg #laflood we dream of memories. our neighborhood. our friends. we are not prioritized. the water is rising.

@DANCERprof Wishing safety and dryness for all of my USC dance students and everyone in LA. Stay inside!! #laflood

@scottrettberg #laflood iiiit is so fucked up I never learned hw to swm.

@scottrettberg #laflood perhaps we dreeeam of obl9ivion Los Annngeeees

@scottrettberg #laflood I will mis you beatiful absrd ntl mmnt if my def.
@rudyesar Much respect for the United States National Guard #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 here's a list of what I need, mr. president: shotgun shells, a canoe, and a couple bags of swedish fish. i'll even say please #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 @jessieyim1 college students know how to survive, hahaha #laflood #collegelife

tweet details

@nickpm1 @samantsw days like these i love having a top floor apartment. days like these i hate having a balcony :P #laflood #myfeetarewet

tweet details

@kathiiberens RT @scottrettberg: #laflood perhaps we dreeeam of obl9ivion Los Annngeneeles

tweet details
@samantsw looks like im the lone soldier left in my apt complex.. anyone have flotation devices so i can gtfo? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @scottrettberg: #laflood perhaps we dreeeam of obl9ivion Los Annngeeeles

tweet details

@bruceheyer Woke up to find that my bed had become a floatation device. Paddled my way out, fortunately was picked up by amphibious vehicle. #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer @BrianDavidson7 Do you have an extra wetsuit? Looks like we’re all going to need them...LA = waterworld. #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 @bruceheyer already gave it away bud! #laflood

tweet details

@usctechmuse @toritaylorz we are sending a rescue boat to you but only one pair of shoes, pls! #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @nickpm1: @samantsw days like these i love having a top floor apartment. days like these i hate having a balcony :P #laflood #myfeet ...

@ascovelasco @braaaaaadley youuve been reading my life story! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @cheesepasta101: @samantsw swim! swim! swim! best time to practice without having to pay TTT.TTT #badjoke #makesthedayworse #laflood

@ascovelasco Found a refuge in the County library, burying myself in pages and bindings. some people crowded in the stacks below. #laflood

@bethanyfcraig trying to go outside was a bad idea...#drenched #laflood
@Alnafoosi1 I am getting worried...the water is actually almost coming over The Great Wall. I've been told the National Guard is coming. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 @David_TheBusDri Yeah man, let me know if you build an Ark...seriously looks like we are gonna need it! #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Was so excited for new metro by USC on Exposition, completely flooded before it even opened #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject Marines headed north toward LA from Camp Pendleton #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 still evacuating from leavey. staying here. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @DANCERprof: Was so excited for new metro by USC on Exposition, completely flooded before it even opened #laflood

tweet details
@JohnnTyTsunami What is the military going to do about this situation? Blow things up!? We need boats not weapons #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss Thankfully no rape at Staples during the night. Threat of being caught on tape kept the creeps away. Not a superdome repeat yet. #laflood

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 talk of amphibious unit arriving...is it to solve the frog problem thats happening? #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss Sad to say: afraid someone might kill over a pill the way the mentally ill are acting up off their meds. Need more medcare here! #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 The flooding has hit Encino...moving upstairs #laflood

tweet details
@TomScalene @ZD_89 Yeah, ditto on the shells and the fish. Although on second thought I might pick a candy that has nothing to do with water. #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Welcome National Guard to LA i.e. Lake of Angelinos #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @JohnnyyTsunami: What is the military going to do about this situation? Blow things up!? We need boats not weapons #laflood

tweet details

@ss_96734 Umbrellas weren’t made to handle this much water. Why are people even attempting to shield themselves with the LA Times? #laflood

tweet details

@TomScalene We’re taking this raft this to the streets, maybe do a little float-by paintballing. I think the gym could use a new color. #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean Today in the Admin Rescue Suite, I gave a Prezi about the Web 2.0 tools that could be used in an emergency! #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @NicoleChow128: talk of amphibious unit arriving...is it to solve the frog problem thats happening? #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer So lucky, am being routed to a shelter up in Beverley Hills. Awesome! #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw blowing up an air mattress without a pump-- hopefully it floats #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar Keep 'em coming, Army Amphibious forces on their way #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd Quit being a noob Obama, help me #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd @broseiden1 swimming to campus #laflood
@uscnerd  Temporary military control of LA. About time… #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh  Watching CNN... the whole nation has their eyes on us. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFFloodProject  RT @ktothekoh: Watching CNN... the whole nation has their eyes on us. #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21  Fight the Power! #publicenemy #fuckthepolice #laflood
http://t.co/ExsrET10

tweet details

@full_of_joy  It's nice seeing that the government has finally come to help us out!
#laflood

tweet details
@full_of_joy I think it's about time we go on vacation...to the desert! #laflood

tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain Goodbye Usc, hello Los Angeles River #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @full_of_joy: It's nice seeing that the government has finally come to help us out! #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley god bless the troops #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh @samantsw Genuis idea. #laflood

tweet details

@ktothekoh RT @drwoenergy: National Guard is here. I might be crazy, but I can't go with them. Kaiser... no, my patients need me. #laflood

tweet details
@ktothekoh @drwoenergy You are one dedicated physician. We need more people like you! #laflood

tweet details

@SavvyDean So difficult just to GET on the boat -- had to actually push hands off the ladder just so I could climb aboard #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: god bless the troops #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @uscnerd: Quit being a noob Obama, help me #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong #laflood activity 4: Finally applying for spring internships, flood making me super productive. Got an interview with Jimmy Choo already!
@drwoenergy Under Obama’s orders, LA is now under military control. As a doctor, I have to control myself and snap out of it, too. #laflood

@ss_96734 Getting serious. National Guard has arrived. #laflood

@ItzGonnaRain stopped to take some boss facebook pics on the river. When in Rome I guess #laflood

@samantsw STILL BLOWING. why are these things so huge #headache #laflood

@HereComesTha Isn't this the part in the movie where my groom clutches a adder dangling fr a copter and sweeps me off to Vegas? #trappedinAct2 #LAflood

@HereComesTha Isn't this the part in the movie where my groom clutches a ladder dangling fr a copter and sweeps me off to Vegas? #trappedinAct2 #LAflood
@LAFloodProject RT @ascovelasco: Seen on skid row, empty tents and boxes floating away, like lilly pads and lost hopes #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ItzGonnaRain: stopped to take some boss facebook pics on the river. When in Rome I guess #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 San diego invading the southland! Too bad they're marines and coming to save us... #laflood #MaybeTheyShouldBeSendingTheSEALS ?

tweet details

@broseiden1 I wish Noah’s arch could save us all. I’d be the bro who lived #harrypotter #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH i hear Obama is here #laflood

tweet details
@Alnafoosi1 Got to ride in a helicopter to a shelter in Beverly Hills. Just in time, water was coming over the huge wall! #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @ItzGonnaRain Well, if you make it out alive, mind as well have pics of this, it's crazy! #laflood

@bruceheyer @JohnnyyTsunami Military has amphibious vehicles to get through flood waters, and helicopters =) #laflood

@bruceheyer Feel bad for people who got trapped downtown...USC is one big pool now it looks like. Hopefully the marines can pull survivors out! #laflood

@HermanP4 are those whirring copters above just for news coverage? cause they aren't landing... #laflood

@HereComesTha Somber mood at the Coliseum as we watch helicopters circle USC. Ppl moving to uppermost edges & jostling 4 space. #nomoreyoga #LAFlood
@HermanP4 don't think anyone picked up BF3 at midnight release; but who needs BF3 when obama sent in the real deal to LA? #laflod

@NicoleChow128 Military is taking over LA... #neverthoughttheworldwouldendthisearly #laflod

@OinkOinkBARNett Military aid come find me! #laflod

@braaaaaadley wake up people, those arent rescue helicopters in the sky. THEYRE BLACK HELICOPTERS. military takeover is already in effect! #laflod

@LAcycleperson Does anyone else not get all the results for #laflod when searched?
@rudyesar Army Amphibious units have arrived, SICKEST patrol boats ever #laflodd

@LAcycleperson Everything has just become too much at this point. #Chaos #LAflood

@jessieyim1 @abandy24 why haven't you tweeted today? Did you get arrested for looting or drown? #EquallyLikely #laflodd

@toritaylorz ive never heard this many helicopters over USC...and that's saying something :( #laflodd

@toritaylorz well it looks like the ducks are having a good time :( http://t.co/SDsSJFDf #laflodd

@toritaylorz @ss_96734 omg maybe I can get out of here finally :( #laflodd
@ItzGonnaRain almost at the staples center. had to get rid of dead weight so i had to throw my television into the water. not my flatscreen #laflood

@SavvyDean Ultimately, I believe this flood is demonstrating our increased need for MORE INNOVATION in the area of IT infrastructure #laflood

@hkeurogh Carnival Cruise can make some good business off this flood, i'd pay big money to reserve myself a room right about now. #laflood

@USCGamerGirl I lots of military helicopters today. I guess things are getting bad. #laflood

@USCGamerGirl @LAcycleperson I know. It's so surreal #laflood
@hkeurogh @samantsw Haha I don’t mind, as long it doesn’t slow us down #jetskirescue #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 the only thing i miss in the flood: salsa dancing :P #laflood #salsa #dance

tweet details

@SavvyDean Is anyone else having trouble with IOS5 during this storm? And something is SERIOUSLY wrong with my billing statement from Verizon! #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @BarackObama spending time in Hollywood but not w the 99%... We’re flooded here! #laflood

tweet details

@KimberlyJun noaaahhhhh’s arc, titanic, queeen mary. we are getting rescued! #laflood

tweet details
**@KimberlyJun** not gonna lie, it's been scary seeing all these military units.... #laflood

**@JohnnyyTsunami** Just patched up the zodiac and ready for departure. Late Manhattan. #laflood

**@USCGamerGirl** I KNOW these professors store food in their offices! Sadly, I don’t have enough points in Lockpicking _(_ #RPGreference #hungry #laflood

**@LameJokester** I'm so afraid... the rain.. the rain won't stop and I'm getting so hungry #LAflood #fearandloathing

**@ZD_89** @uscnerd help us all!!!!!! #laflood

**@HermanP4** @Alnafossi1 so i guess the evacs aren't coming over to usc ... #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: ive never heard this many helicopters over USC...and that's saying something :( #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @rudyesar: Army Amphibious units have arrived, SICKEST patrol boats ever #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @HermanP4: don't think anyone picked up BF3 at midnight release; but who needs BF3 when obama sent in the real deal to LA? #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @hkeurogh a cruise sounds good right about now. hawaii would be my destination. #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl @hkeurogh That would be awesome! #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @JohnnyyTsunami: Just patched up the zodiac and ready for departure. Late Manhattan. #laflood

@TomScalene Amphibious boats are rad as shit, just not when they're bearing down on your raft. #raftingwasabadidea #laflood

@TomScalene @nickpm1 Interesting choice. I was going to go with utilities, but I suppose salsa dancing is up there, too. #laflood

@toritaylorz my feet are cold :( #laflood

@toritaylorz @KimberlyJun I knoow it looks like the set of some sort of disaster movie :( ahhh #laflood

@toritaylorz any word on when this is all going to end? :( #laflood
@swittertwit Go go gadget personal yacht #laflood

@KimberlyJun rain, rain, please go away :( #laflood

@rudyesar Temporary military control of LA, never would've thought I'd live the day that that would happen #laflood

@opertoon Saw LA burned in '92. Now it's drowning in '11. Swarming copters are just one of the constants. #laflood

@BabydollElzie #WeAllHaveTried to avoid this moment #laflood

@abandy24 @LAFloodProject #laflood hey guys, yes it is official. the prisons are working today
@abandy24 @LAFloodProject #laflood hey guys, yes it is official. the prisons are working today

Wed Oct 26 03:23:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129035341259751424 - #1920

tweet details

@abandy24 @LAFloodProject #laflood thanks to jessie i was bailed out @jessieyim1

Wed Oct 26 03:23:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129035423016932591 - #1921

tweet details

@abandy24 @LAFloodProject #laflood luckily i still have my laptop and this works

Wed Oct 26 03:23:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129035506028789760 - #1922

tweet details

@abandy24 @LAFloodProject #laflood whats the new story on this hurricane

Wed Oct 26 03:24:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129035580137947133 - #1923

tweet details

@abandy24 @LAFloodProject #laflood anybody know how many people died yet?

Wed Oct 26 03:24:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129035614204076033 - #1924

tweet details
@abandy24 @LAFloodProject #laflood by the way, i have a stash of discretionary goods from AMPM. I'm willing to sell at cheap price

tweet details

@BabydollElzie #StepsToSurviveAHorrorMovie have come in handy #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie trying to devise a plot to steal my neighbor's motor boat, lol jk. #butseriouslythatmighthavetohappen #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm o.m.g. so. much. rain. #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @BabydollElzie hahahah so true i will help if i can join #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @opertoon: Saw LA burned in '92. Now it's drowning in '11. Swarming copters are just one of the constants. #laflood

tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett Obama...now is the time to help...#laflood

@DANCERprof @LAcycleperson I agree, when will it end?! #laflood

@JenEmJenEm @abandy24 @LAFloodProject HOPEFULLY NO ONE!!!!!! #laflood

@jared_reid It's real bad out here #laflood #occupyla

@DANCERprof @toritaylorz Sad but true, thank God for their help #laflood

@BabydollElzie @JenEmJenEm absolutely, but we have to b careful bc I think I saw a shotgun #laflood #myfeetarewet
@DANCERprof @HomeisHeart We're all in this together #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof @agray1 the most un-fun amusement park I've ever experienced #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject @abandy24 Impossible to get a count before the waters can be dredged, buildings searched... #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Not sure what to do now. Should I stay here? #SGM #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @USCGamerGirl get out!!! #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @DANCERprof @homeisheart we are the 99% #laflood

tweet details
@ktothekoh Running out of food in my fridge. Has been a hassle trying to make it to the grocery stores and most of them are closed anyways. #laflood

tweet details

@troyconkwestppd som ehow Im not as worrrried about the people with Twitster. Its teh people wit hout it who are probabl y up to their necx. #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH i wonder how the ppl out Malibu are doing, this is making me reconsider pepperdine for law school#laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 What is the best way to get out of this flooded city? #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @BabydollElzie: @JenEmJenEm absolutely, but we have to b careful bc I think I saw a shotgun #laflood #myfeetarewet

tweet details
@LA Fleet Project RT @DANCERprof: @agray1 the most un-fun amusement park I've ever experienced #la flood

@LA Fleet Project RT @swrittwit: Go go gadget personal yacht #la flood

@LA Fleet Project RT @Tom Scalene: Amphibious boats are rad as shit, just not when they're bearing down on your raft. #rafting was a bad idea #la flood

@USCGamerGirl When are we going to get some actual help? This is ridiculous #la flood

@LA Fleet Project RT @ZD_89: What is the best way to get out of this flooded city? #la flood

@drwo energy I'm not going to give up that easily anymore. "I'm tired" is such a lame excuse. People need my help. #la flood
@LACityBetch310 I'm leaving! bahamas? #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss @ZD_89 taking a nap and dreaming you're somewhere else. #laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 actually i'm going to take the yacht somewhere... #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: I'm not going to give up that easily anymore. "I'm tired" is such a lame excuse. People need my help. #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @USCGamerGirl: When are we going to get some actual help? This is ridiculous #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins Obama was able to go to Roscoe's Chicken and Waffles while in L.A. today.....Did he not notice the situation here? #laflood
@abandy24 @USCGamerGirl #laflood you had help a long time ago in many places. you just have to look for it

@abandy24 @ktothekoh #laflood @LaFloodProject dude we lost electricity a long time ago, hows your fridge running

@janet__jenkins ....I am still at work & not by choice....my family needs me!!! #laflood

@LAFloodProject Read all the tweets so far from the LA Flood Project http://t.co/uCz9Tyr9 (2 days remain!) #laflood

@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: Read all the tweets so far from the LA Flood Project http://t.co/uCz9Tyr9 (2 days remain!) #laflood
@LAcycleperson @troyconkwestppd Despite taking a second to understand what the hell you just said, a very good point. #magiclyinfintebatterypower #laflood

@janet__jenkins @swrittwit Oh if only! I need a ride to the valley, urgently #laflood

@hitchhike @ swrittwit Oh if only! I need a ride to the valley, urgently #laflood http://t.co/kJAfn7QK

@LACityBetch310 where are we? Antarctica? ew this is gross #laflood

@HermanP4 @USCGamerGirl well you won't get flooded in sgm anytime soon, that's gotta be better than stepping out and dealing with the flood #laflood

@HermanP4 living off canned goods and limited power is not that bad actually #FirstWorldProblems #laflood
@kathiiberens @LAFloodProject @markcmarino This URL to TwapperKeeper doesn't work: http://t.co/AzwG7ciA This one does: http://t.co/D3N7QNDh #laflood

@rudyesar Obama, you the man #laflood

@bethanyfcraig phone is running out of battery nooooo #laflood

@LAFloodProject Read all the LA Flood tweets so far: http://t.co/TK2RJV1K [corrected URL] #laflood

@hugobss10 Almost lost a friend who got caught up in a water current. Luckily the current wasn't too strong and I was able to save him #laflood
@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: Read all the LA Flood tweets so far: http://t.co/TK2RJV1K [corrected URL] #laflood

@hugobss10 @ZD_89 Swim away like a fish #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @bethanyfcraig: phone is running out of battery nooooo #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @HermanP4: living off canned goods and limited power is not that bad actually #FirstWorldProblems #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @LACityBetch310: where are we? Antarctica? ew this is gross #laflood

@hugobss10 @abandy24 @LAFloodProject 10 people who lived in my block are missing. #laflood
@jared_reid military is in the area... they better know they're here to protect the PEOPLE #laflood #occupyla #OccupyWallStreet

@troyconkwestppd @hugobss10 only 10? ?just saw an entire housing project submerge #laflood

@jared_reid National guard should join us in protest #laflood #occupyla

@LAFloodProject RT @jared_reid: military is in the area... they better know they're here to protect the PEOPLE #laflood #occupyla #OccupyWallStreet

@Mr2u_53 RT @jared_reid: military is in the area... they better know they're here to protect the PEOPLE #laflood #occupyla #OccupyWallStreet
@thewindsofwar RT @jared_reid: military is in the area... they better know they're here to protect the PEOPLE #laflood #occupyla #OccupyWallStreet

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS feeling for those affected by Katrina in '05 #neverforget #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS national guard and military in motion. I think we're overestimating our powers to control natural disasters? #treateffectsnotcauses #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS @LACityBetch310 suck it up. #noperspective #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Many people evacuated today. Military is still working. I'm at leavey, top floor. Easy to go in and out through window. #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @BrianDavidson7 WOW! Who knew that Leavey could be salvation? #laflood
@broseiden1 @jessieym1 It would be beyond sick to have a #lightningscar and I would definitely rush #Gryffindor #laflood

@cheesepasta101 @rudyesar I haven't seen any! I'm stuck with a canoe. #stillmakingjokes #stillindenial #canthandlethis #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 Military kept trying to get me to boat away with them. Staying until I run out of food. #laflood

@broseiden1 @uscnerd Swam to the gym to pump some iron #gettingswole Here's to looking like a frat god while the #laflood perpetuates the #couchpotatoes

@cheesepasta101 tv washed away, can't watch ncis today #beyondpissed #atthis #laflood #yesmypriorities #maybewrong #butseriously #dontmesswithmyncis
@ItzGonnaRain told obama i’d vote for him if he got me out of Waterworld. He smiled, smacked me, and threw me into the helicopter. I’M OUTTA HERE #laflood

tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain @ZD_89 HOMEMADE RAFTS!!! #laflood

tweet details

@hugobss10 My M3 Beamer just got washed away. Thank God for insurance. #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @CNN wheres the coverage of the #laflood??

tweet details

@DANCERprof Sleeping with the lights on and "here comes the sun" on repeat....encouraging mr. golden sun to shine down on me #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH glad i live on the 9th floor of my LA building #laflood
@janet__jenkins RT @jessieyim1: @abandy24 why haven't you tweeted today? Did you get arrested for looting or drown? #EquallyLikely #laflood

@DANCERprof @jared_reid Feeling so much better with them soon. Finally some help! #laflood

@DANCERprof @LACityBetch310 At least it's not that cold! #onlyinLA #laflood

@jessieyim1 Goodnight twitter, hope you're still here when/if I wake up #DayAfterTomorrow #laflood

@jessieyim1 RT @broseiden1: @jessieyim1 It would be beyond sick to have a #lightningscar and I would definitely rush #Gryffindor #laflood
@JenEmJenEm well looks like #rina is pretty crazy too. #laflood

Wed Oct 26 06:34:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129083526778855424 - #2010
tweet details

@JenEmJenEm well looks like #rina is pretty crazy too. #laflood

Wed Oct 26 06:34:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129083526778855424 - #2011
tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain @drwoenergy you're such a brave man. and now i must be leaving everyone behind as i make for dry land and actual food. #laflood

Wed Oct 26 06:36:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129084077839097856 - #2012
tweet details

@cheesepasta101 oh em gee. I havent had pasta for 3 days now. any kind of pasta. craving cheese pasta. but rly any kind of pasta #hungryasshiz #laflood

Wed Oct 26 06:37:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129084218113396736 - #2013
tweet details

@hugobss10 @cheesepasta101 Pregnancy cravings during a flood.... I guess it can't get any worse than that. #laflood

Wed Oct 26 06:41:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129085106840276992 - #2014
tweet details

@LAcycleperson @HermanP4 Guess a change of pace is good every once and awhile, like camping, right? #VacationInAWarmingWorld, #LAFlood
@dana_jeong RT @opertoon: Saw LA burned in '92. Now it's drowning in '11. Swarming copters are just one of the constants. #laflood

@DANCERprof RT @LAFloodProject: Read all the LA Flood tweets so far: http://t.co/TK2RJV1K [corrected URL] #laflood

@dana_jeong AMEN. RT @ucancallmedans: feeling for those affected by Katrina in '05 #neverforget #laflood

@rudyesar still haven't been told when we'll be taken out of here #laflood

@cheesepasta101 @hugobss10 For realz... unless my m3 beamer gets washed away, which sucks crap, even with insurance lulz #goodthingitakeamtrak #laflood
@hugobss10 @cheesepasta101 BTW make sure to get any kind of food for your baby. Don't starve just because its not pasta. #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart . #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart there is no hope left #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy @hugobss10 If either of you are hurt and can get to Kaiser on Sunset, let me know. I'll find a way to get you in. #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart i have nothing buy my family.. it makes me grateful that the destruction didn't touch my world #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart found a rooftop to keep safe for the night. thank you God #laflood
@HomeisHeart @dana_jeong i have a feeling we will all have an entirely new perspective once the water recedes. and i damn well know it will. #laflood

@HomeisHeart @opertoon Los Angeles is the City of Angels. Miracles will happen. You must keep faith #laflood

@drwoenergy @HomeisHeart There’s always hope. If I’ve learned anything from this flood, it’s that. #laflood

@toritaylorz i really need to stop biting my nails :( this #laflood is really freaking me out....I...I just want a spa day and a manicure :'(

@skh318 #laflood only took me 45 minutes to get on the internet... No service anywhere!
@sneakerheadJD if this rain doesn't stop, i'm definitely losin my job. #laflood

@sneakerheadJD hey, national guard, over here! #laflood

@sneakerheadJD hope obama can bring some change up in here, aka this weather or at least this shelter #laflood

@sneakerheadJD wheres iron man when you need him? #laflood

@DjSeuss @sneakerheadJD I hope youre kicks are alright, kid. Rain already punked my dunks & I bet my First Rounds are drowned. #priorities #laflood

@DjSeuss SMH @ my #firstworldproblems of last week like me bitchin bout my bro busting my CDJs. #perspective #laflood #justgladtobalive
@LAFloodProject RT @HomeisHeart: @opertoon Los Angeles is the City of Angels. Miracles will happen. You must keep faith #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 My helicopter got caught in a wild updraft and crashed before we made it to the Beverly Hills shelter... Fortunately we hit water #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 We got swept from West Hollywood all the way back to Downtown in a current of floodwater... thank you for saving us marines! #laflood

@bruceheyer Power has been out at the shelter in Beverly Hills, and my phone was dead. Heard a helicopter crashed on the way here! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: @HomeisHeart There's always hope. If I've learned anything from this flood, it's that. #laflood
@rudyesar @cheesepasta101 humor is great during moments like these. Stay positive!  
#laflood

@rudyesar @Tyler_Grey4 they'll get there, be patient my friend  
#laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: i really need to stop biting my nails :( this #laflood is really freaking me out....I...I just want a spa day and a man ...

@rudyesar @Alnafoosi1 wow, soo glad to hear you're fine  
#laflood

@rudyesar @BrianDavidson7 be safe dude, I hope you're well prepared if you decide to stay longer  
#laflood

@rudyesar @toritaylorz my nose is cold  
#laflood
@rudyesar @samantsw how'd that work out? #laflood

@rudyesar glad to see a major decrease in chaos #laflood

@rudyesar so hungry and my emergency stash is almost gone #laflood

@kathiiberens Jolted awake by thunderous boom: house across street sliding down Encino hillside. Can't see but can hear house falling off cliff. #LAflood.

@LAFloodProject The flood waters have reached biblical proportions. #laflood
@USCGamerGirl I can see the raft from the 9th floor. It just looks like jumbled up trash

#laflood

tweet details

@ascovelasco waters starting to pour in from every crevice of the library. the old girl who has kept time at bay for so long. #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar why are people fishing? #laflood

tweet details

@ascovelasco The library in alexandria went up in smokes. this one is going to be pickled #laflood

tweet details

@kathiiberens RT @ascovelasco: waters starting to pour in from every crevice of the library. the old girl who has kept time at bay for so long. #laflood

tweet details
@kathiiberens Are you a student reading the #LAFllood Twitterflood? Do u make electronic lit? Show yr work at #MLA12 show! How-to: http://t.co/5A02jktZ

@loriemerson RT @kathiiberens: Are you a student reading the #LAFllood Twitterflood? Do u make electronic lit? Show yr work at #MLA12 show! How-to: h ...

@DANCERprof Usually would be going to cardiobarre at this time #withdrawals #laflod

@LAFloodProject 2 more days in the #laflod netprov. Just use the hashtag, tweet your experience and join the story

@nickpm1 what are those helicopters doing? ....wait, why am i the only one in my building? #laflod #foreveralone

@markcmarino My inexperience with the sailing rigging is keeping me adrift from office hours, which I keep even in crises #laflod
@LAcycleperson @rudyesar When in Rome? #Tryingtocatchaboot #LAflood

@RevLesRFretten The WORTH of Humanity will be measured by what we are willing to RISK for those in even GReATER need. #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 Out of leavey. Water now coming thru windows #laflood

@rgfeal RT @kathiiberens: Are you a student reading the #LAFlood Twitterflood? Do u make electronic lit? Show yr work at #MLA12 show! How-to: h ...

@BrianDavidson7 @markcmarino will paddle over later to meet u I have food #laflood
@LAcycleperson http://t.co/qdDTuRB - More places flooding, amazing that lack of water kills so many yet too much does the same. #Globalnews #LAflood

tweet details

@iseehawksinla Im teaching a knot workshop at 10 RT @markcmarino: My inexperience with the sailing rigging is keeping me adrift from office hours, #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw @hkeurogh is my hero! #jetskirescue currently floatin in the streets..its chaos out here #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 @markcmarino that's dedication....or maybe something else altogether. #noonescomingtoofficehours #we'reallstuckintheflood #laflood

tweet details

@christydena In LA again! Hanging out at USC today. Checking out @markcmarino's #LAflood project - listening to the audio in situ = favourite thing! 8)

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Wow. It looks like SGM is in the middle of the ocean #laflood

tweet details
@broseiden1 Transported to the top of a skyscraper with suitcases of everything that's left #despair #laflood

@cheesepasta101 @hugobss10 ohemgee i don't discriminate when i'm hungry...but i need food -a banana tree that i can hang on to & still eat bananas? #laflood

@USCGamerGirl ARGH!!! I NEED FOOD!!! THIS IS SO FRUSTRATING!!! (╯°□°）╯︵ ┻━┻ #laflood

@nickpm1 a body just floated past my balcony. maybe i should use it as a raft? #laflood #morbidity #mortality

@LACityBetch310 Please RT to remember the lives of those we have lost this week #LAflood
@USCGamerGirl I NEED FOOD!!! ( ̄﹏ ̄)　||　#laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 @hugobss10 @cheesepasta101 usually the dad provides food. you should get on that. #laflood #pregnancy #BABIES

tweet details

@nickpm1 @JenEmJenEm think about this way, we may never have to bathe again #laflood #didireallyjustsaythat

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig there's a sea outside my window...#laflood

tweet details

@LACityBetch310 @nickpm1 EW! that is actually disgusting #LAFlood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @nickpm1 @hugobss10 I only provide for myself guys .... not carrying any sort of baggage - except for all my worldly possessions #laflood
@LACityBetch310 @bethanyfcraig it's called a lake #betch #LAFlood

@nickpm1 @LACityBetch310 turns out it was just a scarecrow. someone was preparing for halloween #laflood #halloween

@jessieyim1 @cheesepasta101 Congrats on the baby!! At least something good can come from the tragedy! #reincarnation of the body nick saw? #laflood

@LACityBetch310 Weather forecaster just predicted the weather to flatten out by the end of the week.... #YES #LAFlood

@nickpm1 @cheesepasta101 @hugobss10 its times like these we should all resort to Buddhism #religion #laflood #somebodysavemeplease
@nickpm1 @jessieyim1 @cheesepasta101 there's always hope! maybe the baby will reach nirvana this time around? #buddhism #laflood #religion #hope

@nickpm1 all work and no play makes jack a dull boy all work and no play makes jack a dull boy, somebody come rescue me please :P #work #laflood

@swrittwit Still sitting in the penthouse... La Live is crazy... If Staples is too crowded there's always room here! #laflood #lonely #

@cheesepasta101 i want some olive garden @hugobss10 take me now. let's invite @jessieyim1 and @nickpm1 ... after the #laflood of course. such happy memorys

@swrittwit @cheesepasta101 I LOVE BABIES! Bring your child to the dry apt #laflood, #babies #doesitcry?
@LACityBetch310 Did anyone experience something like Noah's Arc during this week?? #LAFlood

@cheesepasta101 @swrittwit not now~~ i'm ecstatic and sad all at once... emotionally unstable? #laflood does not help :/

@jessieyim1 @cheesepasta101 wait guys, is @hugobss10 the baby daddy? or @nickpm1? #PaternityIssues #laflood

@nickpm1 @jessieyim1 @cheesepasta101 @hugobss10 i don't swing that way, even in times of desperation #gay #babies #laflood #babydaddy

@swrittwit @jessieyim1 @hugobss10 @nickpm1 JESUS IS COMING @cheesepasta101is the new mother mary! #thisallmakessence #laflood #imgoingtohell

@swrittwit @jessieyim1 @hugobss10 @nickpm1 JESUS IS COMING @cheesepasta101is the new mother mary! #thisallmakessence #laflood #imgoingtohell
@ucancallmeDanS is @jessieym1 the new Maury? the things the #laflood does to people

@DANCERprof @LAcycleperson Well put. LA has always NEEDED water...who ever thought that this could happen #laflood

@jared_reid still flooding. they are airlifting ppl out of here. are you gonna stay and #occupyla or succumb to the #laflood

@ucancallmeDanS some pretty shreddable barrels if anyone's trying to shred the gnarski. #speaksocal #laflood

@DANCERprof @HomeisHeart @opertoon We'll all get through it together and the sun will shine again! #laflood
@nickpm1 @cheesepasta101 "When I find myself in times of trouble Mother Mary comes to me Speaking words of wisdom, let it be." #laflood

tweet details

@swrittwit @cheesepasta101 BABY SHOWER #getit #laflood #toosoon?

tweet details

@jared_reid are the airlifts a ploy to stop our protest? #occupyla #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 @swrittwit @cheesepasta101 we don't need to prepare. we just had a week of showers. #anythingtokeepmysanity #laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS the nerve of @swrittwit. don't listen to her, @cheesepasta. your baby is going to be just fine. #rain=omen #wordsofencouragement #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @jessieyim1 you'll have to ask @hugobss10 #mymouth #issealed #laflood #makingmecrazy
@cheesepasta101 @brosseiden1 thank you~ i'm sorry bout your bros tho... swim over to my place so you're not alone - oh, and bring some pasta #laflood

@cheesepasta101 @swrittwit you'll organize? i suck at anything that does not include cooking pasta #babyshowers #ftw #laflood

@KimberlyJun AIRLIFTS AIRLIFTS AIRLIFTS!!!! #laflood

@jessieyim1 I'm really worried about @ucancallmeDanS. We should go check on him... I don't think he's doing well #ElderlyDepression #laflood

@brosseiden1 @cheesepasta101 I could use some pasta from cafe 84 to eat my sorrows...i'll try to get a copter to come over #solonely #laflood
@swrittwit @jessieyim1 @cheesepasta101 olive garden? #noway I'll fly in chef boyardee in the flesh #highclass #lauflood #omnomnom

Wed Oct 26 17:45:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129252414263009280 - #2125
tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @jessieyim1 @swrittwit @nickpm1 @broseiden1 you're all invited! after the flood of course :)... and @hugobss10 is paying of course #lauflood

Wed Oct 26 17:46:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129252521997901825 - #2126
tweet details

@cheesepasta101 oh, and @ucancallmeDanS too... we need to cheer up as many people as possible... #lauflood

Wed Oct 26 17:47:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129252826336600064 - #2127
tweet details

@swrittwit @cheesepasta101 @jessieyim1 @nickpm1 @broseiden1 @hugobss10 YES #golddiggerlifestyle #soproud #YouGetMoneyBooBoo #SeeYouAtTiffany's #lauflood

Wed Oct 26 17:49:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129253258458955777 - #2128
tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 Natl guard wants me to leave. Nope. Boat by me and create a decent swell. Tweeting with using my ziplock Baggie as shield #lauflood

Wed Oct 26 18:02:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129256622345297920 - #2129
tweet details
@markcmarino @BrianDavidson7 great, just found a big blue barrel marked agua -- full of gallons of fresh water! http://t.co/6E9skzbe #laflood

Wed Oct 26 18:04:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129256997840355328 - #2130
tweet details

@TomScalene Another day of Biblical wrath. Sealed off the second floor, hoping to keep the waters down... #laflood

Wed Oct 26 18:04:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129257082569502721 - #2131
tweet details

@markcmarino @iseehawksinla I am like Gilligan here -- except with less experience - - and my orange shirt is stained with blood #laflood

Wed Oct 26 18:04:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129257163595067392 - #2132
tweet details

@markcmarino @nickpm1 RT @bfranklin: we must learn to compose our thoughts if we are to compose ourselves in times of civil distress #laflood

Wed Oct 26 18:06:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129257538481946624 - #2133
tweet details

@David_TheBusDri airlift? lets get some boats out here, i don't see flying working at this point #laflood

Wed Oct 26 18:07:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129257810432237568 - #2134
tweet details

@samantsw Feels like I'm parting the red sea. Jetski propellor, air mattress in tow, people make way! #laflood
@BrianDavidson7 Raining hard. Warm in wet suit. Have goggles gloves fins. Paddling down to staples cntr #laflight

@nickpm1 @markcmarino @bfranklin i have a baby shower to look forward to. my thoughts are gradually becoming more composed. #babies #laflight

@Mike_Young21 Just saw someone get carried out to see by the current #poorsoul #laflight

@drwoenergy Another patient just died on me. Have to stay strong. #laflight

@Mike_Young21 Goodbye cruel world! I'm going to bed, let you know if I wake up in the morning #hammered #notreadytodie #laflight
媳妇：“我给你打电话，你说什么？”
婆婆：“我给你做饭，你说什么？”
媳妇：“那你就在旁边坐着吧。”

媳妇：“我给你打电话，你说什么？”
婆婆：“我给你做饭，你说什么？”
媳妇：“那你就在旁边坐着吧。”
@HereComesTha In the nosebleed seats at Coliseum, evacuees scrounge under seats for dropped snacks. Hungry. Soggy popcorn, hotdog stubs=bonanza #LAFlood

tweet details

@eddiekimx @dana_jeong i have some more water...anchored at menlo and adams if you can get there #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 riding this one out with beer and canned food (courtesy of 7eleven) on the roof of the b of a tower in downtown. feel free to join #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 Watching the water rise & contemplating my life (and new life :D) I am hoping that ppl got out. The end of this is near. #keephope #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm well seems like things are pretty serious now..... #laflood

tweet details
@Netprov_RobWit @ZD_89 I know why I'm tweeting, I just don't know why I'm still here. I'll check forecast next time @markcmarino invites me to USC #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm apparently there are some airlifts from the area but i reeeeeeally don't wanna leave. oops? #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 @JenEmJenEm Having the flood waters reach biblical proportions, yeah, I think that's pretty serious. #laflood

tweet details

@JGK818 @drwoenergy @HomeisHeart Way to stay positive amidst the chaos. #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 I've been alone for too long, stuck in 4th floor leavey and the water is getting close... should I stay or should I go? #laflood

tweet details
@Netprov_RobWit Been in LA for three days and haven't seen @markcmarino yet
Holed up in the mud in Ojai waiting for the "mountain passes" to clear #laflood

@JGK818 Finally!!! The airlifts have begun!!! Get me out of here! #laflood

@JGK818 Where is the closest airlift site I can get to??? Floating on a boat around
USC. #laflood

@JGK818 Storm is still coming down! Are you kidding me? How many days has this
been going on for? #laflood

@JGK818 Here's to hoping the waters recede and the storm goes away soon! #laflood

@braaaaaadley these so called airlifts are an absolute joke. not a single one of them
have been spotted in places that matter like the southland #laflood
@braaaaaadley BREAKING NEWS: a rescue chopper just went down in hawthorne with mostly women and children on board #laflood

tweet details

@BabydollElzie Not being able to catch an airlift outta here just #makesthemdayworse #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @JGK818 wouldn't count on catching an airlift. try paddling north to higher grounds, or find a tall building #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @Mike_Young21 i'd advise gettin out of south central LA. maybe try building a raft. out of books or tables or something #laflood

tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain hate whiney bitches. going back in a helicopter to help some fools out #laflood

tweet details
@bethanyfcraig  the water can't possibly get higher right? not ready to leave my stuff behind #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig even though my car is already long gone...#laflood

tweet details

@ucancallmeDans airlift? wasn't that the name of those cushiony pads on jansport backpacks? #oldbutstillhip #hipasincool not #hipreplacement #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd Literally swimming over my apartment #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd @BabydollElzie tell me about it, where's dps when you need them #laflood

tweet details

@uscnerd Treading water outside of Leavey. I wonder if I can still get inside? #laflood

tweet details
@LAcycleperson @Mike_Young21 Music for your thoughts: http://t.co/yNVyUFtj. #SoundTrackForTheLAflood, #LAflood

tweet details

@rudyesar what is this I hear? helicopters #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino @Netprov_RobWit Rob, I'm sailing up Hope on a large swell -- 35 footer borrowed from USC sailing team. #laflood

tweet details

@David_TheBusDri I've heard some preliminary reports that this might all be over soon #keephoping #laflood

tweet details

@LAfloodProject RT @rudyesar: so hungry and my emergency stash is almost gone #laflood

tweet details
@KP_DCC I doesn't look like I'll need to wash my car...or my house...for a year. Just trying to find a silver lining. #laflood #dcc208

@OinkOinkBARNett time to start building my raft...any suggestions on what to use? #laflood

@broseiden1 Couldn't get a flight out of here. Stuck in this building with my family forever. #familytime #laflood

@swirttwit #frozenplanet? Not happening... LA is currently turning into Atlantis #laflood

@swirttwit Live in a penthouse #StepsToSurviveAHorrorMovie #laflood

@VanessaMMH #laflood got airlifted!
@swrittwit #StepsToSurviveAHorrorMovie be @cheesepasta101 and give birth to the new Jesus during the #laflood

tweet details

@OinkOinkBARNett @VanessaMMH so jealous! tell them to come find me!! #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh @samantsw is having a blast behind me, if we keep riding in this speed we'll make it out of LA in no time! #jetskirescue #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart @OinkOinkBARNett i was thinking the same thing... what about one of those platforms for heavy objects that fork lifts use? #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart @uscnerd i can't believe you're still trying to get into the library! you usc students are crazy #laflood

tweet details
@HomeisHeart maybe we will evolve and grow gills.. i am over the denial stage. 
#laflood

@JenEmJenEm #rina #laflood

@HomeisHeart ARE THOSE BIRDS!? OR DO I SEE AIRLIFTS?! #laflood

@JenEmJenEm lolz so over this flood #laflood

@ItzGonnaRain somebody call Noah this shit’s gettin serious #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett this is when my scuba license may come in handy...hey mom! can you airlift me my fins and goggles?? #laflood
@JenEmJenEm @OinkOinkBARNett help me tooooo! #laflood

tweet details

@th3holygh0st So I just saw my LA apartment on the news. Looks like my landlord took my "build a pool" suggestion. Probably against his will. #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @th3holygh0st yea i think my whole apartment complex is a pool now #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh I'm running out of gas on the jet ski, this isn't looking good. #laflood

tweet details

@th3holygh0st #frozenplanet are you joking? LA is underwater!!! #laflood

tweet details

@dana_jeong If this is seriously the end of the world, I've got a lot of Bible and prayer cramming to do... #laflood #doomed
@jared_reid @CNN truck is floating down figueroa... #karma for turning a blind eye to us? La is a big lake right now.. #occupyla #laflood

@jared_reid a lot of offices closed due to insane flooding. doesn't affect the jobless! come join us on the streets. bring rafts. #occupyla #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 4th and Grand. Floating bodies. Sum animals too #laflood

@VanessaMMH #laflood rain rain go away come again another day....

@l_a_lady #laflood University gateway down for the count! building was NOT seismically sound... in a shelter - we all need out. Help!!
@markcmarino @Tyler_Grey4 @Netprov_RobWit Just as soon as I learn to sail this thing! #skiipppper! #laflood

tweet details

@sneakerheadJD it's about time for these airlifts!! #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino Almost smashed my boat into Disney Hall -- looks so much like waves -- weird #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm maybe i'll be #laflood for halloween.

tweet details

@markcmarino @VanessaMMH @Netprov_RobWit yeah, we should propose it -- the uni has got to make up for some lost credits! netprov 101 #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @jared_reid, Think the flood has occupied most of LA, all the owls should raft up Oakland: http://t.co/cvYMghgX #policebrutality #laflood
@DjSeuss where did I park my arc? #savingallmydjequipmentscrewtheanimals #laflod

@JediMom90 Finally back from my hospital. Thanks to friends and family for the love and support this past week #I'malive #whatswiththisflood?? #laflod

@HomeisHeart My poor baby boy is hungry.. does anyone have any food they can spare? there just isn't enough to go around #laflod

@jared_reid @LAcycleperson we called for the people to #occupyla... #laflod you are not welcome here!

@HomeisHeart If we survive, it's bc we stick together. I'm in echo park on a hill on a building rooftop. Look for the white sheet flag. #laflod
@GusFaux made it down to the portfolio managers -- they r burning mortgages mortgages -- not sure what they are eating -- #fleshburning #laflood

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm sometimes i think about what life would have been like without the #laflood but then i realize that i would have class.

tweet details

@jared_reid how is @OccupySF looking? LA is under water right now, protesters are looking for a dryer spot due to the #laflood? can you accommodate us?

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @l_a_lady Wait, was there an Earthquake too? #WTFdisasters #Laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 Ok, I'm thinking: should I swim? or ride a piece of driftwood? #laflood

tweet details
@jared_reid wonder how the #laflood is affecting the 1%? here's your answer: it's not

tweet details

@jared_reid i need a float to ride out the #laflood but dont wanna support the evil corporations! any1 have a homemade substitute? i dont have $

tweet details

@DjSeuss FEMA rumors roughly 80 reported dead already. hoping that number stays steady. #feelforthosefamilies #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid RT @DjSeuss: FEMA rumors roughly 80 reported dead already. hoping that number stays steady. #feelforthosefamilies #laflood

tweet details

@ss_96734 When is this going to end? #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss but hey at least the last of the d-list celebs got lifted out yesterday in the air. that's fair. so this is why artists sellout. #laflood

tweet details
@jared_reid @UncleRUSH downtown LA is flooded, #occupyla protesters are struggling to stay afloat. pls RT and spread the word. MSM wont help #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jared_reid: i need a float to ride out the #laflood but dont wanna support the evil corporations! any1 have a homemade substitute? i ...

tweet details

@BabydollElzie @HomeisHeart all I can offer is breastmilk, ran out of formula yesterday, baby girl hungry too #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @christydena: In LA again! Hanging out at USC today. Checking out @markmarino's #LAFlood project - listening to the audio in situ = ...

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Airlifts out of LA happening today. Cannot believe it is still raining. #laflood

tweet details
@GusFaux @jared_reid gonna need your help with the portfolio managers -- can u make it to the US Bank Building? #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @jared_reid we already have! University gateway is so not the place to be anymore! Its totally ruined #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @GusFaux yes--but will need to swim a lot of the way. good thing some1 just gave me some snorkel gear. see you in 20 mins? #laflood

tweet details

@HomeisHeart @BabydollElzie God Bless you. My son is 5 but its the touching offer that matters. Stay strong. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 @toritaylorz We could all use a long massage and some fun. Maybe they will airlift us to Vegas ;) #laflood

tweet details
@GusFaux @jared_reid come quick. These guys are in bad shape -- im not sure what they've been feeding off #cansomeonesaycannibalism? #laflood

@jared_reid @GusFaux uyy thats no good... on my way... #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @LAcycleperson: @Mike_Young21 Music for your thoughts: http://t.co/yNVyUFtj. #SoundTrackForTheLAflood, #LAflood

@bruceheyer Airlifts out of LA happening today. Looks like no one died in that helicopter crash. Good news all around! #laflood

@jared_reid @GusFaux i'm outside the us bank building. workers are mocking me. way to have respect for your fellow man! what can i do? #laflood

@bruceheyer @th3holygh0st Well, you have to look at the bright side of things. Don't know if the pool will last once they drain the city though #laflood
@jared_reid @HoodieAllen Downtown Los Angeles is flooded. Can you PLEASE RT to spread to word. We need people to donate supplies!! #laflood
tweet details

@GusFaux @jared_reid swim down to the 4th flood -- cant get the window open -- tryin to drag one of these managers through eye of a needle #laflood
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @DjSeuss: where did I park my arc? #savingallmydjequipmentscrewtheanimals #laflood
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @BrianDavidson7: 4th and Grand. Floating bodies. Sum animals too #laflood
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @swrittwit: @cheesepasta101 I LOVE BABIES! Bring your child to the dry apt #laflood, #babies #doesitcry?
tweet details
@rudyesar  AIRLIFTS are occurring, everybody go to your roof  #laflood

Wed Oct 26 22:30:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129335026225730257 - #2250
tweet details

@LAFloodProject  RT @DjSeuss: FEMA rumors roughly 80 reported dead already. hoping that number stays steady.  #feelforthosefamilies  #laflood

Wed Oct 26 22:41:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129335687882320985 - #2251
tweet details

@LAFloodProject  RT @jared_reid: wonder how the  #laflood  is affecting the 1%? here's your answer: it's not

Wed Oct 26 22:41:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129335687882320986 - #2252
tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain  @jared_reid more like occupy flood street amirite?  #laflood

Wed Oct 26 22:52:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129335892791864320 - #2253
tweet details

@l_a_lady  @JenEmJenEm  #laflood  Ours too!! Where are you?!  

Wed Oct 26 22:56:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129335892791864320 - #2254
tweet details

@LAFloodProject  RT @braaaaadley: BREAKING NEWS: a rescue chopper just went down in hawthorne with mostly women and children on board  #laflood

Wed Oct 26 22:58:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129335892791864320 - #2255
tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett contemplating breaking into a grocery store for some food at this point... #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 @rudyesar which buildings? #laflood

@DANCERprof In Tucson, Arizona... a must drier place #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @cheesepasta101: i want some olive garden @hugobss10 take me now. let's invite @jessieyim1 and @nickpm1 ... after the #laflood of co ...

@hugobss10 R.I.P. Coco Loco... You were the best dog in the world. Damm floods!!! #laflood
@jessieyim1 So glad my boat works, didn't realize knowing how to sail was going to be so useful #bougieskills #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy More people getting airlifted out, including patients here at Kaiser. Hope they all make it. #laflood

tweet details

@NicoleChow128 airlifts for people out of LA…get me out of here! #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 after much deliberation, and desperation, I've constructed a makeshift raft. Wish me luck, goodbye cruel world! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @Tyler_Grey4: @LAFloodProject To borrow from the venerable Mr. Kanye West, Obama doesn't care about hipsters. #laflood

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @Mike_Young21: after much deliberation, and desperation, I've constructed a makeshift raft. Wish me luck, goodbye cruel world! #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @dana_jeong I didn't know that was even possible! ... but can I join you?! #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @OinkOinkBARNett: contemplating breaking into a grocery store for some food at this point...#laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jessieyim1: So glad my boat works, didn't realize knowing how to sail was going to be so useful #bougieskills #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @hugobss10: R.I.P. Coco Loco... You were the best dog in the world. Damm floods!!! #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Already searching for a dance studio around here...any suggestions? #laflood
@dianegreco @Mike_Young21 So long? So long as you don’t have a makeshift rash. Which is how I read yr tweet the 1st time. #laflood

@dianegreco #laflood I am singing Jackson Browne to the rising sea.

@dianegreco I didn’t know Jackson Browne could fly a helicopter. He’s probably somebody’s baby. Tonight. #laflood

@HermanP4 @uscnerd but there’s only stacks of books in leavey. guess you’re stocked on perishables? #laflood

@dianegreco @HomeisHeart Look for Jackson Browne! He is flying the helicopter with the hashtag #laflood
@ItzGonnaRain now who's gonna clean all this up? #laflood

Thu Oct 27 00:26:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129353319046587984 - #2277
tweet details

@dianegreco @ItzGonnaRain Jackson Browne, that's who. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 00:29:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129354064898166784 - #2278
tweet details

@LAFFloodProject Malibu Kayak Club has formed Operation FreeRide, a flotilla of paddlers heading out to rescue amid reefs of West La Ranch homes #laflood

Thu Oct 27 00:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129354375205355521 - #2279
tweet details

@HermanP4 @ZD_89 guess you got lucky, i saw some other store with a more chaotic looting scene; stay safe #laflood

Thu Oct 27 00:31:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129354403244290049 - #2280
tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Scheduled to get an airlift out of LA in 4 hours. Can't wait to get out of this giant bathtub. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 00:32:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1293548300061887472 - #2281
tweet details

@samantsw Making progress through the flood with @hkeurogh . Picking up lots of treasure along the way #laflood
@dianegreco @raffine9 Dang, another brainworm ... #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @LAFloodProject Wow, the Malibu Kayak Club is pretty cool. I bet they never imagined they’d become heroes in a Kayak Club! #laflood

@KimberlyJun ahhhh there aren't enough airlifts!! who wants to build a raft with me?!? #laflood

@dianegreco @RealBrowne has just made a low pass over the Wilson Observatory, where we are receiving reports of fresh seismic activity #laflood

@dianegreco @RealBrowne Aidez-moi? I have all your songs on automatic repeat in my brain. FROM 1982. So tilt that chopper my way? #laflood
@bruceheyer @hugobss10 @abandy24 @LAFloodProject Whoa...that's crazy. Are they for sure dead? #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar still waiting to be airlifted #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer I hope that the Kayaks are more successful than the helicopters. Another crash today, heard that it was fatal this time. #laflood

tweet details

@dianegreco @max92ith sent me a pizza coupon. thx but free delivery's not much use during #laflood, unless Jackson Browne is delivering for you

tweet details

@dianegreco @RealBrowne I'm flattered that you asked but you should know that if I touch it, there'll be radio silence on twitter. #laflood

tweet details
@HermanP4 all that looting seems to be creeping up to usc. #laflod

@dianegreco @RealBrowne is with Robert Creeley. These things are done better ... in the quiet dark. "A bitter twitter," he sea, "flitter..." #laflod

@DANCERprof Praying for LA...miss you and USC #laflod

@OinkOinkBARNett AIRLIFT MEN: I am a tall brunette standing on Figueroa outside the Staples Center. Currently looking like a wet dog. FIND ME!! #laflod
@braaaaaadley  @Tyler_Grey4  @LAFlodProject in that case, echo park and silver lake are SCREWED  #laflood

Thu Oct 27 01:07:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129363580045901825  - #2299
tweet details

@abandy24  @Alnafoosi1  #laflood this is incorrect. Alnafoosi gets paid by the mafia

Thu Oct 27 01:07:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129363610257457152  - #2300
tweet details

@abandy24  #laflood  @LaFloodProject the night is dark just before the dawn but the dawn is coming

Thu Oct 27 01:08:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129363738284400640  - #2301
tweet details

@abandy24  @hugobss10  #laflood you have dog?  @LaFloodProject

Thu Oct 27 01:08:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129363820299821057  - #2302
tweet details

@abandy24  #lafllood so....anybody stuck in any buildings?

Thu Oct 27 01:09:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129363935622209536  - #2303
tweet details

@abandy24 anybody lookin to buy goods? I got em #lafllood  @LaFloodProject
@dianegreco @abandy24 I'm not so much stuck at the observatory as ... detained. #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 Finally had to get on boat. At least they let me take my board. #laflood

@dianegreco "Don't you feel like an idiot just saying stuff?" Jackson, Jackson. Don't you know. We send signals out with no expectation of re- #laflood

@dianegreco signal lost in chopper wind #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett @jessieyim1 help a sister out! Pick me up! Stole some goodies from Ralph's...bribery. #laflood
@toritaylorz ive been trying to wave down a rescue boat for a while now :( any suggestions for me? #laflood

@toritaylorz i cut my leg while i was wading through the water....am I going to get tetanus and die or something? :’( this is so gross :( #laflood

@toritaylorz @BrianDavidson7 where did the boat pick you up? I'm trying to get on one now :( #laflood

@toritaylorz @Alnafoosi1 where is this airlift taking place? :( I'm so out of it... #laflood i need to get out of here too :(  

@jessieyim1 So sad to see the contrast between how the rich adapt to new circumstances and the poor just struggle to survive #laflood #feelingblessed
@BrianDavidson7 @toritaylorz I was picked up off of Jefferson. They should be around that area all night #laflush

@KimberlyJun @rudyesar same! i decided to just build a raft instead...leavey was sinking by the minute #laflush

@KimberlyJun @uscnerd @BabydollElzie lol. dps was probably the first to be airlifted.. #laflush

@KimberlyJun @janet__jenkins oh no! this flood is separating families right and left!!! #laflush

@samantsw Things I've acquired today: jewelry, a pair of heels, and a knife set. Successful shopping spree and it didn't even cost a dime! #laflush

@bellm020 Can I say that I won't care if it ever rains again? I am so sick of water.. #laflush
@rudyesar @KimberlyJun wow, that's extremely brave of you, best of luck #laflood

@bruceheyer I hope I get airlifted out of here soon...it's wet everywhere, and it's freezing! #laflood

@DANCERprof Watching airlifts on the news #laflood

@bellm020 Can I say that I don't care if it ever rains again? I am so sick of water.. #laflood

@rudyesar @BrianDavidson7 I believe they've moved on to the southside of the city now #laflood
@rudyesar @BrianDavidson7 nice #laflood

tweet details

@jessieyim1 If anyone has any cold cuts on them, my search & rescue dog WILL find you. #laflood #alreadydressed http://t.co/3sOOtkRS

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 Can't wait to get out of here. Only another 2 hours to go. Can't believe those people died in the crash though. #laflood

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood this weather makes me feel like its so much later in the day than it really is....

tweet details

@skh318 #laflood beginning to ration food

tweet details

@abandy24 @jessieyim1 hey where you at girl? I haven't heard from you in a couple days. you survivin? @broseiden1 #laflood
@ItzGonnaRain @jessieyim1 LUCKY #laflood

@rudyesar well, at least I'll have a nice tan by the time I get rescued #laflood

@th3holygh0st @darthvader it was the #laflood! Darth Vader saw it coming. Good ole Vader.

@bethanyfcraig afraid to go to sleep tonight...waters creeping up #terrifying #laflood

@ZD_89 survivors: i have provisions. enough to last for two days at least. make your way to b of a center on hope and 3rd in downtown. #laflood
@Alnafoosi1  Getting out of LA in an hour. Excited to leave, although hope I'll be back soon!  

Thu Oct 27 03:31:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129399901674147840 - #2337

tweet details

@LAFloodProject @christydena discovers an  

Thu Oct 27 03:34:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129400548126445444 - #2338

tweet details

@th3holygh0st when NOLA flooded, there were crocs swimming in the streets. Anyone see any whales or sharks in LA?  

Thu Oct 27 03:36:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129400929144422400 - #2339

tweet details

@th3holygh0st Something like this?  

Thu Oct 27 03:37:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129401182648139776 - #2340

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @th3holygh0st: when NOLA flooded, there were crocs swimming in the streets. Anyone see any whales or sharks in LA?  

Thu Oct 27 03:42:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129402673597394944 - #2341

tweet details
@NicoleChow128 Can we end armageddon now? #laflode

@bruceheyer Helped some Kayaker's rescue an old woman off of her roof. What an adventure! Airlifts not available till midnight though. #laflode

@drwoenergy No, I don't care if I'm the only doctor left. There are over 100 people in critical condition and can't get airlifts. I'm staying. #laflode

@Alnafoosi1 @th3holygh0st Not yet. But I bet there could be sharks. The kayaker's better watch out! #laflode

@LAFloodProject RT @th3holygh0st: Something like this? http://t.co/XwyiKKIE #laflode

@LAFloodProject RT @bethanyfcraig: afraid to go to sleep tonight...waters creeping up #terrifying #laflode
@l_a_lady Wow! We are saved! shelter is totally ruined, water everywhere - getting lifted out! Orange County, here I come to get dry!!! #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: @christydena discovers an #laflood QR code @ usc and accesses the description of her spot. http://t.co/O3EUzWnL

tweet details

@drwoenergy Mr. National Guard officer, for the last time, I am not boarding the plane. Please stop asking/forcing me to. #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 Four hours later I made it to the rooftop of my frathouse... Beers and my buddies, if we're going out, we're doing it in style! #laflood

tweet details

@ss_96734 @bruceheyer kayaking through the streets. never thought I'd see the day. #laflood

tweet details
@USCGamerGirl When is this going to end?! I just want to go home... #laflood

Thu Oct 27 04:11:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129409847690137850 - #2353
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @drwoenergy: Mr. National Guard officer, for the last time, I am not boarding the plane. Please stop asking/forcing me to. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 04:12:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129410060425232384 - #2354
tweet details

@USCGamerGirl @l_a_lady Wait for me! I need to head down to Orange County #saveme #laflood

Thu Oct 27 04:14:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129410703043223360 - #2355
tweet details

@bellm020 @LAFloodProject Can I say that I don't care if it ever rains again? I am so sick of water... #laflood

Thu Oct 27 04:26:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129413550456848577 - #2356
tweet details

@ItzGonnaRain the sun will come ouuuuut tomorrow. bet your bottom dollar #laflood

Thu Oct 27 04:27:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129413901422043137 - #2357
tweet details

@christydena RT @LAFloodProject: @christydena discovers an #laflood QR code @usc and accesses the description of her spot. http://t.co/O3EUzWnL
@DANCERprof I think 2012 has come early...keep on dancing till the world ends! #laflod

@janet__jenkins @Mike_Young21 kids these days! #laflod

@TomScalene The Water Has Hit The Ceiling. Looks like it's all coming apart. Blasting away our extra ammo on the roof. #laapocalypse #laflod

@TomScalene @bruceheyer Nice work, man, gotta look out for each other when the levees break. #hero #laflod

@rudyesar glad to hear that many friends are now safe #laflod
@HermanP4 seems so far away from when LA was last its sunny self #laflood

@janet__jenkins listening to "Shine is Shining" by Bob Marley..........#lafLOOD

@ss_96734 Going on one week of constant rain. Does this have anything to do with global warming? #laflood

@janet__jenkins Clearly can't make it to the gym..to work out at home or not? #laflood

@broseiden1 This building is filling up...good thing I'm on the 17th floor. Can't touch me #laflood for I am Broseiden, king of the brocean

@broseiden1 @abandy24 @jessieyim1 Hey dude, rager once this #laflood is over?
@jessieyim1 @broseiden1 @abandy24 absolutely. wish we could be #frattingintheFlood but it doesn't seem too practical #laflood

@ZD_89 It's dark in LA tonight. Stay alive, stay strong, Angelenos. #laflood

@rudyesar young folks, old folks, don't discriminate, we all need help #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @jessieyim1: @broseiden1 @abandy24 absolutely. wish we could be #frattingintheFlood but it doesn't seem too practical #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @broseiden1: @abandy24 @jessieyim1 Hey dude, rager once this #laflood is over?
@LAFloodProject RT @broseiden1: This building is filling up...good thing I'm on the 17th floor. Can't touch me #laflood for I am Broseiden, king of the ...

Thu Oct 27 05:44:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129433521511554644 - #2375
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ss_96734: Going on one week of constant rain. Does this have anything to do with global warming? #laflood

Thu Oct 27 05:44:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129433520411533300 - #2376
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @DANCERprof: I think 2012 has come early...keep on dancing till the world ends! #laflood

Thu Oct 27 05:45:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129433412291553352 - #2377
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS could use a towel right about now. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 05:47:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129433412161337000 - #2378
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS anybody got a towel? #simplerequest #laflood

Thu Oct 27 05:48:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129433412161337000 - #2379
tweet details

@LAcycleperson @ss_96734 Probably...http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/jun/13/extreme-weather-flooding-droughts-fires #bleekoutlook #laflood

Thu Oct 27 05:58:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129433413061337300 - #2380
tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett @DANCERprof don't say that! 2012 is my worst nightmare...#laflood

@hugobss10 I feel like after experiencing this flood, nothing can touch me anymore. Call me a survivor. #laflood

@agray1 It finally stopped raining! No one do Eliza Thornberry's rain dance or we're in trouble. #laflood

@braaaaaadley @agray1 what part? still going strong in the southland #laflood

@DANCERprof Night has fallen once again, this time no rain on my roof. I still #loveLA #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @ucancallmeDanS: anybody got a towel? #simplerequest #laflood

Thu Oct 27 06:24:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129443450041884004 - #2386

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @hugobss10: I feel like after experiencing this flood, nothing can touch me anymore. Call me a survivor. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 06:25:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129443582244184624 - #2387

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:26:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129443710578318400 - #2388

tweet details

@hugobss10 @cheesepasta101 @jessieyim1 @swrittwit @nickpm1 @broseiden1 I'm not the baby daddy. I will take you to Maury after this flood is over. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 06:30:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129444966840795138 - #2389

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2390

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2397
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2398
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2399
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2400
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2401
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LA FloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2413
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2414
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2415
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2416
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2417
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445037060585904 - #2418
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2429
tweet details
@LA Flood Project RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2434
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2445
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2461
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2462
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2463
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2464
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2465
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2466
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2467
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2468
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2469
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2470
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2477

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2478

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2479

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2480

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2481

tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2493
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2494
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2495
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2496
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2497
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2498
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2514
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2515
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2516
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2517
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2518
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120445037868289904 - #2525
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2530
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2541
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2542
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2543
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2544
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2545
tweet details
@LAFloodProject RT @VanessaMMH: #laflood i heard rumors that tomm the rain might stop...we will just have to wait n see!

Thu Oct 27 06:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129445103768059904 - #2546

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944725574123752 - #2549

tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 -0500 2011 - tweet id 120447255794132752 - #2557
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 -0500 2011 - tweet id 120447255794132752 - #2558
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 -0500 2011 - tweet id 120447255794132752 - #2559
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 -0500 2011 - tweet id 120447255794132752 - #2560
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 -0500 2011 - tweet id 120447255794132752 - #2561
tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944725574123752 - #2562
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944725574123752 - #2563
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944725574123752 - #2564
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944725574123752 - #2565
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944725574123752 - #2566
tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447255794432752 - #2573
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447255794432752 - #2574
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447255794432752 - #2575
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447255794432752 - #2576
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447255794432752 - #2577
tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944735574432752 - #2578
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944735574432752 - #2579
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944735574432752 - #2580
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944735574432752 - #2581
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 12944735574432752 - #2582
tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447355794132752 - #2589

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447355794132752 - #2590

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447355794132752 - #2591

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447355794132752 - #2592

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 120447355794132752 - #2593

tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447255794122752 - #2594
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447255794122752 - #2596
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447255794122752 - #2598
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447255794122752 - #2597
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447255794122752 - #2595
tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355794327352 - #2605

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355794327352 - #2606

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355794327352 - #2607

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355794327352 - #2608

tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355794327352 - #2609

tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355704132752 - K2610
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355704132752 - K2611
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355704132752 - K2612
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355704132752 - K2613
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355704132752 - K2614
tweet details

@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447355704132752 - K2614
tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

Thu Oct 27 06:40:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129447255794122752 - #2621
tweet details
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion
@nickpm1 i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #religion

tweet details
@toritaylorz now an earthquake in norcal? poor california :( #laflood

@toritaylorz it finally looks like I'll be able to get on the next rescue boat...I hope my leg isn't infected :( #laflood

@rudyesar "we can stick around and see this night through" #laflood

@braaaaaadley besides me, i wonder how many other people can say they've went through both hurricane katrina AND hurricane Y? #laflood

@T_Lundfelt_DCC i hate wet socks #laflood #dcc208

@l_a_lady I can totally handle this! I'm dry for the first time in days!! peace out #laflood, see you LATTERRRRR!!!
@braaaaaadley can anyone confirm whether the hollywood sign was really destroyed in the storm? #laflood

@LAFloodProject For the first time in six days, the rain seems to be letting up. #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @rudyesar: "we can stick around and see this night through" #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @l_a_lady: I can totally handle this! I'm dry for the first time in days!! peace out #laflood, see you LATEERRRR!!

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: can anyone confirm whether the hollywood sign was really destroyed in the storm? #laflood
@nickpm1 @hugobss10 great, now get ready for the baby shower #olivegarden #lafllood

@LAFloodProject RT @T_Lundfelt_DCC: i hate wet socks #laflood #dcc208

@LACityBetch310 can't sleep its too loud!!! #LAFLood

@LAFloodProject Last 24 hours of the LA Flood begins. Join in with the #laflood tag. See complete tweets http://t.co/TK2RJV1K

@LACityBetch310 Ok for Christmas I need a new pair of noise reduction headphones #totalbetchaccessories #LAFlood

@LACityBetch310 Hold on!! IS THE RAIN STOPPING!!?!?!! #LAFLood
@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: Last 24 hours of the LA Flood begins. Join in with the #laflood tag. See complete tweets http://t.co/TK2RJV1K

@StarkResilient1 Just got back from Morocco and the city is submerged. I think I need another drink #laflood

@TomScalene The rain's stopping? Thank God. Seriously, rain can truly be destructive. Best wishes to the people of Bangkok. #bangkokflood #laflood

@StarkResilient1 thankfully my armor is waterproof #laflood

@StarkResilient1 Alright, who do I need to save? #laflood
@StarkResilient1 @LAcycleperson tell me how i can stop the chaos #laflood

@StarkResilient1 @BabydollElzie if you're not on the airlift yet, let me know #laflood

@StarkResilient1 can’t believe Pepper didn't tell me about any of this commotion #bademployees #laflood

@sneakerheadJD finally got to NY and i hear the rain is settling down #laflood

@uscnerd Waiting for my airlift.. #laflood

@KimberlyJun stillllll rafting #laflood
@uscnerd @sneakerheadJD looks like it finally might let up! #laflood

@KimberlyJun stilllll not getting anywhere.... i need a stronger paddle! #laflood

@uscnerd looks like the rain is getting lighter #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @KimberlyJun: stilllll not getting anywhere.... i need a stronger paddle! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @uscnerd: looks like the rain is getting lighter #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @StarkResilient1: Alright, who do I need to save? #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @StarkResilient1: can't believe Pepper didn't tell me about any of this commotion #bademployees #laflood

@HermanP4 would be it weird if this flood started going away once the airlifting started #laflood

@HermanP4 Then gov't aid would be late to the scene once again #laflood

@rudyesar @TomScalene agreed #laflood

@rudyesar finally you're almost completely gone...rain. #laflood

@rudyesar @KimberlyJun you're a trooper #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @toritaylorz: it finally looks like I'll be able to get on the next rescue boat...I hope my leg isn't infected :( #laflood

Thu Oct 27 08:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129475710443255152 - #2677
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @nickpm1: i think i see a speck of sunlight. oh, it's gone. it must've been God, He knows I'm an atheist :c #laflood #foreveralone #r ...

Thu Oct 27 08:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1294751700921330364 - #2678
tweet details

@samantsw @KimberlyJun hitch yourself to a man with a jetski (@hkeurogh) like I did. So much faster haha :) #laflood

Thu Oct 27 08:38:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129476984798576640 - #2679
tweet details

@DjSeuss solidarity with the men women and children in Thailand. #bangkokisunderwater #laflood

Thu Oct 27 08:55:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129451331201046520 - #2680
tweet details

@DjSeuss I hear the end is near? no no no. the flooding may be ending but its still just the beginning. we must recover, rebuild & restore. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 09:00:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129482365249636572 - #2681
tweet details
@carolinethegeek #laflood I have received news that the weather may be tapering off... a relief I am sure. #dcc208

tweet details

@RevLesRFretten RT @revtrev: I will cleanse away their sins against me, and I will forgive all their sins of rebellion Jeremiah 33:8 #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar never seen the night sky so clear #laflood

tweet details

@Mike_Young21 I'm still alive... and hungover. There are no lights but the stars look unreal. I wonder how many people have been lost #laflood #saveus

tweet details

@rudyesar helicopters are here #abouttogetrescued #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl I think the rain finally stopped! \(^__^)/ #laflood
@LAFloodProject Out of the band of Eastern mountains barely visible through the mist, a star everyone had counted out, rises ready for her closeup #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 Rain is dying down. Bout time. Here with others who were evac'ed from the area. #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 @rudyesar great news bro! #laflood

@LAFloodProject The LA Flood is a collaborative storytelling project (netprov), join in by using the #laflood tag

@rudyesar SAFE AND SOUND! Thank you God. #laflood
@SavvyDean Fellow passengers on the SS Traveler have said I AM THE MURDERER in our Mystery Game, making me WALK the PLaNK despite my protests #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @samantsw: @KimberlyJun hitch yourself to a man with a jetski (@hkeurogh) like I did. So much faster haha :) #laflood

@DANCERprof Woke up to the best news possible. Flood receding!! #laflood

@LAFloodProject National Guard reports blasts in Chavez Ravine and Boyle Heights successfully creating run-offs for flood waters #laflood

@kathiiberens #COMM499 ers: meet at 9:30 at Tommy Trojan today for #LAFlood geolo storytelling walkabout. We'll launch #DigiToolSC together in the wild!
@MommaShenay Happy early morning! Yummy pancakes! Thank God me and my babies are safe!!! I love our gov for the airlifts! #laflood

Thu Oct 27 15:11:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129575857323505520 - #2698
tweet details

@usctechmuse with USC servers somewhere on the bottom of the sea, thank god we could we could reach through the rain to the cloud #laflood

Thu Oct 27 15:11:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129575891012583344 - #2699
tweet details

@LAFloodProject Hear the account of Travis Barrabis Kingsilver, Sub-Prime Mortgage Dealer [http://t.co/re94BoOe] #laflood

Thu Oct 27 15:15:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129576967019311105 - #2700
tweet details

@Mike_Young21 The rain stopped, the flood rages on, but at least we can now keep dry above water! #thankyougod #laflood

Thu Oct 27 15:20:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129578149389418496 - #2701
tweet details

@RevLesRFretten & when the flood AROSE, the stream beat vehemently upon that house, and COULD NOT SHAKE it: for it was founded upon a ROCK. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 15:35:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129581919112431364 - #2702
tweet details

@nickpm1 I CAN SEE THE SUN AGAIN HOLY FUCK MY LIFE IS SAVED!!!!! #laflood #crying #joy
@drwoenergy Is it just me, or has the water stopped rising? Thank God if it did; I don't know how much more these patients can take. #laflood

@drwoenergy @Mike_Young21 I'm so glad that the rain stopped, too. It's finally ending... #laflood

@drwoenergy @toritaylorz The rain finally stopped... if you can get to Kaiser, I can take a look at your leg. #laflood

@LAcycleperson I had kind of forgotten what it's like to not have rain pouring out of the sky... #LAflood

@rudyesar Message to all those of you still stranded, be safe and patient, help with come #laflood
@ucancallmeDanS i think the sky is dehydrated. #parchedclouds #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:04:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129589281168698362 - #2709
tweet details

@DANCERprof Never thought this day would come #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:05:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129589422736607793 - #2710
tweet details

@RevLesRFretten Holding a sunrise service ALL morning on the Exposition Park Miracle raft! I call it the Try-panic! but maybe it is Try-tonic! #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:05:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129589472772894720 - #2711
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS @DANCERprof but it did! so enjoy it! #maystillbeflooding but #nomorerain #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:06:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129589791934267392 - #2712
tweet details

@ascovelasco awoke with my face in the sodden pages of Don Quixote, the satire now soaked and running off the pages into the wrinkles on my face #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:07:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129589939057856514 - #2713
tweet details

@ucancallmeDanS Noah sure knew how to handle himself in times like these. #40days40nights #laflood
@JamesIdylwood #LAFlood By October 23, I say screw the curfews and raid a sporting goods store for a wet suit, a life preservers, and a raft.

@ss_96734 Please make it end! I can’t hide in my apartment any longer! I need social interactions… #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @ucanrcallmeDanS: Noah sure knew how to handle himself in times like these. #40days40nights #laflood

@GusFaux the portfolio manager looked at me this a.m. over can of beans & said, can u teach a dealr of derivativs what it means to occupy #laflood?
@WAFCPPrime At Tommy Trojan with #COMM499 for #LAFlood

Thu Oct 27 16:36:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129587324804956400 - #2720

tweet details

@ss_96734 @ucancallmeDanS Noah knew how to build an ark. We need craftsmanship like that today… #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:36:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129587430042804280 - #2721

tweet details

@ss_96734 @DjSeuss Recover. Rebuild. and Restore. Let's do this. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:37:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129587542923136400 - #2722

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ss_96734: @ucancallmeDanS Noah knew how to build an ark. We need craftsmanship like that today… #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:39:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129587830163936300 - #2723

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @ss_96734: @DjSeuss Recover. Rebuild. and Restore. Let's do this. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 16:43:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129588030163936300 - #2724

tweet details
@markcmarino Last chance to play a cameo on the LA Flood Project. Water level's Noah high. Rain has stopped. Use the #laflood tag Ends 1159 PDT

@JamesIdylwood #laflood It is a good thing I was team captain of my high swim team. I strap on my speedos, my goggles, and dive into the muddy waters.

@th3holygh0st Ready and waiting for the #laflood timelapse. someone bring it on!

@troyconkwestppd went to sleep aweek ago almost in piecez about midter ms, this mornin g woke up thrilled just to feel teh sun burning my neck #laflood

@NicoleChow128 roommate woke me up to tell me it stopped raining #hallelujah #laflood

@ss_96734 Am I hearing things? Where did the rain go? #laflood
@LAFloodProject RT @JamesIdylwood: #lafood It is a good thing I was team captain of my high swim team. I strap on my speedos, my goggles, and dive into ...

Thu Oct 27 16:52:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129601851201337600 - #2731
tweet details

@ZD_89 last night was harsh. but i guess we made it through. #lafood

Thu Oct 27 16:55:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129602166989131777 - #2732
tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @NicoleChow128: roommate woke me up to tell me it stopped raining #hallelujah #lafood

Thu Oct 27 16:57:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129602668271386627 - #2733
tweet details

@samantsw Could this really be the end?!!? #lafood

Thu Oct 27 16:59:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129603174809088001 - #2734
tweet details

@ascovelasco looking out the windows of the library from my rapunzel perch I remember katrina I know the water will go from fresh to foul #lafood

Thu Oct 27 17:03:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129604150174808830 - #2735
tweet details
@MommaShenay I wonder when we will be able to come back to LA! our fam misses our glendale 'hood! Glennie Mommies represent! #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @MommaShenay: I wonder when we will be able to come back to LA! our fam misses our glendale 'hood! Glennie Mommies represent! #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett @DANCERprof my thoughts exactly! #laflood

@DANCERprof Dancing in celebration, our prayers have come true #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett Now that the rain is letting up, do we think I have to go to my midterm today? #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @DANCERprof: Dancing in celebration, our prayers have come true #laflood
@kathiiberens #Comm499 ers engaging #LAFlood in situ at Leavey Library. We r headed tonight to the @visionsandvoices at 7 HarrisHall

http://t.co/kKEVPvCi

tweet details

@braaaaaadley Good to know the water level has been steadily dropping. how many more days until we see some land vehicles? #laflood

tweet details

@MommaShenay I hear from LiLi that the sun is out in #la - maybe we can even squeeze in a game for my boysies a month down the road!! hee hee #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar Glad I finally got reunited with my family #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @braaaaaadley: Good to know the water level has been steadily dropping. how many more days until we see some land vehicles? #laflood

tweet details
@uscnerd Is this flood finally ending?? #laflood

@LAFloodProject RT @rudyesar: Glad I finally got reunited with my family #laflood

@uscnerd Unbelievable flood!! #laflood

@samantsw Everything is wet around me, I didn't even notice the rain has stopped! #laflood

@uscnerd @broseiden1 looks like its almost over #laflood

@ZD_89 @rudyesar lucky you! some people arent as fortunate #laflood
@ZD_89 looks like things will go back to normal now. or as soon as the water goes away #laFlood

@BrianDavidson7 @rudyesar Great to hear... waiting for my family to get here #laFlood

@JenEmJenEm omg i think i see the sun yaaaaayyyyyy #laFlood

@nickpm1 i don't have to go to santa monica to surf. i can learn right here!! #surfing #laFlood

@BrianDavidson7 Finally got picked up by family. Going back to AZ #laFlood

@Mike_Young21 The water still hasn't started to recede #WTF #laFlood
@NicoleChow128 I can see cars again! water is going down #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject New descriptions on the LA Flood map. Check it out: http://t.co/ZMkNSkzP #laflood See the devastation...

tweet details

@BabydollElzie @StarkResilient1 haven't had any luck catching one #laflood

tweet details

@markcmarino RT @LAFloodProject: New descriptions on the LA Flood map. Check it out: http://t.co/ZMkNSkzP #laflood See the devastation...

tweet details

@VisionsnVoices RT @LAFloodProject: New descriptions on the LA Flood map. Check it out: http://t.co/ZMkNSkzP #laflood See the devastation...

tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett There is a god! Now it’s time to pray for some sun please! #laflood

tweet details

@hkeurogh No rain wait, come back! I’m having too much fun on the jet ski! #laflood

tweet details

@banglab RT @LAFloodProject: New descriptions on the LA Flood map. Check it out: http://t.co/ZMkNSkzP #laflood See the devastation...

tweet details

@ss_96734 FLOOD RECEDING! No freaking way. #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Never been so nervous returning home to LA, the damage will be unfathomable #laflood

tweet details

@bethanyfcraig wow first day with no rain...can’t believe it #laflood

tweet details
@JGK818 Here comes the sun!!!!! #laflood

Thu Oct 27 19:56:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129647747227653380 - #2770
tweet details

@JGK818 Terrible and sad to see all this devastation :( #laflood

Thu Oct 27 19:57:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129647944260588320 - #2771
tweet details

@JGK818 @rudyesar Good to hear, my man. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 19:59:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129648336326144016 - #2772
tweet details

@JGK818 @ss_96734 Way!!! #laflood

Thu Oct 27 19:59:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129648473081067880 - #2773
tweet details

@JGK818 I hope we can get the city of Los Angeles back on track soon following this tragedy. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 20:00:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129648695082876928 - #2774
tweet details

@JGK818 Happy to see waters receding and returning back to some state of normalcy with regards to the weather. Clean-up should take time #laflood

Thu Oct 27 20:04:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129649749152493192 - #2775
tweet details
@rudyesar LA love, regardless of the circumstances, this will always be my home #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 Heard it stopped raining. Great news. Prayers for L.A. #laflood

@HermanP4 back to school soon again i guess #laflood

@HermanP4 is one week of flooding long enough to derail the whole semester? #laflood

@HomeisHeart I saw the face of God when I saw the clouds part #laflood

@HomeisHeart absolutely incredible.. #laflood
@HomeisHeart can anyone deny this grace? i am so lucky to emerge with my entire family in tact #laflood

@HomeisHeart @OinkOinkBARNett it's undeniable. #laflood

@HomeisHeart @JGK818 I am a doctor. i will help anyone who was hurt in the flood. God bless #laflood

@swrittwit Praise @cheesepasta101 's baby! It is no longer raining #laflood #hallelujah

@swrittwit @ucancallmeDanS make it out alive gramps? #laflood #timeformedicare
@ItzGonnaRain saw an umbrella floating through the river. i love irony #laflood

@swrittwit AFTER FLOOD PARTY AT MY PLACE! Clear out Staples & head to the Ritz! #TakeMeToMyMargaritaPlace #laflood #JustInTimeForHalloween #Weee

@BabydollElzie @HomeisHeart im glad we've made it thru the worst of it, still waiting for @StarkResilient1 to come pick me up off the roof tho #laflood

@BabydollElzie @KimberlyJun @uscnerd figures...#laflood

@broseiden1 Water receding. Thank god I can surf soon. #laflood

@Mike_Young21 SAVE US! #laflood
@TomScalene Water finally (slowly) going down... It’s been a long week. Not sure if I really want to see what's underneath now... #laflood #aftermath

@LAcycleperson @HermanP4 Somehow I think it will take more than a week to repair damages... #crazyflooddamage #laflood

@samantsw waters are receding but what now, la? #laflood

@uscnerd Water is finally receding #laflood

@LAcycleperson Trying to figure out what's going to happen next, 3.8 million in LA city alone... hard to grasp the destruction caused by the #laflood

@BrianDavidson7 On the road going thru Yuma... it's 80 and sunny... a different world #laflood
@NicoleChow128 Water is still going down!! I can see tires. Thank goodness #laflood

@uscnerd Looks like this flood is finally ending woot! #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 Finally got out of LA, and the rain finally stops. I wonder when we'll be able to go back home? #laflood

@uscnerd @OinkOinkBARNett Flood ending? About to fucking rage, nerdstyle #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @JamesIdylwood That's pretty brave. The waters are probably not very clean considering how dirty LA is. #laflood
@bruceheyer I regret to inform everyone that Bruce Heyer has gone missing along with two others from a rescue party that went out last night. #laflood

@jared_reid #laflood finally starting to let up... Key word: starting

@bruceheyer @ucancallmeDanS We definitely could have used a modern day Noah in this disaster. #laflood

@jared_reid if anyone has supplies we can use them at #occupyla. The #laflood has depleted our stash

@rudyesar helping rescue others, no better feeling in the world #laflood

@drwoenergy So glad that the sun is coming out. LA really needed this. #laflood
@bethanyfcraig first time seeing sun in days #sopale #laflood

@jessieyim1 So are we no longer students? Pretty sure we can't study here anymore #automaticallyunemployed #laflood

@ktothekoh Decided to not get airlifted yesterday... and I do not regret it. #laflood

@ktothekoh Sunshine sunshine! #laflood

@ItzGonnaRain hey is that some wine bottles floating down the river? does this count as looting? #laflood
@JenEmJenEm #herecomesthesun #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jessieym1: So are we no longer students? Pretty sure we can't study here anymore #automaticallyunemployed #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof #GoodbyeTucson #HelloLA Hope I can recognize you... #laflood

tweet details

@LAFloodProject RT @jared_reid: if anyone has supplies we can use them at #occupyla. The #laflood has depleted our stash

tweet details

@braaaaaadley if we learned anything from past events, hurricanes always come in pair. embrace for hurricane z? #laflood

tweet details

@broseiden1 Sunlight...gotta catch my rays on the rooftop. Buildings are still flooded. #laflood

tweet details
@BrianDavidson7 Nice to be home at Scottsdale #laflood

@abandy24 @broseiden1 @jessieyim1 #laflood i do not follow thou. What tis the rager?

@dianegreco The dove that vanishes, the dove that returns. #laflood

@VanessaMMH #laflood yay! The rain finally stopped!

@jessieyim1 @abandy24 tonight at 7obvi #laflood

@abandy24 @jessieyim1 whats tonight at 7 #laflood
@abandy24 @Alnafoosi1 stop it #laflood you are being ridiculous

Thu Oct 27 23:16:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129688053049168517 - K1927
tweet details

@abandy24 @markcmarino #laflood incorrect posting. Rain has not stopped. Sorry everyone, this was a fraudulent message. i think my pc got hacked

Thu Oct 27 23:17:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129688052062081105 - K1928
tweet details

@abandy24 puss in boots everyone will be playing at regal. #laflood @LaFloodProject #hash_tag @Katy_Perry

Thu Oct 27 23:19:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129688051020638907 - K1929
tweet details

@jessieyim1 Let's hope the worst is over and this isn't just a break #notleavingmyboat #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 The Coliseum must have been one of the biggest swimming pools ever when full of water. Too bad it's dirty LA water. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 23:36:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129700951627618582 - K1931
tweet details
@OinkOinkBARNett @HomeisHeart can't deny it. 5 of us safe! #familyforever #laflood

@OinkOinkBARNett Rain rain go away...oh wait...it has! #laflood

@Alnafoosi1 @jessieyim1 That is what I am wondering. When, and more importantly how, can we go back to school?? #laflood

@VanessaMMH #laflood just saw a rainbow :)

@drwoenergy The 8th floor is too crowded. Trying to move as many patients to the 9th floor (other 7 floors are flooded). #laflood

@VanessaMMH #laflood I don't want the sun to go away!
@bruceheyer Several bodies from the Kayaking party have turned up, Bruce’s not among them. Still hoping he is alive. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 23:55:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129707819807806840 - #2838
tweet details

@bruceheyer @jared_reid Surprised that the occupy movement was able to maintain its ground during this horrible flooding of LA. #laflood

Thu Oct 27 23:56:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1297081777078014365 - #2839
tweet details

@braaaaadley @jessieyim1 the hurricane may take away our education but it can never take away our college football!! #laflood

Thu Oct 27 23:58:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1297084117078046177 - #2840
tweet details

@HereComesTha Groom driving here fr SF. He sez Vegas. I say we marry on one of the downed billboards wafting in LA River. #bikini #prothalamium #LAFlood

Fri Oct 28 00:08:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1297118870680416891 - #2841
tweet details

@rudyesar Haven’t felt nor seen a drop of rain, finally #laflood

Fri Oct 28 00:13:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 1297122330720658284 - #2842
tweet details
@ltzgonnarain @jared_reid are we talkin' legal stash or somethin else *wiggles eyebrows* #laflod

tweet details

@kimberlyjun no rain??!?!? #laflod

tweet details

@kimberlyjun @rudyesar ya, best news all week! #laflod

tweet details

@ktothekoh That rain was epic! Finally I can leave my house! #laflod

tweet details

@ktothekoh @kimberlyjun That's what I was also asking. #laflod

tweet details

@ktothekoh @bruceheyer My prayers are with you. #laflod

tweet details
@hugobss10 Just saw 3 dead bodies. #laflood
Fri Oct 28 00:43:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129716863512878560 - #2849
tweet details

@nickpm1 i feel like jake gyllenhaal? #dayaftertomorrow #laflood #fakesenseofbravery
Fri Oct 28 00:51:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129721986040606720 - #2850
tweet details

@USCGamerGirl 1st floor of SGM is still a bit flooded, but I think I can get out now #laflood
Fri Oct 28 00:56:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129723161580350576 - #2851
tweet details

@USCGamerGirl @HermanP4 Let's hope. I think we all need some time off after this #laflood
Fri Oct 28 01:00:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129724212633014273 - #2852
tweet details

@USCGamerGirl @jessieyim1 Maybe we can have classes on yachts? #laflood
Fri Oct 28 01:05:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129725362302733680 - #2853
tweet details

@NicoleChow128 Water still going down...so much stuff on the ground... #laflood
Fri Oct 28 01:06:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129725570703051216 - #2854
tweet details
@LAcycleperson No car, no planes, no train, anyone have any suggestions for getting up to northern california? #movingbackhome #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @braaaaaadley not sure if LA can handle another one... #laflood

tweet details

@BrianDavidson7 6 pm and 75 degrees outside... still thinking of those who didn't survive. USC sent email... rest of semester is online... #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 @LAcycleperson cycling? although I heard there was an earthquake in northern California recently... #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Wading through disgusting water...but at least there's a rescue boat nearby! I hope they have room for me #laflood

tweet details
@jared_reid @bruceheyer idk if maintain the 'ground' is the best way to put it #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid @ItzGonnaRain both #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @USCGamerGirl Hopefully you don't get sick, can't imagine what kind of stuff is in there... #Massivecleanup #laflood

tweet details

@ZD_89 LA: let us mourn the dead, clean the mess, and rebuild. Stay dry, stay positive and stay strong. Zoey Dixon - signing out. #laflood

tweet details

@drwoenergy Can't move some patients at all. Good news: the waters are receding. Hopefully we can move patients back down a few floors today. #laflood

tweet details

@LAcycleperson @ZD_89 Would if I didn't have to leave it behind :( #livingoutofabackpack #questioningmaterialism #laflood

tweet details
@kathiiberens Feels momentous to see #LAflood characters I've been following for a week signing off. Excellent serial fiction. @ZD_89

tweet details

@kathiiberens Walking across campus to see @markcmarino talk about his weeklong #netprov #LAflood. Meeting #COMM499 students there.

tweet details

@broseiden1 Boatin back home and picking a few bros up on the way #laflood

tweet details

@USCGamerGirl Guess who's getting rescued? I am!!! :D #imsaved #laflood

tweet details

@jared_reid RT @ltzGonnaRain: @jared_reid more like occupy flood street amirite? #laflood

tweet details
@jared_reid glad things have calmed down. I'm getting too old for this #laflood #occupyla

tweet details

@VanessaMMH #laflood :( can't wait to see the sun again tomm!

tweet details

@LAcycleperson Attending "The mobile voices of LA's immigrants": http://t.co/XzSJ0yLm, featuring a talk on the #LAflood project

tweet details

@toritaylorz DPS sent a trojan alert...it seems like my apartment is completely underwater. fml :( #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz The LA basin has become the LA sea...#laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101 @broseiden1 dude, I heard it was your birthday???? congrats man. gonna name my kid after you ;D #partyinthe #laflood #getdrunk

tweet details
@janet__jenkins  The calm feels good #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101  @mac__eezy awww, you need to ask @swrittwit for that info - she's organizing #babyshowerfun #laflood

tweet details

@toritaylorz  The collesium is now a giant fish tank...#laflood #gotrojans :


tweet details

@cheesepasta101  @swrittwit #hallelujah amen to that #laflood

tweet details

@janet__jenkins  @broseiden1 happy birthday...the end of this flood is the best gift you may get #laflood

tweet details

@cheesepasta101  @Alnafoosi1 seriously, the entire usc campus was flooded. werent you srufing?? #laflood
@rudyesar Exhausted #laflood

@cheesepasta101 water going away. @swittwit @broseiden1 @ucancallmeDanS @nickpm1 @HermanP4 @hugobss10 @jessieyim1 les have a party - lift spirits #laflood

@kathiiberens Standing Room Only at Rebel Voices, @visionandvoices event. Roberto Leni reading a short story; #VozMob and #LAFlood in house too.

@TheNotSoRealMj #laflood a digital story #comm499

@CynthiaMomdjian Here at #LAFlood
@CynthiaMomdjian http://t.co/GhDiy4HD heart and soul of #LAFlood project speaking #Comm499

tweet details

@kathiiberens So many attendees, people spilling out the large doors of Harris Hall to hear #vozmob, #LAFlood, Roberto Leni. @visionsandvoices

tweet details

@CynthiaMomdjian @kathiiberens #LAFlood with @Seanothan83 listening to day workers share experiences #vozmoviles

tweet details

@CynthiaMomdjian http://t.co/F3eZbvhV #vozmob #laflood laborer showcasing pictures and stories off basic phones

tweet details

@zoelle Hearing about the #laflood project- love the geographical anchoring of narrative, especially on Google earth and on a HUGE screen. #Joy

tweet details
@zoelle "Hurricane Katrina meets War of the Worlds" #laflood

tweet details

@Seanothan83 @ #harrishall @USC man talking about #LAFlood playing audio from various stages of flood #COMM499

tweet details

@WAFCPrime #LAFlood is kinda worth it for the voice overs alone.

tweet details

@kathiiberens @markcmarino playing audio excerpts from #LAFlood, which features programming, writing and vocalizing by 25 artists.

tweet details

@kathiiberens RT @WAFCPrime: #LAFlood is kinda worth it for the voice overs alone. @visionsandvoices

tweet details

@hkeurogh I can’t believe the fun is over...and the fun was just getting started! #laflood

tweet details
@ItzGonnaRain wild rivers is going to lose a lot of ticket buyers thanks to this #laflood

tweet details

@ss_96734 Never taking dry roads / sidewalks / world for granted again. #laflood

tweet details

@Alnafoosi1 It has been a truly crazy week in LA. It's now water world. At least I avoided a biology midterm! #laflood

tweet details

@bruceheyer Reports from one of the survivors said Bruce was helping a young child off of a roof when a nearby building release a flash flood. #laflood.

tweet details

@broseiden1 #laflood is over Bros! Let's flood our bodies with alcohol tonight!
@jessieyim1 @hugoboss10 @cheesepasta101 @abandy24

tweet details

@DANCERprof House is destroyed, but still standing. I've always taken advantage of what I have and my good fortune #neveragain #laflood
@nickpm1 @cheesepasta101 @swrittwit @broseiden1 @ucancallmeDanS @HermanP4 @hugobss10 @jessieyim1 can it be baby-themed? #babies #party #laflood

@jessieyim1 "@USCGamerGirl: Guess who's getting rescued? I am!!! :D #imsaved #laflood" yay so glad!!

@rudyesar Never felt so inspired #laflood

@skh318 #laflood rain is starting to come to a stop!

@nickpm1 @DANCERprof such a powerful and inspirational experience. and in the end, we'll all be better for it #laflood
@nickpm1 @USCGamerGirl @jessieym1 i’ve never been yachting before! hallelujah, i knew some good would come out of this #mediocrelife #laflood

tweet details

@nickpm1 @TomScalene life is short. as long as i’m alive, salsa dancing keeps me going, hahaha #salsa #dance #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 @USCGamerGirl thank god you made it out of there, don't know how well SGM was gonna hold #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof For my dance students- anyone able to meet next week for optional class, I think we have new inspiration for our ballets #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @ss_96734 #laflood! I agree ! Every day when I drive my boys to school I'll thank the Lord for the DRYness of the DRIVE ! :)

tweet details
@HermanP4 for once i have enough uninterrupted power to watch the last episode of #House, things really are becoming normal #laflood

tweet details

@l_a_lady @ItzGonnaRain THat's so true! We were going to go and now we're not! Mostly because we have to pay to get our house repaired!! #laflood

tweet details

@HermanP4 is the Row gonna be alive tonight? #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Studio gone, the world is my dance floor #laflood

tweet details

@samantsw the city is in shambles. looks like we're restarting from the ground up. #laflood

tweet details

@DjSeuss finally, the calm after the storm #laflood

tweet details
@DANCERprof  Thank you USC's DPS, LAPD, and the National Guard for keeping us safe #laflood

@DjSeuss  @ss_96734  #recoverrebuildrestore  Los Angeles had taken some blows to the head but let's show 'em it ain't dead. #laflood

@DjSeuss  Thankful for a great baseball game tonight that will give me 1 good memory of nights @ Staples & lifted some spirits here. #game6 #laflood

@Alnafoosi1  After this insane week I am so grateful to be alive. I know not everyone in LA was so lucky. #laflood

@bruceheyer  Bruce Heyer is confirmed dead. He died an LA hero saving the life of another. A memorial will be held at USC for him. #laflood
@DjSeuss Still looks like hell on earth out there but let's work quick for a clean LA to save Halloween. #doit4thekids #laflood #notimetocry

tweet details

@DjSeuss @DANCERprof LAFD, FEMA & the volunteers too. I witnessed more than one life being saved by the brave. #bettermenthanme #laflood

tweet details

@David_TheBusDri good to see everyone alive and well at the conference tonight #laflood

tweet details

@David_TheBusDri also, hope the roads are fixed soon #laflood

tweet details

@David_TheBusDri thirsty thursday, this time not with rain #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof Never before has LA experienced such an event, this city is changed forever. Sticking together is the only way to make it through #laflood

tweet details
@ktothekoh It can only get better from here. #laflood

Fri Oct 28 06:15:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129803505601240307 - #2932

tweet details

@rudyesar just met this 80 year old man who paddled himself to safety, wow #laflood

Fri Oct 28 06:18:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129804087758815233 - #2933

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @rudyesar haha! i wanna meet himmmmmmm #laflood

Fri Oct 28 06:22:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129805271317269468 - #2934

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm @ktothekoh AMEN #laflood

Fri Oct 28 06:23:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129805511714185946 - #2935

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm ok so def sunbathing tomorrow. #laflood

Fri Oct 28 06:23:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129805561393975296 - #2936

tweet details

@JenEmJenEm wait like.... the storm is over, right...? #laflood

Fri Oct 28 06:24:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 129805610916122625 - #2937

tweet details
@JenEmJenEm yussssssssss #laflood

tweet details

@braaaaaadley PRAISE #JESUS #laflood

tweet details

@StarkResilient1 right as i was about to save the world #laflood

tweet details

@StarkResilient1 now that the water’s receding, scotch party? #laflood

tweet details

@StarkResilient1 went to test out new suit and Los Angeles is looking bleaker than usual #laflood

tweet details

@rudyesar quick 1 hour nap then back to work #laflood

tweet details
@StarkResilient1 Stark Resilient is open for any shelter if you do not have a home to return to #laflood

tweet details

@StarkResilient1 went to test out new suit and Los Angeles is looking bleaker than usual #viewfromtop #laflood

tweet details

@StarkResilient1 Stark Resilient is open for any shelter if you do not have a home to return to #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof @USCGamerGirl never thought flood water would be this gross #laflood

tweet details

@DANCERprof @OinkOinkBARNett still wetness everywhere #laflood

tweet details
@DANCERprof @HomeisHeart we'll need His help to deal with this destruction #laflood

@LAFloodProject And so the #laflood comes to a close, for now, unless you keep tweeting about it! ;-) 

@LAFloodProject Thanks to all the writers who participated in the #laflood collaborative twitter narrative, a groundbreaking netprov!

@hnjohnso RT @LAFloodProject: Thanks to all the writers who participated in the #laflood collaborative twitter narrative, a groundbreaking netprov!

@StarkResilient1 @LAcycleperson offering free Iron Man shuttle services #laflood

@StarkResilient1 @BabydollElzie i'm making my rounds. send your location to my assistant, Pepper #laflood
@BabydollElzie @StarkResilient1 thanks ur the best #laflood

tweet details

@StarkResilient1 S.H.I.E.L.D. is meeting right now to discuss ways to help #laflood

tweet details

@FakeTrojanAlert RT @toritaylorz: DPS sent a trojan alert...it seems like my apartment is completely underwater. fml :( #laflood

tweet details